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MEMORANDUM

TO: Members. Subcommitiee on Economic Development

FROM: Economic Development Subcommittee Staff

SUBJECT: SUMMARY OF SUBJECTT MATTER for June 30, 1994 hearing on

"Innovative Financing of Infrastructure Investment: The Use of Tax-exempt

Bonds"

On Thursdas. June 30. 1994. at 10:15 a.m.. the Subcommittee will hold a hearing

on the use of tax-exempt bonds to finance infrastructure investment. This hearing will

enable Members to examine how tax-exempt bonds may be used to improve our

infrastructure, create jobs, and enhance our competitive position in the global economy.

This summap. of subject matter provides background information on state and local

governments" financmg of infrastructure investment with tax-exempt bonds, current

federal income tax code provisions regarding tax-exempt bonds, and proposed changes to

these provisions.

Tax-Exempt Financing

State and local governments have three means of financing infrastructure

investment: pay-as-you-gn financing, intergovernmental revenues such as federal grants,

and borrowing. Borrowing, or debt financing, is accomplished by issuing bonds to pay for

(vn)
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specific projects or services. A bond is a debt instrument bearing a stated rate of interest

that matures on a certain date, at which time a fixed sum of money plus interest is

payable to the bondholder.

Unlike corporate debt issues, the interest received by holders of state and local

governmental bonds, also known as municipal bonds, is exempt from federal income

taxes and may also by exempt from state and local income taxes. Consequently, investors

will accept a lower interest rate on tav-exempt issues because they will not have to pay

taxes on them. This lower rate reduces borrowing costs for state and local governments

which use tax-exempt bonds to raise capital to build roads, bridges, airports, mass transit

facilities, public power facilities, and schools.

Tax-exempt bonds may be issued by state and local governments and special

authorities established by these governments including nonprofit organizations such as

hospitals and universities. In 1992. $275 billion worth of municipal bonds were issued, 85

'percent of which were long-term bonds. Fifty percent of these bonds were new issuances

and 50 percent represented reissuances of previously issued bonds to take advantage of

lower interest rates. Historically, commercial banks purchased the largest proportion of

these bonds. Today, most tax-exempt bonds are purchased by individuals through

household, mutual fund, or money market fund purchases.

The federal income tax code specifies the rules for determining if a bond may be

used on a tax-exempt basis and restricts the issuance procedures. Furthermore, state and

local governments place additional controls on the use of tax-exempt financing.
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Types of Tax-Exempt Bonds

There are two general types of tax-exempt bonds: general obligation bonds and

revenue bonds. General obligation bonds are backed by the "full faith and credit" of the

state and local government that issues the bonds. Revenue bonds are issued for a

specific project, such as an airport, and are paid for from the revenues received from the

project.

Tax Code Classification of Tax-Exempt Bonds

For the purposes of the federal income tax code, tax-exempt bonds are divided

into two major categories: governmental bonds and private-activity bonds.

Governmental Bonds

Generally, bonds issued to financ.e facilities that are owned, controlled, and

operated by a state or local government are categorized as governmental bonds.

Governmental bonds are used to finance the construction of public facilities such as

schools, roads, water and sewer systems, gas and electric power systems, and other

government-owned capital projects. However, there is no specific definition of a

governmental bond in the tax code. Rather, it is the definition of a private-activity bond

and the application of rw.'o private business-use tests that determine whether a bond is

governmental or private acti\itv.
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Private-Activity Bonds

A private-activity bond must meet two private business-use tests. First, a private-

activity bond is a bond of which more than 10 percent of the proceeds is to be used in a

nongovernmental trade or business (except for nonprofit tax-exempt organizations).

Second, a private-activity bond is a bond which is to be directly or indirectly repaid from,

or secured by, revenues from a private trade or business. If a bond "fails" either of these

two tests, it is a governmental bond and the interest on the bond is tax exempt. If a

bond "meets" these two tests, it is a private-activity bond and interest on the bond is

taxable.

However, the federal tax code provides certain exceptions that permit interest on

bonds issued from certain facilities to be tax-exempt even though the bonds "meet" the

private-activity bond tests. These "exempt facilities" include airports, wastewater

treatment facilities, and solid waste disposal facilities. Various conditions and limitations

apply to the use of tax-exempt bonds for each of these exempt facilities.

Moreover, the tax code contains an additional group of programs for which

private-activity bonds may be issued on a tax-exempt basis provided that the programs

meet specific tax code conditions and limitations. This exception includes programs

which issue small-issue industrial development bonds, redevelopment bonds, and sec.

501(c)(3) (nonprofit) organization bonds.
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Limitations on Tax-Exempt Private-Activity Bonds
V

Tax-exempt private-activity bonds are subject to the following tax code provisions

that do not apply to governmental bonds:

o Statewide volume cap. The statewide volume cap is a ceiling on the aggregate

amount of tax-exempt private-activity bonds that may be issued in a state in any

given year. The ceiling, unchanged since 1987, is the greater of $50 per capita or

$150 million. Exceptions to the volume cap include exempt facility bonds for

airports, docks, and government-owned solid waste facilities. All other tax-exempt

private-activity bond programs must compete with each other for volume cap

allocations.

o Alternative minimum tax (AMT). Interest earned on tax-exempt private-activity

bonds must be Included in an individual's or corporation's calculation of the AMT.
While interest on governmental bonds is not taxed to the individual, corporations

must include all tax-exempt bond interest in their adjusted current earnings

(ACE). The ACE is a preference item included in the AMT calculation.

o Limitations on advance refundings. An advance refunding is the refunding of an

outstanding issue of bonds prior to the date on which the bonds become due or

are callable. Smce 1986. tax-exempt private-activity bonds may not be advance

refunded while governmental bonds may be advance refunded once.

o Other restrictions and requirements. A number of other restrictions and

requirements apply to tax-exempt private-activity bonds including: who may hold

such bonds (no substantial user or related person), the length of maturity of bonds

(may not exceed 120 percent of economic life of facility), restrictions on their use

for land acquisition (no more than 25 percent of proceeds), prohibitions on use of

proceeds to acquire existing proper!)', public approval requirements, and

limitations on the use of proceeds to pay bond issuance costs (no more than 2

percent). Mortgage revenue bonds, student loan bonds, and nonprofit

organization bonds are exempted from some of these requirements.
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Profxjsed Changes to Tax-Exempt Bond Laws

Over the past several years. Congress has made a number of changes to tax-

exempt bond laws. In the 1980"s alone. Congress modified tax-exempt bond laws six

times. In particular, the Tax Reform Act of 1986 rewrote the Internal Revenue Code of

1954 and made substantial changes to tax-exempt bond laws. A major objective of many

of these legislative changes has been to reduce the benefits of tax exemption. Thus,

many types of facilities are no longer eligible for tax-exempt financing, while others are

eligible but subject to limitations such as the statewide volume caps.

In response to complaints from state and local government officials about the

restrictions placed on tax-exempt bonds by the 1986 Tax Reform Act. then Congressman

Ber\l Anthony established the Anthony Commission on Public Finance, comprised of a

panel of governors, mayors, government officials, and other experts, and asked it to make

specific recommendations to revise tax-exempt bond provisions of the federal income tax

code. In 1989, the Anthony Commission published its report and recommendations.

entitled Presening the Federal-State-Local Paiviersliip: The Role of Tax-Exempt Financing.

Among the major proposals contained in that report and offered by others, including

hearing witness Congressman William J. Coyne sponsor of H.R. 3630, are:

o Changes in arbitrage restrictions. Unspent municipal bond proceeds are often

invested in higher-vielding securities until the monies are needed for the facilities

being financed by the bonds. The earnings on these investments that exceed the

municipal bond yield are called arbitrage. Current federal law limits the amount

of arbitrage that can be earned and requires that arbitrage earnings be rebated to

the federal government. This limitation is an onerous requirement because it

imposes complex bookkeeping and other compliance costs on issuers regardless of
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whether a rebate is owed and because it prevents issuers from generating

additional funds that could be used to reduce the costs of bond-financed projects.

Restoration of the bank interest deduction. Prior to 1986, banks were permitted

to deduct all or most of the interest costs they incurred to invest in municipal

bonds. The 1986 Tax Reform Act eliminated this deduction except for the bonds
of certain small issuers. An exception to the law permits banks to deduct 80
percent of the costs of purchasing and carrying bonds of issuers that do not issue

more than $10 million of bonds annually. The $10 million figure has not been
changed since 1986. Restoration of the pre-1986 bank interest deduction level

would restore bank demand and provide some stability by bringing this group of

institutional investors back into the municipal bond market.

Repeal of the Alternative Minimum Tax (AMT) on tax-exempt bonds. Interest on
tax-exempt bonds is subject to the individual and corporate AMT. The AMT is

designed to ensure that taxpayers cannot avoid paying income taxes entirely. The
1986 Tax Reform Act provisions subjecting tax-exempt interest to the AMT have
contributed to both increased costs for issues and to a reduced demand for

municipal bonds by some investors. Purchasers of municipal bonds already pay an

indirect tax by earning a lower rate of return because of the tax-exempt status of

the interest on investments. In addition, municipal bonds are purchased with

after-tax monies: they are not a tax shelter. Repeal of the ANIT on municipal

bonds would result in lower borrowing costs for issuers and restore demand for

those bonds.

New rules distinguishing govemmentaj bonds and private-activity bonds. Bonds
for certain governmental facilities are inappropriately categorized as private-

activity bonds. Changes should be made to the present rules that arbitrarily limit

the amount of private use of a facility (the 10 percent limit) without taking into

account whether or not the facility is fulfilling a public purpose. Such changes
would lead to the more efficient and less costly provision of public-purpose

facilities and permit more public-private partnerships in the Isuilding and
operation of such facilities.
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o Modifications to statewide volume caps. The statewide volume cap is a ceiling on

the aggregate amount of tax-exempt private-activity bonds that may be issued in a

state in any given year. The ceiling, unchanged since 1987, is the greater of $50

per capita or $150 million. In addition, if the private-use portion of a

governmental bond exceeds $15 million, the excess over $15 million is subject to

the volume cap even though the private use portion of the bond does not exceed

the 10 percent private use and security tests. The administrative requirements of

complying with the volume cap provisions are costly and burdensome to states.

Recommended changes to the tax laws regarding the volume cap are: (1) remove

the private-use portion of governmental bonds subject to the volume cap; (2)

increase volume cap amounts to keep pace with increased costs of providing

facilities and services for tax-exempt financing; (3) eliminate certain bonds from

the volume cap; and (4) index the volume cap for inflation.

o Authority for more advance refundings. An advance refunding occurs when

issuers refinance outstanding bonds before the original bonds mature or are

callable. Borrowers advance refund their outstanding debt when long-term

interest rates drop, thus reducing their borrowing costs and freeing up resources

for new projects. Since 1986. private-activity bonds may not be advance refunded,

and governmental bonds may be advance refunded once. Propose easing

restrictions on advance refundings so state and local governments can lower the

costs of their borrowing.

o Reclassification of tax-exempt organization bonds as "public purpose" where bond

proceeds provide facilities used exclusively in charitable activities for public

benefit. Nonprofit organizations engaged in charitable activities for public benefit

and exempt from taxation under sec. 501(c)(3) of the code are permitted to issue

tax-exempt bonds used exclusively for facilities that benefit the public. Under the

1986 Tax Reform Act. these bonds are treated as private-activity bonds. While

they are exempt from some of the more onerous provisions affecting private-

activity bonds, including the statewide volume cap, the prohibition against advance

refundings and the alternative minimum tax, they are subject to other provisions

that unnecessarily restrict the use of bond proceeds to finance facilities that would

otheru'ise have to be provided by governmental entities.

An agenda for the hearing is attached for your review. If you would like a copy of

the Anthony Commission Report, please contact the Subcommittee staff at 225-6151.



INNOVATIVE FINANCING OF INFRASTRUC-
TURE: THE USE OF TAX-EXEMPT BONDS

THURSDAY, JUNE 30, 1994

House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Economic Development,

Committee on Public Works and Transportation,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 11:32 a.m., in room
2167, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Robert E. Wise, Jr.

(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Mr. Wise. This hearing of the Economic Development Sub-

committee will come to order.
I apologize for being slightly tardy. It is always nice to able to

put on the record that I was in meeting with the President in the
White House. Let the record show it was a very intimate meeting:
Myself and 300 others under a big tent. At any rate, I appreciate
those of you who have made an effort to be here. I am going to ask
that my statement be made a part of the record.

I would simply say that there is a lot of talk about economic
growth and you can talk about different programs, direct Federal
funding such as the highway bill, such as aviation trust, funds,
CDBGs, and so on. There is a more arcane way that Beryl Anthony
and Bill Coyne and others have raised but is equally as important.
It is arbitrage. It is grant credit back programs. It is interest. It

is private activity tax-exempt status.

And in many ways, I suspect that as the Federal deficit is a
major issue for all of us, and direct Federal expenditures are more
and more difficult to make, that there is a need to look more close-

ly at many of these initiatives such as Congressman Coyne has in-

troduced and such as was written about in the Anthony Commis-
sion a few years ago.

Beryl, let me say I think your time is coming in that regard. And
I appreciate very much you and the others who are here.

In closing, let me note that while the economic figures seem to

be fairly good, and the Budget Committee heard just recently from
Chairman Greenspan who says that he feels that this is a strong
economy and as strong as it has been for a while, I happen to be-
lieve that there is a need for an economic growth package. It may
not be that which was proposed last year, but I do believe that
there is a need to focus on growth policies, particularly those that
build infrastructure and that is the purpose of today's hearing and
to lay the groundwork for what Ways and Means may have to do
in later months and what other committees besides this one will
be doing.

(1)



I greatly appreciate Mr. Hutchinson being here. The Congress
got out early last night and there was a race to airport, speaking
of infrastructure, but I welcome him and any remarks he may wish
to make.

[Mr. Wise's prepared statement follows:]



OPENING STATEMENT
BOB WISE, CHAIRMAN

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS AND TRANSPORTATION

June 30, 1994
Innovative Financing of Infrastructure Investment:

Tax-Exempt Municipal Bonds

The need to invest in our nation's infrastructure is critical and

enormous. The demand for improved highways, bridges, airports

and water systems has stressed our communities to their limits.

Given the constraints placed on budgets, both at the state and local

level, it is clear that some relief needs to be granted in order to

allow for increased investment in infrastructure.

I beUeve that today's hearing will provide a valuable forum

for an open discussion on tax-exempt financing. With the many

modifications in tax-exempt bond laws in the 1980's, the ability of

state and local governments to use tax-exempt municipal bonds to

finance infrastructure projects was seriously restricted. In today's

session we will hear about the problems facing the state and local

governments and the bond community, as well as the

recommendations of the Anthony Commission and proposed

legislation to provide relief to distressed communities.



One of the primary financing vehicles for infrastructure

projects is the tax-exempt municipal bond. States and localities

have relied heavily on this financing tool to build and maintain

roads and bridges, water and sewage treatment projects, hospitals,

schools, prisons, and other public facilities. Given the scarcity of

federal resources, the state and local role in financing public works

projects will continue to increase and there will be greater reliance

on tax-exempt bonds to finance those projects.

With the use of tax-exempt municipal bonds we can not only

improve our nation's infrastructure but we can also expect

increased investment and economic development in communities

of all sizes. We must seize every opportunity we can to stimulate

growth through the use of tax-exempt bonds to meet the long-term

needs of America's state and local governments.

America's financing needs are increasing while the relative

share of pubhc works spending at all levels of government has

decreased by over 50% in the past forty years. At the present time

demands on repairing infrastructure are overwhelming, over 41%

of the nations bridges are deficient or obsolete and 11% of the

nation's highways are in need of repair. Since much of the cost of

building and renovating the nation's public infrastructure will be

borne by state and local governments, continued use of tax-exempt

financing will be vital if they are to meet these needs in an efficient

and economic manner.



Mr. Hutchinson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I want to hear

this panel, so I will be very brief. I ask that my comments be en-

tered into the record and I also commend the subcommittee for

holding the hearing. I think that it is a very important and very

timely subject and the Nation's infrastructure needs, I think, are

very well-documented, and what it is going to cost State and local

governments to comply with the clean water requirements as well

as the cost of bringing our Nation's roads and bridges up to stand-

ards is enormous.
And so I think this subject is very important and I especially

want to give my greeting and my welcome to my fellow Arkansan,

Beryl Anthony, and we appreciate you being with us today and ap-

preciate all the years of service you gave the State of the Arkansas.

[Mr. Hutchinson's prepared statement follows:]



STATEMENT OF HONORABLE TIM HUTCHINSON
HEARING ON TAX-EXEMPT BONDS

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
JUNE 30, 1994, 11:15 A.M.

2167RAYBURN H.O.B.

I CONGRATULATE THIS SUBCOMMITTEE AND ITS

LEADERSHIP -- BOB WISE AND SUSAN MOLINARI
- FOR HOLDING THIS HEARING TODAY.

o THIS NATION'S INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS ARE
WELL DOCUMENTED: IT WILL COST STATE AND
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS OVER $100 BILLION TO
COMPLY WITH CLEAN WATER REQUIREMENTS.
THE COST OF BRINGING THIS NATION'S ROADS
AND BRIDGES UP TO STANDARDS WILL COST
OVER $200 BILLION.

o WITH THE ONGOING DISCRETIONARY SPENDING
CAPS, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS BEEN
UNABLE TO SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASE ITS

INFRASTRUCTURE ASSISTANCE TO STATE AND
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS. THE USE OF TAX
EXEMPT BONDS OFFERS ANOTHER AVENUE FOR
THESE GOVERNMENTS TO PAY FOR NEEDED
IMPROVEMENTS.
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IN 1992 ALONE, OVER $35 BILLION IN MUNICIPAL
BONDS WERE ISSUED TO PAY FOR
TRANSPORTATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL
INFRASTRUCTURE.

THE PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE HAS
HISTORICALLY VIEWED TAX-EXEMPT BONDS AS
AN IMPORTANT COMPONENT OF THE SOLUTION
TO INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS. IN 1988, FOR
EXAMPLE, H^^ff^ei/«§tPH THE PUBLIC WORKS
COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP ^SUPPORTI**© ^

.

LEGISLATION DEALING WITH MANY OF THE
ISSUES OF TODAY'S HEARING.

o AGAIN, I BELIEVE THIS IS A TIMELY AND
IMPORTANT HEARING AND I LOOK FORWARD TO
RECEIVING THE TESTIMONY OF TODAY'S
WITNESSES.
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Mr. Hutchinson. I would also like to ask consent to have en-

tered into the record the statements of Ms. Molinari and Mr. Shu-

ster.

Mr. Wise. Without objection.

[The prepared statements of Ms. Molinari and Mr. Shuster

follow:]



REP. SUSAN MOLINARI
OPENING STATEMENT

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING ON
INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCE: USE OF TAX-FREE BONDS

JUNE 30, 1994

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to join you in welcoming our

panelists today. I think the subject of this hearing is timely and important. I

am especially pleased to see Mr. Scott Reznick here today. I was first

introduced to Mr. Reznick and his ideas by our colleague Rick Santorum la^t

year when he testified before this committee and I welcome Mr. Reznick'

s

testimony today.

As we seek ways to make badly needed improvments in our highway

transit systems, drinking-water and solid waste disposal facilities and other

infrastructure—at a time when the federal dollars are not there to spend and

our state and local governments are also constrained by tight budgets—it is

important that we look at creative alternatives.

We must find new ways to fund infrastructure without resorting to m w

taxes. Tax-exempt municipal bonds are obviously one vehicle we should look

to.
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Our colleague William Coyne has introduced the Public Finance and

Infrastructure Investment Act, H.R. 3630, which brings forth several

innovative tools for infrastructure finance.

For example, this bill would raise the cap on the Private Loan Test,

which would be of enormous benefit to cities like New York. The Private

Loan Test is one way in which a municipal bond may be classified as a

taxable rather than tax-exempt bond.

The Private Loan Test requires that a bond be classified as a Private

Loan Bond—and thus taxable—if the amount of the bond proceeds that are

loaned to an entity other than a state or local government exceeds the lessei

of 5 percent of the proceeds or $5 million. HR 3630 raises that cap to $15

million.

The practical effect of being a taxable bond is that the issuer must pa ^

higher interest costs. A bond failing the Private Loan Test may still be tax

exempt but can only be used in narrowly defined ways, such as low incomit

miiltifamily housing.
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According to New York city officials, raising this cap to $15 million

or removing it entirely, woiild give cities much more flexibility and make

tax-exempt bonds a more effective tool for infrastructure finance. So this i^

certainly a proposal that merits careful consideration.

I look forward to further discussion of this and other ideas today and

again I welcome our witnesses and thank them for being here today.
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STATEMENT OF HONORABLE BUD SHUSTER
HEARING ON TAX-EXEMPT BONDS

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
JUNE 30. 1994, 11:15 A.M.

2167RAYBURN H.O.B.

I CONGRATULATE THIS SUBCOMMITTEE AND ITS

LEADERSHIP -- BOB WISE AND SUSAN MOLINARI
- FOR HOLDING THIS HEARING TODAY.

THIS NATION'S INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS ARE
WELL DOCUMENTED: IT WILL COST STATE AND
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS OVER $100 BILLION TO
COMPLY WITH CLEAN WATER REQUIREMENTS.
THE COST OF BRINGING THIS NATION'S ROADS
AND BRIDGES UP TO STANDARDS WILL COST
OVER $200 BILLION.

WITH THE ONGOING DISCRETIONARY SPENDING
CAPS, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS BEEN
UNABLE TO SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASE ITS

INFRASTRUCTURE ASSISTANCE TO STATE AND
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS. THE USE OF TAX
EXEMPT BONDS OFFERS ANOTHER AVENUE FOR
THESE GOVERNMENTS TO PAY FOR NEEDED
IMPROVEMENTS.
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IN 1992 ALONE, OVER $35 BILLION IN MUNICIPAL
BONDS WERE ISSUED TO PAY FOR
TRANSPORTATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL
INFRASTRUCTURE.

THE PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE HAS
HISTORICALLY VIEWED TAX-EXEMPT BONDS AS
AN IMPORTANT COMPONENT OF THE SOLUTION
TO INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS. IN 1988, FOR
EXAMPLE, I JOINED WITH THE PUBLIC WORKS
COMMITTEE LEADERSHIP IN SUPPORTING
LEGISLATION DEALING WITH MANY OF THE
ISSUES OF TODAY'S HEARING.

AGAIN, I BELIEVE THIS IS A TIMELY AND
IMPORTANT HEARING AND I LOOK FORWARD TO
RECEIVING THE TESTIMONY OF TODAY'S
WITNESSES.
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Mr. Wise. I would also ask unanimous consent to introduce the
statements of Chair Mineta and Mr. Blackwell into the record as
well.

[The prepared statements of Mr. Mineta and Mr. Blackwell
follow:]
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OPENING STATEMENT
NORMAN Y. MINETA, CHAIR

COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS AND TRANSPORTATION
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

June 30, 1994

INNOVATIVE FINANCING OF INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT:
THE USE OF TAX-EXEMPT BONDS

I would like to thank the Chairman of the Subcommittee on Economic

Development, Mr. Wise, and the Ranking Member, Ms. Molinari, for holding this

important hearing to explore proposals to increase the use of tax-exempt bonds to

provide a funding source to improve the Nation's highways, transit systems, airports,

wastewater treatment systems, and other public infrastructure. As a former mayor, I am

well aware of the important role which tax-exempt bonds play in state and local

governments' ability to finance necessary infrastructure investment.

Today, many states and local governments are putting the finishing touches on

their annual budgets which are due tomorrow. As these different state and local officials

review their budgets, several points consistently appear. First, these communities face

enormous public infrastructure challenges. For instance, consider our wastewater

treatment needs -- the Environmental Protection Agency has identified municipal

wastewater treatment needs of $137 billion over the next two decades. Although this is

only one element of our physical infrastructure, the number is daunting.

Second, the federal government, faced with tight budgetary constraints, is unable

to help these communities finance their infrastructure investments the way it once did.

Compared to 30 years ago, the federal investment in infrastructure has dropped by one-

half.
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Finally, while we have asked state and local governments to assume a greater part

of the infrastructure financing burden, we have also taken away many of the incentives

which make it possible for these governments to invest in our Nation's infrastructure.

Today, the Subcommittee will examine how the federal government can encourage state

and local governments to use tax-exempt bonds to finance infrastructure investment.

As the Subcommittee's hearing indicates. Members of the Public Works

Committee accept the challenge to help communities find ways to invest in our

infrastructure and help our Nation better compete in the global economy.
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE LUCIEN E. BLACKWELL
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS AND TRANSPORTATION

HEARING OF JUNE 30, 1994

INNOVATIVE FINANCING OF INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT:
THE USE OF TAX-EXEMPT BONDS

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is indeed a pleasure to be

here, and I welcome all of our witnesses.

Our objective today is clear. It should be to secure the

repair, improvement and expansion of the transportation

infrastructure system as needed to improve the nation's economic

productivity, international competitiveness, and quality of life.

There is some agreement in the United States transportation

community on the nature and scope of the problem, but little

consensus on solutions.
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-2-

The root problems come down to a shortage of supply: too few

roads and railways, and to a lesser extent air and water facilities;

too few opportunities to change between modes easily and

efficiently; and too little combination of the strengths of different

systems and services. The problem, as I see it, is that

insufficient investment in transportation infrastructure and the

inadequate management of these limited funds have damaged

national competitiveness in the global marketplace.

Accordingly, several related problem areas must be sorted

through before real progress can be achieved. I understand that

these areas comprise several factors among which are the

following: the role of the private sector, environmental

considerations, mass transit initiatives, the trust fund issue (the

fact that taxes collected for specific infrastructure-related

purposes are being used to offset the federal budget deficit).
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research and development, national security implications,

regulations, and defense integration and reinvestment (the need to

shift a portion of the defense industry and its personnel to a more

non-military focus).

Perhaps our examination today of the use of tax-exempt

bonds might provide a greater impetus to counteract some

political and social goals whose unintended effect has been the

further undermining of the viability of the transportation

network. In today's world, the ability to exchange goods and

services in an efficient and cost-effective manner is intrinsically

linked to international competitiveness, economic productivity,

and quality of life. Yet while the United States debates the

merits of a sophisticated infrastructure network, some of its

competitors are already implementing their own.

84-788 95-2
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Therefore, transportation policy should ensure continued

soundness in the nation's infrastructure by emphasizing both

short and long-term solutions that provide both funding and

incentive for repair, while at the same time encouraging judicious

investment for improvements and new technologies. Today, as

we listen to the testimony about more innovative financing

techniques, we should weigh the use of tax-exempt bonds with

the soundness of the approach. Indeed, any policy we adopt

regarding this measure should, at the very least, emphasize

cooperation between local, state, federal and private entities in

regard to responsibility for funding and implementing programs.

The fact that tax-exempt bonds typically have a lower

interest rate is encouraging. The fact that their use may improve

our infrastucture, provide greater economic stability, heighten

international competitiveness, create new jobs, establish new

technologies and derivative industries as well as enhance quality

of life is extremely heartening.
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Once again, Mr. Chairman, I welcome all of the panelists

who have come to enlighten us today and anxiously await their

testimony.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Wise. Mr. Kim, any opening remarks, the gentleman from
California?

Mr. Kim. No, Mr. Chairman.
[Mr. Costello's prepared statement follows:]
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JERRY F. COSTELLO
12TH DISTRICT, ILLINOIS

BuDGrr

PUBLIC WORKS AND THANSPOflTATION

SCIENCE SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY"'"°"°"
Congresg of ttje ?Hniteb States;

^onie of j^epresientatibeii

SSBastjington, BC 20315-1312

OPENING STATEMENT OF

CONGRESSMAN JERRY F. COSTELLO

SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

HEARING ON INNOVATIVE FINANCING OF INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT:
THE USE OF TAX-EXEMPT BONDS

June 30, 1994

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for calling today's

hearing on innovative financing options for infrastructure

projects. State and local governments need to have a variety of

options available to finance local transportation projects and

the use of bonds is very important

.

A number of proposals are currently before the Congress to

make changes to the 1986 Tax Reform legislation. These proposals

include a change to arbitrage restrictions, restoration of the

bank interest deduction, repeal of the Alternative Minimum Tax

and new rules to distinguish governmental bonds and private

-

activity bonds. Other ideas are modifications to statewide

volume caps, authority for more advance refundings and

reclassification of tax-exempt organization bonds as "public

purpose"

.

I look forward to hearing testimony from the witnesses who

will speak today on the importance of these provisions to state

and local governments. I would also like to hear any estimates

available on the revenue impact of these proposed modifications.

Again, Mr. Chairman, thank you for your leadership. Given

noN Building D 327 w M.ii. St D 1363 NiioniNdH.us Ave Q 2S0 w Chihrv SI O 8787 Siai! St Q 1330 Sw«»>vi« Si
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!I225-5661 Tel 16181 233-8026 Tel 16181 4S 1-7065 Tel (6 18) 529-3791 TEL 16181 397-8833 TEL- (6181 826-3043
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the importance of infrastructure investment to the economic

development of communities across our nation, it is certainly

appropriate for our Subcommittee to review the use of tax-exempt

bonds as well as other public financing options.
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Mr. Wise. At this point, we will turn to our first panel, and by
mutual consent, Mr. Coyne has a markup in Ways and Means and
will go first.

TESTIMONY OF HON. WILLIAM J. COYNE, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. Coyne. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Hutchinson, Mr.
Kim, for the opportunity to testify here today on the role of tax-
exempt financing in infrastructure investment. I must say, it is a
great pleasure for me to testify with Beryl Anthony, who served on
the Ways and Means Committee with me for several years. I know
of his longstanding interest in this subject and his long leadership
as a Member of that committee.
As a Member of Congress serving on the House Ways and Means

Committee, and as a former member of the Pittsburgh City Coun-
cil, I have had considerable opportunity to experience the benefits
of tax-exempt financing as a tool for economic development and job
creation.

My experiences in this area led me to introduce legislation pro-
viding for the permanent extension of the Industrial Development
Bond Program. This proposal was included in the 1993 Budget Rec-
onciliation Act. Nationwide, between 1987 and 1992, IDBs have
created an estimated 182,000 new manufacturing jobs and facili-
tated the retention of 169,000 jobs through the financing of roughly
3,800 projects.

My own State of Pennsylvania, for example, financed 224
projects between 1987 and 1992, which created 8,975 new jobs and
helped to retain 17,700 jobs that might otherwise have been lost.
The point here is that tax-exempt bond programs promote eco-

nomic development and job creation. There is, however, a need for
the Federal Government to do more to create employment and jobs.
Congress should provide State and local governments with much-
needed Federal assistance in financing investments in infrastruc-
ture and economic development.
This is especially true since business often makes decisions on

the location of new facilities based on the availability and quality
of the community's infrastructure. That is why I introduced H.R.
3630, the Public Finance and Infrastructure Investment Act of
1993.

H.R. 3630 is supported by 19 of my colleagues on the House
Ways and Means Committee, and a total of 34 cosponsors. This leg-
islation would create a new tax-exempt bond, the distressed com-
munity economic development bond, that would be targeted at com-
munities that have been hard hit by job loss, population loss, slow
growth, or military base closings.

This bill also makes changes in the Internal Revenue Code that
will facilitate the use of tax-exempt bonds in meeting pressing
State and local government capital financing needs.

I will direct my comments primarily to the proposal for the dis-
tressed Community Economic Development Bond Program. The
need for this legislation reflects the fact that while the demands on
State and local governments have increased substantially, the re-
sources at their disposal have declined. In the last 14 years, the
Federal Government has eliminated general revenue sharing and
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urban development action grants, and it has limited funding for

programs like the economic development administration and com-
munity development block grants.

At the same time, the Federal Government has imposed a num-
ber of unfunded mandates on State and local governments that re-

quire expensive new investments in infrastructure, like water and
sewage treatment facilities.

Such investments clearly improve Americans' quality of life but
they also consume large portions of State and local governments'
scarce capital budgets, which might otherwise be used to foster eco-

nomic development.
Tax-exempt bonds are important tools in financing activities that

promote economic development and create significant job opportu-
nities. In many cases. Federal tax-exempt bond programs provide
some of the few remaining sources of significant Federal economic
development assistance. Tax-exempt financing is especially impor-
tant because it is not affected by shortfalls in the availability of
discretionary funds.

If the communities of America are to realize the full economic de-

velopment potential of tax-exempt financing, however, Congress
must act to streamline the current restrictions on tax-exempt
bonds. H.R. 3630 would do just that. The Public Finance and Infra-

structure Investment Act of 1993 would streamline the definition

of tax-exempt private activity bonds, simplify existing arbitrage re-

bate requirements, increase the smaller issue exception for bank
deductibility of interest, and index the private activity bond volume
cap to inflation.

In addition, H.R. 3630 would establish a new type of tax-exempt
private activity bond, the distressed community economic develop-
ment bond. The distressed community economic development bond
would provide an important job creating tool for communities hurt
the most by changing local economic conditions. The distressed
community economic development bond would be targeted at com-
munities that have been hard hit by population loss, job loss, slow
growth, or military base closings.

Communities which meet the bill's criteria for designation as dis-

tressed communities could issue private activity bonds to promote
a wide range of economic development projects within their juris-

dictions. I believe that the distressed community economic develop-
ment bonds will provide economically hard hit communities

—

whether they are large or small, urban or rural—with the nec-

essary means to foster economic growth and job creation.

At the same time, the bond reform provisions of the Public Fi-

nance and Infrastructure Investment Act of 1993 would increase

the usefulness of tax-exempt bonds in meeting pressing State and
local infrastructure needs. Enactment of this legislation would pro-

vide significant resources for economic development and job cre-

ation. It has been shown that 20,000 new jobs are created for every
additional $1 billion in public investment.
Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you and the Members of the com-

mittee for your leadership in exploring economic development op-

tions available to communities across the country.

While H.R. 3630 addresses issues related to the Internal Reve-
nue Code, which are within the jurisdiction of the Ways and Means
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Committee, I want to thank the Public Works Subcommittee on
Economic IDevelopment for providing this opportunity to discuss
how this legislation could help American communities create new
jobs and expand their local economies.

It is my intent to work for the final approval of this proposal
within the House Ways and Means Committee at the earliest ap-
propriate opportunity.

I would, of course, welcome the support of the Members of the
Public Works Committee in this effort. And I want to thank you
and the Members of the panel for your holding this hearing here
today.

Thank you.

[Mr. Coyne's prepared statement follows:]
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THE HONORABLE WILLIAM J. COYNE
TESTIMONY FOR

THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS ANT) TRANSPORTATION
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

JUNE 30, 1994

Mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity to testify on the role of tax-exempt

financing for infrastructure investment.

As a Member of Congress serving on the House Ways and Means Committee and

as a former Member of the Pittsburgh City Council, I have had considerable

opportunity to examine the benefits of tax-exempt financing as a tool for economic

development and job creation.

My experiences in this area led me to introduce legislation providing for the

permanent extension of the Industrial Development Bond program. This proposal was

included in the 1993 Budget Reconciliation Act. Nationwide, between 1987 and 1992,

IDBs have created an estimated 182,000 new manufacturing jobs and facilitated the

retention of 169,000 jobs through the financing of roughly 3800 projects. My own state

of Pennsylvania, for example, financed 224 projects between 1987 and 1992 which

created 8,975 new jobs and helped retain 17,724 jobs that might have otherwise been

lost.

There is, however, a need for the Federal Government to do more to create jobs.

Congress should provide state and local governments with much-needed federal

assistance in financing investments in infrastructure and economic development. This is

especially true since businesses often make decisions on the location of new facilities

based on the availability and quality of a community's infrastructure.

That is why I introduced H.R.3630, the Public Finance and Infrastructure

Investment Act of 1993. H.R.3630 is supported by 19 of my colleagues on the House

Ways and Means Committee with a total of 34 cosponsors currently. This legislation

would create a new tax-exempt bond program, the Distressed Community Economic

Development Bond, that would be targeted at communities that have been hard-hit by

job loss, population loss, slow growth, or military base closings. This bill also makes

changes in the Internal Revenue Code that will increase the usefulness of tax-exempt

bonds in meeting pressing state and local government capital financing needs.

The need for this legislation reflects the fact that while the demands on state and

local governments have increased substantially, the resources at their disposal have

declined. In the last 14 years, the Federal Government has eliminated General Revenue

Sharing and Urban Development Action Grants, and it has limited funding for

programs like the Economic Development Administration and Community Development

Block Grants.

Page 1
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At the same time, the Federal Government has imposed a number of unfunded

mandates on state and local governments that require expensive new investments in

infrastructure like water and sewage treatment facilities. Such investments clearly

improve Americans' quality of life, but they also consume large portions of state and

local governments' scarce capital budgets, which might otherwise be used to foster

economic development.

Tax-exempt bonds are important tools in financing activities that promote

economic development and create significant job opportunities. In many cases, federal

tax-exempt bond programs provide some of the few remaining sources of significant

federal economic development assistance. Tax-exempt nnancing is especially important

because it is not affected by shortfalls in the availability of discretionary funds.

In short, tax-exempt nnancing provides an attractive source of funding for

important and meritorious economic development projects in communities across

America. At the same time, these nnancing tools are not without their restrictions,

some of which impose unnecessary administrative or fmancial burdens.

If the communities of America are to realize the full economic development

potential of tax-exempt nnancing. then Congress must act to streamline the current

restrictions on tax-exempt bonds. H.R.3630 would do just that.

The Public Finance and Infrastructure Investment Act of 1993 would streamline

the dennition of tax-exempt private activity bonds, simplify existing arbitrage rebate

requirements, increase the small-issuer exception for bank deductibility of interest, and

index the private activity bond volume cap to inflation.

Most significantly, H.R.3630 would also establish a new type of tax-exempt

private activity bond, the Distressed Community Econonuc Development Bond.

The Distressed Community Economic De\elopment Bond would provide an

important job creating tool for communities hurt the most by changing local economic

conditions. The distressed conmuinity economic development bond would be targeted at

communities that have been hard-hit by population loss, job loss, slow growth, or

military base closings.

Communities which meet the bill's criteria for designation as distressed

communities could issue private activity bonds to promote a wide range of economic

development projects within their jurisdictions. In light of the sharp decline in federal

support for state and local governments in recent years ~ and the concurrent growth in

federally imposed mandates on those same governments - Congressional action to

encourage economic development is long o\erdiie.

The Federal Government's fmancial support for community and economic

development activities has declined markedly over the last 12 years. At the same time,

Page 2
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other government policies and changes around the world have adversely affected

particular communities and regions of our country. For example, U.S. efforts to open

up global trade markets benefit domestic manufacturers of export products, but they

have at times had adverse impacts on other domestic industries and specific regions of

the country. Another informative example is defense spending. Defense production and

military activities encouraged the growth of many communities over the last fifty years.

With the end of the Cold War, these same communities face shrinking economic

opportunities and a surplus of operational infrastructure assets.

In addition, national infrastructure programs have had inadvertent secondary

effects which have placed many hard-hit communities at a disadvantage in attracting

new sources of employment. For example, in the past, Federal funding for new

highway construction often encouraged the location of business facilities in suburban or

rural "green field" sites, to the detriment of existing communities with the necessary

infrastructure already in place.

As a result, many communities have experienced unprecedented job loss and

economic dislocation. These comnninities are in desperate need of economic

development activities that will provide new jobs and tax revenues.

There have been other adverse effects as a result of certain federal policies as

well. Certain federal policies increase the overall cost of providing public services by

encouraging under-utilization of existing infrastructure in some areas and shifting

demand for such services to areas where new infrastructure nmst be built. Moreover,

many of these same policies produce insidious side-effects like excessive energy

consumption and increased air pollution. The Federal policies described above,

however, provide important benefits to society. Such policies should also not necessarily

be eliminated; rather, additional Federal action is needed to offset their adverse effects

on communities that have been hard-hit by major changes in the economy, and to

recognize the value of existing infrastructure like housing, roads, schools, and water and

sewage treatment facilities.

H.R.3630 addresses these problems through the economic development bond

program. The proceeds of such bonds could be used to finance economic development

projects in areas which qualify as "distressed communities."

The eligibility criteria consist of (1) population loss equal to or greater than 5

percent, (2) an average five-year unemployment rate of not less than 8 percent, (3) slow

job growth, or (4) a military base closing resulting in the loss of not less than 500 jobs.

Only 50 percent of any economic development bond will be counted toward the

issuing authority's volume cap allocation, and banks could deduct the interest costs of

purchasing economic development bonds issued by qualified small local governments.

Page 3
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These bonds will provide economically hard-hit communities -- whether they are

large or small, urban or rural — with the necessary means to foster economic growth

and create new jobs. In short, these bonds will help communities that have been hit by

the recent recession at a time when local and state governments find themselves without

sufficient resources to make important long-term in\estments.

I believe that the proposed Distressed Community Economic Development Bond
would advance the significant public goal of expanding job opportunities where they are

most needed. At the same time, H.R.3630 would provide a number of essential reforms

to current bond provisions of the Internal Revenue Code.

Tax-exempt bonds were last addressed in a comprehensive fashion in the Tax
Reform Act of 1986. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 was a monumental piece of

legislation that dramatically reformed many provisions in the Federal tax code. This

law made significant positive changes in the Code with regard to tax-exempt bonds.

Some of these changes need to be revisited, however. In addition, a broad consensus

has developed in Congress since 1986, primarily as a result of the work of the Anthony

Commission on Public Finance, that a number of additional reforms in our tax-exempt

bond laws are necessary. Lastly, subsequent events unrelated to, or only indirectly

related to, the Tax Reform Act of 1986 have had an impact on States and local

governments, and on the market for tax-exempt bonds, and these changes need to be

addressed as well.

Over the past several years, a number of bills have been introduced to correct

some of the problems associated with bond provisions within the Tax Reform Act of

1986. Many of the provisions in H.R.3630 were included in H.R. 11, the Revenue Act

of 1992, which was passed by Congress last year but subsequently vetoed by President

Bush. Many of them were also included in H.R. 13, the Tax Simplification Act of 1993,

as originally introduced by Ways and Means Committee Chairman Dan Rostenkowski

last year. In fact, with the exception of the distressed community economic development

bond, which is a new proposal, most of these provisions have enjoyed a long history of

strong support from the public finance community.

Over the years. Congress has modified the definition of tax-exempt private

activity bonds, adding different provisions to prevent issuers from abusing the federal

interest subsidies provided through tax-fxempt financing. Today, however, a cap on the

total annual volume of private activity bonds that can be issued effectively forces state

and local governments to choose their investment initiatives from among many needed

projects. As a result of this change to the tax code, several older provisions of the

Internal Revenue Code today increase the system's administrative complexity without

contributing significantly to reducing abuse or federal revenue loss. Consequently, this

legislation repeals the 5 percent unrelated and disproportionate private use test and the

lower private business test for certain output facilities, and it increases the nominal limit

on the private loan financing test from $5 million to $15 million.

Page 4
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The Public Finance and Infrastructure Investment Act of 1993 also contains a

number of provisions that simplify the tax-exempt bond arbitrage provisions in the

Internal Revenue Code. A number of arbitrage restrictions in the tax code pre-date the

adoption of the arbitrage rebate requirement. Now, in light of the comprehensive

rebate requirement, these provisions add little to the code but administrative

complexity. In addition, the bill expands the small issuer arbitrage rebate exception to

cover issuers that issue up to $10 million in a given calendar year. The current limit of

$5 million exempted more than half of the issuers of tax-exempt bonds from the

arbitrage rebate requirement in 1992. The bonds issued by these small issuers made up
less than 5 percent of the volume of long-term municipal new issues that year.

Increasing the exception to issuers issuing $10 million or less in any given year would

exclude over 70 percent of municipal issuers from the requirement to track, calculate,

and rebate arbitrage profits. Those issuers combined produced less than 10 percent of

the long-term municipal issues in 1992.

Banks and other financial institutions are, for the most part, denied a deduction

for the portions of their interest expenses attributable to investment in tax-exempt bonds

acquired after August 7, 1986. An exception to this disallowance is permitted for tax-

exempt bonds issued by governments that issue no more than $10 million of such bonds

during a calendar year. This provision is known as the "small-issuer exception."

Six thousand of the 8,500 issuers of tax-exempt municipal bonds each issued less

than $10 million in bonds in 1992. These issuers were responsible for only $19 billion of

the $235 billion in long-term municipal new issues that year.

The bill increases the small issuer exception from $10 million to $25 million. This

change substantially increases the number of tax-exempt bond issuers eligible for

coverage under this provision without a proportionate impact on federal revenue loss.

Increasing the limit from $10 million to $25 million would provide over 1,000 more
issuers the benefits of the bank deductibility of interest exception; such issuers were

responsible for only $17 billion in long-term municipal new issues in 1992. In addition,

this change addresses the impact of inflation in the years since the Tax Reform Act of

1986 was enacted; due to infiation, the $10 million volume limit now affects small

issuers that the Congress never intended to exclude from coverage under this provision.

The bill also indexes annual state volume cap allocations for inflation in calendar

year 1994 and each year thereafter. This change Mould address the impact of infiation

on the cap in subsequent years. Due to the decrease in the purchasing power of the

dollar since 1987, the volume cap now allows a smaller volume of private activity bond
issuance than the Congress intended in 1986. Moreover, the volume cap level was set

with the understanding that mortgage revenue bonds and small-issue industrial

development bonds would expire at the end of 1987. These tax-exempt bond provisions

were subsequently extended and have now been made permanent, reducing the volume

of private activity bonds available under the cap for other purposes to a level less than
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that Congress intended in 1986. Consequently, indexation of the private activity bond
volume cap is advisable.

In conclusion, the Public Finance and Infrastructure Investment Act of 1993
would increase the usefulness of tax-exempt bonds In meeting pressing state and local

infrastructure needs. Enactment of this legislation would provide significant resources
for economic development and job creation. It has been shown that 20,000 new jobs are
created for every additional $1 billion in public investment.

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for your leadership in exploring economic
development options available to U.S. communities. While H.R.3630 addresses issues

related to the internal Revenue Code, which are within the jurisdiction of the Ways and
Means Committee, I want to thank the Public Works Subcommittee on Economic
Development for providing this opportunity to discuss how this legislation could help

American communities create new jobs and expand their local economies.

It is my intent to work for the approval of this proposal within the House Ways
and Means Committee at the earliest appropriate opportunity. I would, of course,

welcome the support of the Members of the Public Works Committee in this effort.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Page 6
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Mr. Wise. I thank the gentleman from Pennsylvania. And indeed

this of course is within the jurisdiction of the Ways and Means
Committee and it is our hope that we can begin building and un-

derstanding in various committees and particularly this is part of

an ongoing analysis of infrastructure and what needs to be done in

infrastructure and ways that Public Works Committee can assist.

So we look forward to working with you in promoting this case,

and one interest I have is trying to show the opportunities that can

be gained as well as what we may have lost by failure to enact

some of these measures.
I was interested, if it would be all right with the committee since

Mr. Coyne has to go, why don't we quickly see if there are any

questions for him and then permit him to go on about his markup
that he needs to be at. At this point, I will pass and see if there

are any other questions.

The gentleman from Arkansas, Mr. Hutchinson.

Mr. Hutchinson. Yes. Thank you for your testimony. And thank

you, Mr. Chairman. While your legislation is not specific to infra-

structure bonds, how do you see H.R. 3630 helping communities to

meet the infrastructure needs that they have?

Mr. Coyne. Well, as I pointed out in the testimony, many of the

programs that heretofore had helped local communities develop or

improve their infrastructure are not available to them now. Tax-ex-

empt bond financing would help communities provide the necessary

infrastructure components for local communities.

Mr. Hutchinson. I think earlier this year, the President stated

that next year he plans on unveiling a major infrastructure bill. Do
you see your bill and the components of that as playing a part in

that kind of infrastructure proposal of the administration?

Mr. Coyne. Well, I do, particularly when you look at the situa-

tion last year when the President and the administration wanted

to do something in the economic stimulus package that would have

provided enormous resources for local communities. The adminis-

tration and the President were stymied in the Senate from getting

that accomplished.
I know my own county, Allegheny County in western Pennsylva-

nia, would have received another $93 million a year in local infra-

structure funds, so to the extent that we are unwilling or unable

here on Capitol Hill to provide those kinds of resources, I think

tax-exempt financing would be a welcome alternative.

Mr. Hutchinson. Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Wise. The gentleman from California, Mr. Kim.

Mr. Kim. No comments, no questions.

Mr. Wise. The gentleman from Georgia, Mr. Collins.

Mr. Collins. No questions.

Mr. Wise. If I could follow up quickly. Being on Ways and

Means, I know you all crunch the numbers a good deal. You are

of course very familiar with the budget act, the cap situation. Is

there any estimate of how much revenue is, quote, I put it in

quotes, lost should these measures be enacted, particularly versus

how much is gained in terms of employment and the taxes that

would be generated that way?
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Mr. Coyne. I don't know that off the top of my head, but I would
be happy to try and find out and get that information for you and
the subcommittee.
Mr. Wise. That would be very helpful. I suspect that that is

going to be the main issue as we come to grips with CBO. Well I,

on behalf of the committee, want to thank you very much for tak-

ing the time and your patience.

Mr. Coyne. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Wise. At this point, we turn to someone who is a friend of

all of us here and no stranger to the Congress certainly is Beryl
Anthony. Among his many achievements, he is the head of the An-
thony Commission which in 1988 made many of the recommenda-
tions that we are discussing today.

It took a look at some of the changes that had occurred in the
1986 Tax Reform Act and gathered local government officials, Fed-
eral officials, State officials together and indeed. Beryl, I think that
your document that came from that is still the basic document that
guides most of us as we move forward today, and I greatly appre-
ciate the time that you have taken to be here.

As I understand it, you are also joined by J.W. Rayder who is

Vice President and counsel to Stephens, Inc., and executive director

of the Anthony Commission.

TESTIMONY OF BERYL F. ANTHONY, JR., FORMER CONGRESS-
MAN FROM ARKANSAS, PARTNER, WINSTON & STRAWN, AC-
COMPANIED BY J.W. RAYDER, VICE PRESIDENT AND COUN-
SEL, STEPHENS, INC. AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE
ANTHONY COMMISSION
Mr. Anthony. Chairman Wise and Members of the subcommit-

tee, thank you for inviting us. Mr. Rayder covered my tax and leg-

islative work on the Ways and Means Committee the last six years
I served in the Congress. He was very instrumental in working
with the various components of the public finance community as we
tried to find some consensus and common ground as we began to

develop the recommendations that are in the commission report. I

didn't know if you had a copy of it or if the other Members would
like to have a copy. I did find three extra copies. I will leave them
here if they can serve a useful purpose for you.
Mr. Chairman, and I quote, "America is falling apart, literally.

Federal budget pressures and changes in the Federal tax law in

the 1980s have steepened a decline in the Public Works spending
that dates to the 1950s. If the downward trend continues, Ameri-
cans will see increasing evidence of deterioration in our highways,
water and sewer systems, bridges and other building blocks of the
Nation's infrastructure.
"Whatever strategy our President uses to spur our economic

growth, one thing is for certain: Our infrastructure is just barely

adequate to support our current level of economic activity, and our
current rate of infrastructure improvement and investment falls

vastly short of tomorrow's needs.
"Declining Public Works investment will inevitably undercut the

benefits of private capital investment. If our basic transportation,

water supply and waste disposal systems continue to deteriorate.
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more money will come out of the private sector's bottom line, thus

eroding American productivity."

Mr. Chairman, while these words ring true, they are not mine.

These are quotes taken from an article published on June the 24th,

1988, by then-Governor Bill Clinton in The New York Times. A
copy of the article is attached to this testimony.

As a firm believer in benefits of infrastructure investment, I com-

mend you for holding these hearings. For years I have sought a na-

tional partnership to improve our Nation's infrastructure. The Clin-

ton administration plans to introduce an infrastructure initiative in

1995. With bipartisan input from State and local officials. Members
of Congress and the administration, I am confident a sensible in-

frastructure policy can be enacted that will take us well into the

next century.
Mr. Chairman, I basically responded to concerns expressed not

only by then-Governor Clinton but Governor Campbell of South
Carolina and others to talk about the possibility of going outside

the normal committee structure and formulating a special commis-
sion to try to bring together the experts and basically put together

an educational document.
I did that in 1988, and I must tell you that I did it with some

amount of trepidation because Chairmen of committees and sub-

committees don't particularly like their junior Members to go out-

side the normal cycle. And Chairman Rostenkowski then and still

does have a strong reputation of ruling a committee with a strict

hand. But I thought the need was there so we set up some criteria

and we decided to move forward.
Fortunately, the community that I worked with was energized,

educated, bright and articulate and I realized that they wanted to

make a meaningful input, and I think that is the reason this par-

ticular document that was printed in October 1989 has withstood

the test of time and scrutiny since then. And as a result of other

commissions and other groups that have been formed, I have been

asked to either join them or testify before them as have many
members of the commission.
And other groups have actually reached in and taken our rec-

ommendations as a group as a whole and put them in some of their

recommendations. Rebuild America is one that comes to mind. As
a result of a piece of legislation that the Congress passed to hold

infrastructure hearings, there was a congressional commission that

was formed. I testified there. Some of the recommendations that

the Anthony Commission found its way into that public-authorized

commission that was reported back to the Congress. So you have

them as a result of the legislation you enacted.

Over the last five years, the Commission's report has withstood

intensive scrutiny and the recommendations have proved broadly

acceptable to the public and private groups most affected. The
soundness of the commissions recommendations have been further

evidenced by the enactment of the several into law and by the in-

clusion of a substantial number in the Revenue Act of 1992 which

was H.R. 11, passed by the Congress, but vetoed by President

Bush.
The provisions of H.R. 11 were reintroduced in the current ses-

sion of Congress and are contained in H.R. 13. And I am also
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pleased that my former colleague on the Ways and Means Commit-
tee Bill Coyne's piece of legislation also contains many of the rec-

ommendations that were outlined in the Anthony Commission's re-

port.

The recommendations of the Commission offer cost-effective

mechanisms that can help to sustain the near-term economic recov-
ery and the permanent investment in infrastructure which is es-

sential for long-term growth. These recommendations can be rap-
idly implemented through modest changes in the Federal tax law.
Such changes will immediately stimulate the flow of private cap-

ital into public projects. They will complement and enhance other
infrastructure-related initiatives. They can and should play an im-
portant role in the Clinton administration's program for rebuilding
the Nation's infrastructure and providing a sound basis for eco-
nomic growth. No other approach can match this one in terms of
quickly unlocking private capital for investment in public facilities

of lasting benefit.

Any national infrastructure program will achieve maximum ef-

fectiveness only if it recognizes the importance of tax-exempt bonds
and implements tax law changes that will make local government
finance more efficient, accessible, and therefore better able to sup-
plement and leverage Federal support.
The Commission recommends an improved tax code definition of

public activity bonds that would permit tax-exempt financing for

indisputably public purposes most efficiently undertaken with sub-
stantial private participation. The Commission's recommendation
protects against past abuses while encouraging the kinds of public-
private partnerships particularly needed to ensure prompt applica-
tion of new technologies to public services in such areas as pollu-

tion control, hazardous and solid waste disposal, recycling, and
transportation management. Current tax code restrictions on man-
agement contracts and over private participation effectively have
precluded needed private expertise in many areas.

Private entities cannot prudently commit necessary funds and
other resources if their long-term participation is not assured. Ab-
sence of private expertise often decreases the economic viability of
important public projects and in turn discourages the flow of pri-

vate capital to such projects. Implementation of this recommenda-
tion will open the door for immediate and significant inflow of pri-

vate expertise in capital entities, public facilities that most need
them.

Despite the harsh restrictions imposed by the 1986 Tax Act, the
municipal bond market has remained a remarkable efficient source
of capital funding. Changes made in 1986, however, have made the
market vulnerable to severe volatility and discouraged conamunity
investment. These changes have driven traditional buyers, such as
banks and certain insurance companies away from the market.
Otherwise, these financial institutions are willing and able to in-

vest billions of dollars in long-term public projects.

The recommendation of the Anthony Commission to expand the
use of bank eligible bonds and eliminate inefficient alternative
minimum tax provisions offer a simple and effective way to help lo-

calities serve their citizens and encourage economic growth.
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Other proposals can similarly produce prompt and significant re-

sults. The Commission was very pleased when permanent exten-

sions of the mortgage revenue and small industrial development
bond provisions were enacted last year. Although the Treasury De-
partment has made great strides in simplifying the arbitrage re-

bate rules, I notice the Chairman mentioned arbitrage rebate. That
is the reason J.W. is here, he understands it.

The reforms contained in the Commission report can imme-
diately facilitate local projects and generate savings for State and
local governments. The Commission's proposal to ease over restric-

tive and unnecessary requirements such as the 5 percent unrelated

and disproportionate use test can promptly eliminate burdens that

regularly delay or make important public projects more expensive.

Tax code relief for State and local governments offer an extraor-

dinarily effective way of opening the offensive to address this Na-
tion's deficient infrastructure. The project selection process and the

funding mechanism are already in place and functioning. The mu-
nicipal bond market, local political accountability and the need to

commit the locality's own credit create powerful incentives for se-

lecting the most beneficial projects and financing them in the

soundest manner.
Capital will come not from Federal appropriations but from an

existing, well-developed private market that repeatedly has dem-
onstrated its ability to provide low cost funding. If the Clinton ad-

ministration had utilized this approach, its ill-fated economic stim-

ulus package might be having a favorable impact on the Nation's

economy as we speak. Instead, it failed because opponents were
able to attack it as a wasteful "pork" rather than legitimate eco-

nomic stimulus.

In recent years, the Federal Government has mandated mul-
titudinous and expensive projects for local governments in areas

such as water quality. These projects alone already identified as

pressing needs for public expenditure could provide a major infu-

sion of economic stimulation and public improvement. Small
changes in tax law and Federal regulations will greatly facilitate

an efficient and cost-effective flow of funds to these public capital

projects.

Improvement of t2ix rules to encourage public purpose borrowing
will permit the Clinton administration to stimulate maximum eco-

nomic growth with a minimum of delay and minimum of Federal

dollars. It offers a proven method to generate employment and pro-

mote long-term public investment, providing immediate relief

where most needed and enhancing Federal dollars as they are

made available over time through grants, revolving loans and other

direct programs.
The Commission report—the Commission supports the develop-

ment of these programs. Their cost-effectiveness will be multiplied

if tax-exempt financing can be used to leverage the Federal invest-

ment by attracting private capital to the projects such programs
support.
The Clinton administration has an important opportunity to pro-

mote sound decision-making in Federal tax policy. In recent years,

the concept of Federal revenue neutrality rooted in legitimate con-

cerns about the deficit have obscured the relationship between Fed-
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eral tax law and national economic development. Short-term reve-
nue concerns have sometimes clouded decision-making about long-
term economic growth.
Mr. Chairman, your own question right out of the box to Con-

gressman Coyne highlights exactly what I am talking about. In
promoting economic growth and supporting infrastructure forma-
tion, the Congress and administration should consider many com-
binations of direct expenditures and tax code changes to purchase
economic growth. Unfortunately, the Federal legislative process
sometimes discourages the use of appropriately broad cost-benefit
analysis.

Tax law changes are addressed in committees primarily con-
cerned with the narrow question of Federal revenues, while direct
expenditures are considered by committees focused primarily on
the programmatic and economic results of such expenditures.
The Anthony Commission urges the Congress and the adminis-

tration to ensure these institutional predispositions do not impede
the process of choosing the best combination of direct expenditures
and tax expenditures. Important proposals for economic growth
should be judged by their overall effect on the economy and not pri-

marily by their Federal revenue neutrality as determined by the
often mysterious revenue estimating process.

I guess the short line is, cut the shackles from 0MB and CBO
and do what you know is proper for the long term. If that means
amending the current budget process, then that is where the fight

will have to occur. If you don't do that, the question will always be,

how much does the provision cost and then you will have to raise
revenue from somebody else in order to pay for it. You will never
get the infrastructure program the country needs.
The Anthony Commission endorses a new Federalism under

which the Federal Government encourages State and local govern-
ments to promote economic vitality. The Commission's rec-

ommendations reflect thoughtful consideration by a broad range of
participants and a recognition of the need to ensure that the Fed-
eral tax law encourages responsible behavior by State and local

governments.
The process of producing the Anthony Commission report has

brought together diverse interests about expertise and experience
in public finance, including representatives of the States, cities and
counties, special authorities, nonprofit providers of public services,

and the private sector entities that finance public improvements.
The work of the Commission has demonstrated the ability of

these groups to build effective coalitions to promote legislative

changes.
The Commission and the groups that have supported it stand

ready to assist this committee and the Clinton administration in

promoting these recommendations and in marshaling the broad
support for them that exists throughout the country. We can make
available the extraordinary range of expertise and experience that
our members and their supporting organizations have in State and
local governments, finance and related Federal tax law questions.
We also recognize our obligations to promote the kind of thoughtful
reform in this important area that President Clinton has always
endorsed.
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The Members of the committee are hsted in an attachment at the

end of the testimony. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to mention
a couple of things about the membership. William Jefferson Clinton

was the Democratic Governor, and Carroll Campbell, Jr. was the

governor of the State of South Carolina, the Republican to make
it bipartisan. Now our Governor is in the White House.
Kay Bailey Hutchinson was the treasurer of the State of Texas,

a Republican. Now she is the Senator from Texas. Kathleen Brown
is the treasurer of the State of the California. And now she is run-

ning for governor of the State of California. So our members have
grown and they expanded and they have even placed themselves in

more areas of responsibility. So I think you can count on the fact

that you will have some broad bipartisan support on both sides of

the Capitol.

Thank you.
Mr. Wise. We thank you, Mr. Anthony. I might note you had a

long and distinguished service on the Ways and Means Committee,
but your remarks on growth could mark you very well as a senior

Member of the Public Works Committee and the need to focus on
the long term and to look at the, as you termed them, shackles that

are imposed by the budget act and by our own Federal budgeting
procedure, and I promise and I want to reassure the audience some
of you have been at previous hearings with us that I will not en-

gage in my 45 minute diatribe about the need for capital budget-

ing, but it is another part of this total package.

You talked about the subject that the budget act problems. And
you and as the commission went through and made its rec-

ommendations, was there an attempt to try to determine how much
revenue would be foregone to the Federal Treasury should these

measures be enacted?
Mr. Anthony. Yes, and we even went one better than that, Mr.

Chairman. One of the first things we did was to solicit some out-

side funds and we hired an outside firm that had expertise in esti-

mating that had actually—these personnel had actually worked at

Treasury and they at one time had been government employees to

do estimating for the Congress, and we prepared a very detailed re-

port outlining all of the frailties of the current estimating model be-

cause the model does not take into consideration dynamics that

take place in the marketplace.
And I know the gentleman from Georgia understands that if you

do something of a positive nature, that there is going to be sonie

positive things done in the marketplace. The model that is used is

a static model and it does not reflect what we know in real life

takes place. So you have to legislate off of a revenue number that

is not real so, yes, we took a look at it.

The revenue measure that I introduced, I guess the tax—Joint

Tax Committee estimated one cost as much as $350 million in fore-

gone revenue which meant that as I introduced that amendment,
I had to offer a B amendment that raised $350 million from some-

body. And it made no sense, it makes no sense today, and it will

make no sense when you start marking up your bill, but it will be

the thing that will handicap the President and the Congress in

terms of putting together meaningful infrastructure legislation.

Mr. Wise. Actually
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Mr. Anthony. Everybody can figure out what to do. Nobody can
figure out how to pay for it because you have got to basically gouge
somebody else in order to do what is going to benefit everybody. So
unless you really go back into the budget process, and the estimat-
ing process, you and every other Member of Congress will always
be impaled on the horns of a dilemma.
Mr. Wise. That is compounded because this Federal Government

does not have a form of capital expenditure that recognizes capital

investment so, therefore, while some would argue this is an invest-

ment you can amortize over the life of the asset, that is not the
way CBO scores it and so you are quite correct on that.

Mr. Anthony. And actually, many States do have capital budget-
ing and, therefore, they are able to balance their budgets on an on-

going revenue basis. If the Federal Government had a capital budg-
et, we would be in balance. We would be in surplus.

Mr. Wise. The theory of the 1986 Tax Act was you level the field

for everybody, tax implications aren't to be the consideration but
economic considerations are. Are your proposals, the Anthony Com-
mission proposal essentially restoring what was already in the pre-

vious tax code or did you alter those?
Mr. Anthony. No, we altered them significantly. The main thing

that we did not want to do was, first of all, be perceived as trying

to go back to what some people thought were abusive techniques
used prior to the 1986 Tax Act.

So what we did is we really looked at all of those areas very, very
closely and tried to make what we considered to be reasonable, sen-

sible, meritorious recommendations to amend those areas. What
happened in 1986 was done with no policy thought implication.

Every time the committee needed revenue to make up for flatten-

ing the tax to 28 percent and eliminating loopholes, they basically

reached over into two areas. They reached over into pensions and
they reached over into tax-exempt bonds because there is a lot of

money foregone under tax expenditures in both of those areas.

As a result, the 1986 Tax Act created enormous disparities in

pensions and then tax-exempt bonds. We went too far but we went
too far because nobody backed off and said what is the long-term
investment policy and what is the long-term savings policy. Well
since then, pension funds or pension plans, have been eliminated
by the millions and we are woefully short on infrastructure.

So the reason I was so pleased that you are looking at this is

that, for the first time, the Congress can sit down and say let's

plan a long-term economic policy for the country. And then if you
run into some legislative hurdles, work your way through them be-

cause the first hurdle you are going to run into is the question you
asked Mr. Coyne, what does it cost?

And that is always the answer—I mean, if that is always the

question, and no regard given to the true market reaction and
where the economic activity is going to come, neither you nor the

President is going to be successful in 1995 in putting the infra-

structure bill together. You can't do it through all direct expendi-

tures because the money is short and you have got a lot of needs
scattered out throughout the discretionary budget functions. So you
have got scarce dollars there.
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So if you can find your way through this 0MB, CBO joint tax

mysterious estimating process, then you will be well on your way
to putting a piece of legislation together.

Mr. Wise. I greatly appreciate your thoughts and the time you

have taken, and you are absolutely correct.

I now turn to Mr. Hutchinson.
Mr. Hutchinson. Beryl, thank you for your testimony today.

Mr. Anthony. Thank you.

Mr. Hutchinson. I especially appreciate the emphasis upon the

need for a dynamic model when we come to infrastructure invest-

ments and have been learning a lot this past year about the prob-

lems we have in the budget process and the rules by which we op-

erate, whether it is NAFTA or GATT or whether it is the infra-

structure and the way we handle that in the Capital budgeting.

The President, then-Governor Bill Clinton, wrote The New York
Times article in 1988 entitled America is Buckling and Leaking.

Your Commission issued its report in 1989. It has been almost five

years. Give me a kind of a comparative analysis of how bad it is

now compared to then.

How much worse are we off in the infrastructure and the need

to do what you are doing? And you mentioned the direct expendi-

tures as well as the tax law changes as means of financing. What
kind of ratio do we get? How big a part of the solution are tax law

changes in financing?
Mr. Anthony. Well, there has been an enormous amount of

money spent on infrastructure, a lot by States and local govern-

ments and a lot by corporations, because they have been forced to

by Federal mandates and they were subject to heavy fines and pen-

alties or withdrawal of Federal funds if they did not do that.

But that has also been done at a huge political cost because now
you have a huge backlash that has occurred on unfunded mandates

that you have to deal with on a day-to-day basis. So I would say

that we are holding our own.
Every day, though, you can read a horror story about a bridge

or a highway or some local community needing more money to do

something on their solid waste or their water. The demand is defi-

nitely there.

I guess the best way to say it for you, Mr. Hutchinson, would be

to put us in comparison with what other countries are doing. We
rank around 50th in the world in the percent of our wealth that

we put back into our infrastructure versus our competitors. Would
it shock you if I told you that Japan and Germany rank one and

two and they are the ones that are beating us every day because

they are more competitive because their productivity is higher be-

cause their infrastructure is in better shape than ours is?

Mr. Hutchinson. Beryl, before I let you finish, is there a danger

in the unfunded mandates where we place mandates on state and

local governments, whether it is Clean Water Act or whatever?

While you say we are holding our own but that we are

misdirecting some of our funds that some other areas where there

is great infrastructure, needs are left undone because of what our

mandates are requiring.

Mr. Anthony. Without question, when you force State and local

governments to do clean air and clean water, then they have no

—
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they have small resources left to leverage into the other areas. We
haven't even gotten into the need for airports, but there was a
major piece of legislation that was passed by the Congress recently.
It is a matter of getting those monies out there and getting them
spent.

In terms of the balance, I am not so sure that I can answer that
question. Maybe you can ask that same question of some of the
panelists because they may have a better feel of the market in
terms of where that balance is, but it is an efficient, proven tech-
nique to leverage whatever loans and grants and direct expendi-
tures you make by allowing these State and local governments to
use the tax expenditures. So I guess from a policy standpoint you
could draw those numbers anyplace you want to, 50/50, that would
be something that you could decide as a policymaker.
Mr. Hutchinson. Thank you.
Mr. Anthony. All I am here to tell you is that it is there. It is

in place. It can help you. It is fast, efficient. It is proven they just
need a few adjustments made to unlock them and unleash them.
Mr. Hutchinson. Thank you for your testimony. Thanks for

being here. It is good to see you.
Mr. Anthony. Thank you.
Mr. Wise. The gentleman from Georgia, Mr. Collins.

Mr. Collins. Thank you, Mr! Chairman.
Mr. Anthony, I thoroughly enjoyed your comments and followed

you through with your testimony there. The question on the
amount of savings to the taxpayers for reinvestment into our infra-

structure, whether it be the infrastructure of private sector or in-

frastructure of the public, was that 350 million or billion?

Mr. Anthony. Well, the one provision, I don't have the total for
all of them. I can provide that for you. We did receive joint tax esti-

mation revenue losses on all of them. I would be happy to provide
that to you if we can dig out that document from our files. But it

was million. 350 million just for one provision.
Mr. Collins. And which provision was that one.

Mr. Rayder. It was a combination of provisions that were in-

cluded in H.R. 13.—H.R. 11. Bank deductible, arbitrage rebate re-

form, eliminating of some of the more technical provisions that are
in the cost benefit analysis cost State and local governments far
more than they benefit the Federal Government.
Mr. Collins. OK.
Mr. Anthony. Mr. Collins, we will go back and see if we can find

some of those past estimates and provide them for the record.

Mr. Collins. I appreciate that. I am one who fully believes that
any time we can make an adjustment in the tax code, we are not
costing the Federal Government, we are reinvesting in the private
sector because those dollars will revolve themselves time and time
again in the private sector and that is where we generate our reve-

nue. It comes from that private sector, from the expenditures and
the investments.
You mentioned the 1986 tax reform, the 1990 budget deal also

had a tremendous impact on—that is where we actually estab-
lished the rules if you are going to cut any type of reform or any
type of tax, you have to offset it with a cut in reduction in expendi-
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tures. That is where you are getting to the reform of the budget
process.

Mr. Anthony. Yes. That was the pay-as-you-go 1990 Act. And as

I understand it, the Congress in 1993 adopted those caps for five

years that were estabhshed in the 1990 Budget Act, so you have
got to live with them or you have got to figure out a way to amend
it.

Mr. Collins. I could not agree with you any more and I really

appreciate your testimony.

Mr. Anthony. It will be the anvil around your neck that will kill

your infrastructure bill next year.

Mr. Collins. I still think if we are going to promote productivity

in the private sector, either through rebuilding infrastructure or re-

establishing assembly lines or whatever, we have got to put the in-

vestment back into the private sector. We have got to change the

budget process. We have got to change the tax codes. You can't just

keep bleeding that private sector and not giving them incentive

and encouragement to invest and reinvest. That is how we create

jobs.

Mr. Anthony. We look forward to working with you.

Mr. Collins. I look forward to it. I hope I can follow your pat-

tern and in your freshman year, then you were able to land that

seat on Ways and Means on second term because that is a coveted

idea of mine, too. I would love to be on that committee.
Mr. Anthony. Could you happen to represent Washington, Geor-

gia?

Mr. Collins. I have from the Hartsfield Airport area, southwest
to Columbus, southeast to the Bibb County line, and due south to

Peach County.
Mr. Anthony. The reason I asked is my family has expanded

into your State, building a facility.

Mr. Collins. In Washington?
Mr. Anthony. So you are one of my Congressmen.
Mr. Collins. Thank you very much.
Mr. Wise. Mr. Anthony, I greatly appreciate your help, your will-

ingness. The additional copies of the Anthony Commission report

and which we will make sure are distributed to Members.
And, Beryl, I just want to say, I think this might be the year to

move this in this session, and we need to talk to Bill Coyne and
see how things go, if there is life after health care, but in this ses-

sion, but certainly in building the momentum for 1995.

So thank you very much, and we look forward to working with

you in the future.

Mr. Anthony. Thank you.

Mr. Wise. Our next panel will be Liane Levetan, the Chief Exec-

utive OfTicer of DeKalb County, Georgia, chairing the Tax-Exempt
Bond and Capital Financing Subcommittee on Taxation and the Fi-

nance Steering Committee of the National Association of Counties.

One of our witnesses, Mr. Sam Shapiro, the State Treasurer of

Maine, has been fogged in in Maine and so happily we are de-

lighted that Lucille Maurer, the Treasurer of the State of Maryland
and representing the National Association of State Treasurers has,

on short notice, agreed to fill in. Thank you, Ms. Maurer.
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And as well we have Scott Reznick, President of Commonwealth
Development Associates of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Mr.
Reznick, I want you to know that you have given me an education.
I have struggled for years to understand some of the terms in the
Anthony Commission report and just as I was getting there, you
introduced a whole new set to me that I look forward to exploring
with you, probably not in as much detail in this hearing but pos-
sibly upcoming discussions.

If there is no objection, as I understand it, Mr. Reznick has a
train to catch, and I would ask him to go first.

You, Ms. Maurer, you have a meeting?
Ms. Levetan. I have a plane to catch.
Mr. Wise. Could I ask what is the lineup? Who is leaving when?
Mr. Reznick. I am afraid I have to be on a 1 o'clock train.

Mr. Wise. You have a 1 o'clock train at Union Station?
Ms. Levetan. I have a 2 o'clock plane.
Mr. Wise. Could the committee strike this deal with you? We

will let Mr. Reznick go first and you go and we won't ask you ques-
tions unless you have time. I promise you that, Mr. Reznick, I will
get you out of here right away. And Ms. Maurer, you are going to
be right behind them—Ms. Levetan.
Ms. Levetan. Thank you very much.
Mr. Wise. I am sorry. The nameplates are backwards, as I un-

derstand it.

Ms. Maurer. Yes. I have a conference call. Could I ask to be ex-
cused while these other panel members testify and that will meet
their needs.
Mr. Wise. We will be glad to steer you towards a telephone back

here if someone would assist you.
Mr. Reznick.

TESTIMONY OF SCOTT M. REZNICK, PRESIDENT, COMMON-
WEALTH DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES, PHILADELPHIA, PA
Mr. Reznick. Thank you. Thank you for the opportunity to come

and share a few ideas today. I need to get out to Arizona for a fam-
ily function and the matriarch of our family. Aunt Paula, is out
there, so on her behalf, I would like to thank you for accommodat-
ing this schedule as well.

I would like to thank you again for the opportunity to talk today.
I would like to add a disclaimer in that as some Members of the
committee know, we have been doing a lot of work with Depart-
ment of Transportation and other Federal agencies, but my com-
ments today are mine alone and don't reflect the official position
of any of these agencies.
Mr. Wise. Mr. Reznick, in order to expedite things, your written

statement is already made a part of the record. If there is some
point you would like to hit on and summarize, we would be glad
to let you do it that way.
Mr. Reznick. Perhaps with a few statistics.

We began this policy development process about three years ago.

And the approach that we took actually was to start with an un-
derstanding of how we were actually paying for infrastructure in

the United States, what kinds of cash flows and revenues would be
available to help finance infrastructure development.
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We use 1991 statistics for highways as the best and most recent

representation of our current method of paying for infrastructure.

We are talking about municipal bonds and debt financing today. In

1991, of the $81 billion that were spent on capital on operating ex-

penses for service transportation in the United States, only 8 per-

cent of it was actually financed through municipal bonds. Ordi-

narily, we use a pay-as-you-go system.

Roughly 56 percent of our infrastructure financing came from

current revenues, ordinarily motor fuel and motor vehicle tax reve-

nues. So that is dollar in-dollar out in the year in which the invest-

ment is made.
These are 30-year capital assets and have a useful life of 30

years. Virtually every other circumstance you can think about,

these would be paid for using debt financing that would better

match the term of payment and the use of the facilities, the bene-

fits from those uses to the useful life of the facility.

By the way, only 4 percent of that financing in 1991 came from

tolls, so we have got about 8 percent debt, 4 percent tolls, 56 per-

cent current revenues.
Also I talk in here about grant-backed credit enhancement. This

is a vehicle for accelerating the availability of future grant flows

from the Federal Government. We have been working particularly

on the Highway Trust Fund, but this would be applicable in other

arenas as well.

We are working with the rating agencies, particularly Standard
& Poor's, and they indicate to us preliminarily because we are ac-

tually crossing all the Ts and dotting the Is on the research now,

but preliminarily they indicate to us that somewhere between 50

and 60 percent of future Federal grant flows—this is beyond the

current year of appropriation—could be used for the current financ-

ing of infrastructure development projects. We reduce that cash

flow to its current value, its present value.

On a national basis, if we were to look only at the unobligated

balances remaining in the Highway Trust Fund, that comes to ap-

proximately $10 billion as of the close of last Federal fiscal year.

Using structured municipal bonds for the kind of leveraging effects

we can create by bringing securitization into the municipal bond
market, we should be able to leverage that 10 billion into about 30

billion.

By the way, the best leveraging we have seen so far, for example,

on the Clean Water Act of 1987 capitalization grants was out of

New York State, their Environmental Facilities Corporation. They
were able to raise four bond dollars for each $1 of Federal funding.

When we go to structured municipal bond approach taking the

technology that has created the mortgage-backed markets and
asset-backed markets bring them into the municipal bond markets,

we should be able to increase that leverage factor from four to one

to six to one. So we would be able to raise about 50 percent more
money using these techniques than is currently the case.

In any event, if we took the $10 billion in the unobligated bal-

ance following the Standard & Poors dictum, we take about 50 per-

cent of it and then leverage it six to one, we are talking about turn-

ing $10 billion in future revenues into $30 billion. That is nation-

ally, $30 billion in current best rate financing, that means AAA fi-
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nancing for infrastructure facilities. There are no new Federal reve-

nues involved.

We do not create new contingent liabilities for the Federal Gov-
ernment. We believe that this will be budget scored as an outlay

in the year of appropriation and so many of the problems that you
were discussing earlier should be solved by using this kind of pro-

cedure, a combination of structured municipal bonds, bringing
securitization to the municipal bond market and grant-backed cred-

it enhancement.
I have run some numbers for a few selected States. In West Vir-

ginia, your current unobligated is a little over $191 million. Using
these tools, we should be able to create about $574 million worth
of funding. The savings—these are estimates now—^but the saving

to the State over current municipal bond structures, in other

words, doing it the way we currently do it as compared to the ap-

proaches I am describing, we not only raise the 574 million, but we
should save the State approximately 85 basis points over its cur-

rent interest costs.

Over the life of these kinds of bonds, 20 and 30 years, the sav-

ings—well, I am in Washington, let me say even that Everett Dirk-

sen would think of this as real money. Pennsylvania, my own home
State, we are talking about a little over billion 675 in financing,

again with about 85 basis points in interest savings. We have a
representative from Arkansas. It is about 353 million, saving 75
basis points.

Georgia is a little over a billion one, saving about 50 basis points.

New York, about a billion three. They would save a full percentage
point. These are very, very powerful ways to make infrastructure

investment more efficient. You asked some questions earlier about
revenue loss.

We have had some discussions over at Treasury on this issue and
one of their revenue analysts raised an interesting point. If we do
use these tools, we will make the municipal bond market more effi-

cient, and that will increase the volume of municipal bonds. That
means revenue loss to the Federal Government. We will also, how-
ever, be reducing the interest costs for those bonds, thus reducing
revenue loss to the Federal Government.
Now, where exactly these two curves will cross, we don't know

that yet, but the benefits of this kind of approach by using
stuctured finance and grant-backing really is to make the market
considerably more efficient. That is where these savings come from
and that means that the revenue loss and the budget issues associ-

ated with that would be substantially reduced.
At some point, the curves cross, we could actually zero out the

revenue loss, we would be in the same place we are now, but never-

theless be generating a fair amount of additional infrastructure in-

vestment.
Mr. Wise. I appreciate your testimony. I want to make sure you

make that train. I would ask, Mr. Reznick, if you have not already,

if the additional information you imparted particularly the impact
on several States and, of course, you got the magic one.

Mr. Reznick. They were not randomly selected. Congressman.
Mr. Wise. I noticed. What I would like to do is get back to you

by telephone at some later point and discuss this further.
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Mr. Reznick. I would be delighted.

Mr. Wise. I greatly appreciate it. Also, if you have not got a ride,

we are going to assist to get to Union Station. So if you would

check, somebody would help you.

Mr. Reznick. I appreciate it and I do apologize.

Mr. Wise. No, we are all running late, so thank you.

At this point, Ms. Levetan, we are going to get you to the airport

on time, too. So I thank you very much for making the effort to be

here. You are here today representing NACo, as I understand it,

and I know you have been very active in the past and your name
is quite familiar to the subcommittee.
We look forward to hearing you.

TESTIMONY OF LIANE LEVETAN, CfflEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
DeKALB COUNTY, GA, CHAIR, TAX-EXEMPT BOND AND CAP-
ITAL FINANCING SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE TAXATION AND FI-

NANCE STEERING COMMITTEE, ON BEHALF OF THE NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES

Ms. Levetan. Thank you. I would like to say hello to our Georgia

Congressman, Mr. CoUins. It is good to be here. I am sorry Rep-

resentative Kim had to leave, but he sat at my table in DeKalb
County just a few weeks ago in an event we had, but please tell

him that he will be hearing from me on this issue. Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, I am Liane Levetan, the elected chief executive

officer—Mr. Kim, I just spoke about you. I said that we had the

pleasure of sitting together in DeKalb County. So I am glad that

you are here.

Mr. Chairman, I am Liane Levetan, the chief elected executive

officer of DeKalb County. I am pleased to have the opportunity to

testify on behalf of the National Association of Counties where I

serve as the Chair of the tax-exempt bond and capital financing

subcommittee.
I want to commend you and the subcommittee for this hearing

today. The use of tax-exempt bonds for financing Public Works and
infrastructure projects is more critical than ever to States, coun-

ties, and cities.

NACo strongly supports tax-exempt bond legislation proposed by

Representative William Coyne and Representative John Lewis. We
have worked closely with Mr. Coyne in successfully getting a ma-
jority of the Ways and Means Committee to be cosponsors of H.R.

3630, the Public Finance Infrastructure Act of 1993.

The bill makes a number of needed changes in the Federal tax

code. Legislation introduced by Mr. Lewis, H.R. 2171, would help

many smaller jurisdictions that issue less than $25 million in

bonds each year. His bill would allow banks to deduct part of the

interest costs in holding bonds of these smaller jurisdictions. This

provision is also included in Mr. Coyne's bill, H.R. 3630.

We realize that Congress will not restore the pre- 1986 conditions

for tax-exempt bonds. It appears to be generally agreed, however,

that the 1986 Tax Reform Act went too far. That has been men-
tioned here several times today.

Mr. Coyne's and Mr. Lewis' bills are trying to find a moderate,

acceptable compromise. The Public Finance and Infrastructure In-

vestment Act would streamline many of the existing tax code provi-
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sions that affect the tax-exempt bonds issued by counties, cities,

and States. This legislation would also reduce the administrative
and financial burdens placed on many small government issuers,

simplify unnecessarily complex regulations governing arbitrage
earnings, encourage banks to invest more in their local commu-
nities, increase the volume of tax-exempt private activity bonds
that may be issued each year, and establish a new type of tax-ex-

empt private activity bond that would facilitate economic develop-
ment in many distressed communities.
Many of the provisions in this bill were included in H.R. 11, the

Revenue Act of 1992, which was passed by Congress but vetoed by
President Bush, and have enjoyed a long history of strong support
from Congress. The legislation also is supported by over 30 na-
tional association of State, county and municipal officials.

The need for local governments to use tax exempt bond financing
has grown over the last decade as Federal and State assistance has
declined for many infrastructure programs. The only infrastructure
programs showing increases are for highways and airports and that
has not necessarily helped counties and cities finance local projects.

Federal assistance for sewage treatment, stormwater control,

drinking water, transit and community development have all de-

clined dramatically. And I say that really dramatically.
At the same time, counties and cities in many regions are still

coming out of the last recession. The national economy is picking
up steam but that is not true for' all areas. NACo did a survey of
63 large urban counties earlier this year and found that these
counties are continuing to experience severe financial stress. The
financial pressures are causing counties to continue to lay off em-
ployees, cut services and raise taxes and service fees. This is the
third consecutive year that large urban counties have reported fi-

nancial distress.

The survey showed that 60 percent of the counties raised fines,

fees and charges during fiscal 1993. More than one-third were
forced to raise property taxes, postpone capital projects, or freeze

hiring. Twenty-five percent of the responding counties laid off em-
ployees.

One revenue problem for many counties has been inadequate
growth in property tax receipts over the last three years. Even
though in many cases rates have gone up, the increases have been
offset by decreases in property values or statutory limitations on
property tax rates or assessments as we all know.
The survey also found that large counties have been forced to in-

crease spending in a number of areas, especially law enforcement
and criminal justice activities, and social service programs. Pro-
grams tending to suffer cutbacks included general government, li-

braries, and parks and recreation.

We have taken the attitude in DeKalb County that the public
will support infrastructure improvements if it can be tied to eco-

nomic development. They have to be shown that infrastructure im-
provements mean retention of companies and jobs and adding new
jobs. We have been successful in getting voter approval for a num-
ber of recent bond issues that clearly are linked to economic devel-

opment.
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We passed a $33 million bond issue for park land acquisition and

new recreational facilities. As a result, we have been able to greatly

expand parks and recreation facilities over the last three to four

years. A $29 million bond issue was approved several years ago for

libraries.

Almost $30 million was approved in 1992 for acquirmg land for

new health facilities and for expanding existing facilities. The vot-

ers approved a Board of Education bond issue for $98 million in

1989 to improve and expand our schools in the county.

All of these programs are related to retaining and attracting

businesses to DeKalb County, which is a large urban county.

In addition, we have had to obtain financing for several other

governmental projects that add to our basic infrastructure. $98 mil-

lion in bonds were approved for building a jail. With $120 million

issue, we made major improvements in wastewater treatment

plants in our county and shared in the cost of improving two of At-

lanta's treatment plants.

A $29 million issue was approved in 1989 for expansion of our

drinking water treatment plant. We will start renovations on an of-

fice building for additional space for our courtrooms and a morgue

with the sale of approximately $9 million of certificates of partici-

pation.

While jobs, sewage treatment plants, and courthouses are nec-

essary and important, voters do not necessarily see they affect

them. But I believe that they do understand a connection if the

projects are linked to economic development. Counties, however,

must be accountable and elected officials need to convince citizens

that it is imperative, that it is absolutely imperative to maintain

all of our infrastructure. This has a long range impact on economic

development.
Our biggest unmet needs in infrastructure in DeKalb County are

highways. This probably is true for most growing urban counties.

We are not able to budget enough funds to keep up with the nec-

essary maintenance, resurfacing, and traffic improvements and sig-

nalization that are absolutely necessary, and also resurfacing. Last

year we were able to only resurface 15 miles of county roads. We
had hoped to get State funding to resurface 59 miles but the fund-

ing did not come through.

Despite the large increases in Federal highway funds authorized

by ISTEA, we are not benefiting from the additional funding as

much as other jurisdictions in our area. The priority list for State

projects is based on ability to provide matching funds. And this is

the problem, not only in our county, but all over the country.

Unfortunately, we do not have a sales tax dedicated to highway

improvements that could be used to pay off a bond issue. I can ap-

preciate and partly sympathize with the problems the State has

getting the funds committed and spent. The real problem is that

highway needs in Georgia are far greater than available Federal,

State, and local funds and this is true all over the country.

I believe it is very important to discuss at this hearing the need

to increase private-public partnerships in economic development

and also in improving infrastructure. This particularly is an area

that needs congressional clarification on what is public purpose and
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the type of private part;icipation permitted to have a bond qualify

for tax exemption.
We have been successful in my county, DeKalb, in getting the

support and participation of businesses, the chambers of commerce
and neighborhood organizations in working with us and I want to

give you a couple of examples. Only last week, June the 23rd, we
had a dedication ceremony for a new swimming pool in a commu-
nity called Lynwood Park. This is in a low income neighborhood
with a per capita income of around $8,500 surrounded by a much
higher area.

A local developer, Post Properties, donated $75,000 to build the
swimming pool and provided the landscaping. The county allocated

$50,000 in community development block grant funds for materials
to build the bathhouse. DeKalb County also financed improvements
of the water and sewer services and the other things that were nec-

essary, the licenses and all of those things that go with it.

As a result of this public-private partnership, we expect that
other improvements will be made in the community. The commu-
nity is now working with our county on a strategic development
plan.

Over the last two years, we have been working with the cham-
bers of commerce, local universities and the Georgia Power Com-
pany to develop a small business incubator program. Community
development block grant funds along with the State and private
funds will be used to finance this project. We have a commitment
of $2 million from two banks to establish a revolving loan for some
of these areas. The project also is part of DeKalb County's applica-

tion for being designated as an enterprise community. The small
business incubator will be located in a low income neighborhood.
There is evidence that just the anticipated project already has

stabilized a nearby shopping center and the whole area. And I am
convinced that this is the type of public-private ventures we need
if we are to successfully have economic development programs. We
also need private partnerships and participation if we are serious
about improving our infrastructure.

Mr. Chairman, again, I want to thank you for asking me to tes-

tify at this hearing. And I would be more than happy to respond
to any questions related to this. I think a good beginning has been
made. We in NACo are working collaboratively, as you know, to

help you.
I am confident from being here and working on this for some

time that the shore is not dimly seen but is clearly seen and I am
very confident that the show is on the road and that we are going
to see some results and some legislation passed that will allow us
in local government to make infrastructure improvements and also

benefit our neighborhoods but also be a tremendous asset to the
business community, too.

Thank you.
Mr. Wise. Ms. Levetan, we thank you very much for your testi-

mony and giving us some concrete examples of how this legislation

could be of assistance on some of the costs really to communities
because we have lost some of these financing mechanisms.

I am going to keep my commitment to you and make sure that
we are able to get your show on the road as well in the sense of
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getting to the airport. I would ask Members of the committee if

they have questions for Ms. Levetan, if so, if they could be very

brief. She does have a commitment.
Mr. Kim.
Mr. Kim. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is nice to see you

again.
Ms. Levetan. Good to see you again. Yes.

Mr. Kim. Just a curious question I have. You mentioned that a

$33 million bond issue was passed for a recreational facility and

$29 million for a library and $730 million for a health facility, $98
million for schools, $98 million for a wastewater plant and jails, et

cetera, added up to about $500 million. That is a lot of money you

have got to pay back.

My question to you is: How are you going to pay back all those

bonds? I understand you say no sales tax has been dedicated to pay

off these bonds. Can you tell me how your county intends to pay

off those bonds?
Ms. Levetan. I will be very candid. That is what makes county

government so difficult is the fact that we largely depend on prop-

erty taxes. That is where we get our revenue from. So, in other

words, bond indebtedness is being paid off. We pay about $17 mil-

lion debt service on these new bonds, that we—which is a tremen-

dous amount which it creates almost $2 million in property taxes

and this is the big problem that we are being faced with.

But these things were perceived by the voters as necessary to

have maintain a good quality of life. These are not luxuries when
you talk about health facilities, when you talk about libraries for

educational purposes and DeKalb County is a very diverse county.

Mr. Kim, you visited my county and you know, we are an urban

county that has seen tremendous change. We have a 571,000 popu-

lation, and in order to meet the needs, but to get specific, we pay

these through property taxes. And what I have tried to do since

taking office as the chief administrator is to bring in the private-

public partnerships because government can no longer do all of

these things.

So in other words, we are asking Congress to make some of these

adjustments so that when I go to Georgia Power or when I go to

Hewlett-Packard that is coming to my area, and I ask for money,

that we can clearly define what are some of the benefits that they

are going to get for building part of the partnership to make our

local governments more effective and more efficient.

Thank you.

Mr. Kim. Thank you.

Mr. Wise. And we thank you very much, Ms. Levetan. And are

you able—do you have a ride to the airport?

Ms. Levetan. Yes, I do. Thank you very, very much.

I would also like to leave with you, NACo would be more than

glad to make these things available to you, but we are partners in

this tax-exempt financing primer and I know if you don't have this,

we would be more than glad to share it with you.

Mr. Wise. I was studying it last night. If you could hold just a

second for Mr. Collins.

Ms. Levetan. Certainly.

Mr. Collins. You will have time to get to the airport.
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Ms. Levetan. Okay, good.

Mr. Collins. Your voice is music to my ears. These folks up here
all have accents.

Ms. Levetan. Oh, okay.
Mr. Collins. You mentioned the many bond issues that you

passed. Commissioner. When was the latest bond issue passed by
the county?
Ms. Levetan. It was passed in 1996—I am talking—not 1996. It

was passed last election. It was a health bond issue.

Mr. Collins. Which one?
Ms. Levetan. The health bond issue.

Mr. Collins. When was the jail passed? 1989?
Ms. Levetan. 1989. That was before I came back into office. You

know, it is amazing to me that so many of these things did pass
but you have got to understand DeKalb County is a very unique
county, and what we try to do is equate it to economic development
from the standpoint—the jail is something we have to do, the over-

crowded jail.

But when you talk about, you know, the other issues, the librar-

ies, the parks and recreation facilities because DeKalb County real-

ly has become a major urban county and you have to address the
needs.
Mr. Collins. Well, it has and I can just imagine the job that you

have in front of you. I don't know if you are familiar with it or not,

but I served as chairman of the local Commission back in the late

1970s.
Ms. Levetan. I am very familiar with that.

Mr. Collins. We are a very small county, but we were faced
with some of the same type problems. Property taxes are what you
have to rely on for your cash flow, your biggest portion of cash flow,

and I think you have made a very good point that a lack of new
investments to offset the depreciation of those investments that
exist is an important statement because that is one that we have
to address in order, to go back to what Mr. Anthony was stating
in the tax codes, to encourage that investment in the private sector.

I am not—with all the redistricting, I know you either have two
or three Members of Congress that actually represent DeKalb
County.
Ms. Levetan. We have four, actually.

Mr. Collins. Four.
Ms. Levetan. We have four, so they hear a lot from me. I don't

know if that is an advantage to me, but
Mr. Collins. One other question in the court ruling the other

day dealing with private property rights, in Georgia, we have an
impact fee. Have you studied that decision to see if that is going
to affect impact fee.

Ms. Levetan. We have not, per se, implemented the impact fee

at this particular time. We have everything in place to do that. But
you know here again, we charge people fees. I mean, there are dif-

ferent philosophies and I know what the law is and we can go
ahead and implement this, but if you are to go ahead and attract
businesses which create jobs, you can overtax.

I mean, you can say you are offsetting it here, but then you
charge fees, you charge impact fees, I think this country has got
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to look—counties, our country has got to look at where we are

going from the standpoint of business. We had home depot in our

area. You know, I was just talking recently to Bernie Marcuson.

We were pontificating.

What we are really doing is penalizing businesses now for trying

to do business and we have got to be more user friendly from the

standpoint of businesses because all of this interacts with govern-

ment, and I think you know we have got to really look at the long-

range goals of what we have here in Congress as well as locally

and work more closely together and define our ideas together from

the standpoint of serving our constituents but also recognizing, if

you don't have business, if you don't—if you are not a user-friendly

community, if you are going to have higher property taxes and
have high fees, how are you going to get the new businesses in?

And as a commissioner, I know you know what I am talking about.

Mr. Collins. My only other question is, can you take the 4

o'clock flight? I am enjoying your testimony and it is very—you are

right on target, and I just wish that more Members of Congress

could hear what you are saying from your position and would un-

derstand what you are saying because, in my previous 18 months
of being here in Washington, I view what has actually happened
as 180 degrees from what you are saying.

Thanks for being with us.

Ms. Levetan. Maybe I will come back again. How about that?

Mr. Collins. I hope so, I really do, and I would request if you

do come, and when you do, that the Chairman have the four Mem-
bers from the DeKalb County area here to listen to what you have

to say, and I hope to be able to get a copy of your remarks and

send them to them personally.

Thank you so much.
Ms. Levetan. Thank you so much. Thank you.

Mr. Wise. Thank you Ms. Levetan.

Mr. Wise. We are now pleased to have join the committee, and

I want to thank you very much for on short notice jumping in, rep-

resenting the National Association of State Treasurers, Lucille

Maurer, the Treasurer of the State of the Maryland.

TESTIMONY OF LUCILLE MAURER, STATE TREASURER OF
MARYLAND, ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF STATE TREASURERS, ACCOMPANIED BY MILTON WELLS,
DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF FEDERAL RELATIONS

Ms. Maurer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I appreciate your

graciousness in letting me join the conference call, and I wouldn't

have done it except that I had promised to be on that one.

Mr. Chairman, and Members of the subcommittee, thank you for

this opportunity to present the views of the National Association of

State Treasurers, NAST, our Nation's pressing needs to improve

our bridges, highways, airport safety, clean water. They have been

enumerated before. The whole panoply of needs we classify under

the "I" word, infrastructure.

I am Lucille Maurer, Treasurer of the State of Maryland and the

Immediate Past President of NAST. With me is Milton Wells, the

Director of Federal Relations of our organization. We have all 50
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States plus the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, and
American Samoa represented in NAST.

State treasurers, as you know, are responsible for such functions

as cash management, debt management, public pension fund in-

vestment and a variety of other functions in their respective States.

We are in the aspect of infrastructure and debt, we are a member
of the Steering Committee on the Rebuild America Coalition, as

you know, a broad coalition of public and private organizations

committed to reversing the decline in America's investment in in-

frastructure.

We are also serving on the public finance network a coalition

united to preserve State and local governments' use of tax-exempt

finance to achieve the goals of maintaining the proper kinds of in-

vestments in our State.

I first want to compliment you, Mr. Chairman, on your long-

standing and outspoken advocacy of capital budgeting for the Fed-

eral Government. You have taken the lead on this proposal for a

number of years and it continues to be an innovative, common
sense plan to contribute to America's economic well-being. Capital

budgeting, in my view, is the key to both good management of our

tax dollars and the funding for infrastructure which in turn is es-

sential for economic competitiveness in this global economy.

I wanted to cheer after the testimony of Beryl Anthony and Con-

gressman Coyne for their sensitivity to the public finance issues,

but I also have been very heartened by the statements of you and
Members of the subcommittee which discloses your sensitivity to

the need for cross-connections, how public finance relates to the

budgeting and all relate to the economic well-being of our State.

I would like to give Maryland as an example, a State that has
continued to provide the infrastructure essential for a reasonable

quality of life and for economic development while at the same time

balancing our operating budget. We have, for example, over the

past eight years spent over $600 million on public school construc-

tion, that is State funds almost all of it from bonds, tax-exempt
bonds.
The State currently is investing in a bioprocessing facility to help

move forward our strategy to become one of the biotechnology cen-

ters in this Nation. That was a step in the process which was miss-

ing and since State funds along with private funds are investing

in that kind of thing.

Maryland is viewed by some as having a high debt. We are al-

ways near the top when comparing States in the standard criteria,

debt per capita and debt outstanding to personal income. At the

same time, Maryland has a national reputation as being a forerun-

ner in the field of debt management. Maryland's capital debt af-

fordability committee was established 16 years ago and has been
instrumental in managing the State's debt. Testimony to our suc-

cess is our coveted AAA rating from all three rating agencies on
our general obligation bonds.
Tax-exempt financing needless to say is a fundamental compo-

nent of this process. But I suggest that the experience of the States

demonstrates that a capital budget is very important and that the

capital budget can be disciplined.
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I have brought with me and will present to you the capital budg-
et that was last introduced and the most recent capital debt afford-
ability which indicates the way in which we recommend to the leg-
islature and to the governor, I chair the committee, by statute, by
the governor and the legislature have followed the recommenda-
tions of the capital debt affordability because we are very inter-
ested in keeping our AAA rating.

So there is a tool for management and I understand that many
people are concerned about a Federal Government capital budget
because they fear that too many items would be put on the capital
side rather than the operating side. And so that is what I mean
when I refer to discipline. It would obviously have to be different
at the Federal level but it can be done.

In going back to the infrastructure needs, Beryl Anthony, former
Congressman Anthony referred to the major problems that face us.
Every day something is deteriorating, the water pipes underneath
the ground as well as the efforts to clean up water. One of the
things is outdated leaky pipes are supposed to waste 30 percent of
our daily freshwater supplies.
Half the Nation's communities have wastewater treatment facili-

ties at or near capacity. And many don't have it up to the level we
should have it. By the year 2000, a million miles of highway will
need resurfacing. I can give you an example of how some of these
highways things relate to economic development.
We have in Maryland in the western part of the State close to

West Virginia in the mountains an important paper mill but they
were thinking of closing the paper mill. One of the problems was
that their trucks had a difficult transportation route to the urban
centers and to the port. So it was essential that we invest in a
major highway and that now has, in turn, provided a stimulus for
other companies who have transportation issues to look at that
area. So all of these things are interrelated.
And why even if the Federal Government had its capital budget

so it could sort out what it could do in terms of finance, if indeed
the finance bill of Congressman Coyne were to enable the commu-
nities, I speak for the States, but there again, you have heard from
the counties and the localities, to do their part.

We need to work together to leverage the funds. Our water qual-
ity leverages Federal money and State money to make it possible
to do more. So the breadth of your views is important to the solu-
tion of the problems, not one piece but altogether, and we need to
have a partnership not an adversarial role. And together we would
like to work with you.
We are working with the other parts of the finance community

to—for example, in secondary disclosure we worked with 12 organi-
zations, some of which you will hear today, government finance of-

ficers and underwriters and bond counsel to provide testimony and
comments to SEC on the primary and secondary disclosure rules.

There are many things that have to be addressed but we as State
treasurers feel that these are urgent.
We welcome your interest and we welcome your efforts and we

say congratulations and we would like to be here to celebrate with
you when these are enacted.
Mr. Wise. Thank you very much.
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I would like to say that the National Association of State Treas-
urers has been extremely active and very, very helpful in putting
together not only our hearings but also presentations, conferences
as we try to get this whole issue of growth and how do we finance
it and how do we adequately account for it particularly at the Fed-
eral level in front of Congress, and so I just want to thank you and
Mr. Wells and your organization.

I notice you have a conference—national conference coming up
and I look forward to seeing the lobbying strategy that I know is

going to emerge from there.

I have a question. It really goes to capital budgeting, but there
were two days of discussion on the Floor of the House of Represent-
atives a couple of months ago on capital budgeting when the bal-

anced budget amendment was up. And one of the objections that
was raised to capital budgeting was the concern was expressed
there was no way to really rate the bonds or how do you—States
have a rating. As you say, the importance of keeping your AAA rat-

ing, how do you grade the kind of issuance that the Federal Gov-
ernment is doing? I just \yonder if you have any thoughts on that.

Ms. Maurer. Well, of course, that is a problem because you have
never had the rating because the U.S. Government stands behind
most of the treasuries. There are the agencies which I think the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board has rated some of those agencies
that don't have full faith in credit.

But I would think, I am certainly no expert, but the definition

of what is capital, what do you do about Air Force airplanes. Of
course, you could do the Academy. It is a building. But after all,

I understand that we are the only western industrialized nation
that doesn't have a capital budget.
And we turn ourselves inside out saying we are printing money

and we don't know which piece of it is for what assets that nor-
mally a State with a capital budget would issue bonds to cover the
cost of it, spread the cost more to match the length of the asset.

So while I can't answer your question, but I think that we would
have some guidance from the United Kingdom, from France how
they manage it and I think, what I was trying to say, the discipline
is important but you have to have some sense of what the dis-

cipline is going to be.

Mr. Wise. That raises another issue and perhaps it might be one
that could be addressed in this manner. The debate several months
ago on the Floor of the House also brought up that question: Ex-
actly what is in the capital budget? We are not going to probably
get a capital budget approach this year as much as I would like to.

I am wondering, though, whether we could get a Commission es-

tablished that has representatives from across a wide range to say
what should be in a Capitol budget and how would you account for

it? How, for instance, should defense be—make certain rec-

ommendations—the Commission would make recommendations.
Would defense expenditures be considered capital and, if so, how
would you spread that cost out over the useful life of the asset?
Highways, borrowing upon State experience, for instance, build-

ings, borrowing on GSA's experience and other items that would
seem to be capital expenditures as well as getting into some of
those by my mind more intangible items such as job training or at

84-788 95-3
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least a building that houses the training programs. Myself, the leg-
islation that Mr. dinger and I on this committee have introduced
refers only to physical structure.

I understand the arguments that some would make for extending
it further but perhaps we ought to take it out of this realm and
put it into a Commission bipartisan with a wide range of people.
I would assume that State treasurers association would be part of
that and to look fully at what should be in our Federal capital
budget.
Ms. Maurer. That would be a splendid idea. You could get rep-

resentation from the accounting firms, say, should have to audit
businesses and what they write off—not write off but treat as a
capital expenditure. That is an excellent idea. There was a Com-
mission on the infrastructure, to finance the infrastructure and
that report came out two years ago. That would be a way of at
least making some progress and to ensure that there were some
definitions that could be followed.

Mr. Wise. Some way we have to move this discussion forward.
More and more people I think are coming to the concept of a Fed-
eral capital budget.
Mr. Wells.
Mr. Wells. Mr. Chairman, I think also in that context, and

going back to your first question, it is my recollection from review-
ing the document that one of the major ratings that put out that
the bonds of the United States and Mexico and a number of the
Canadian provinces are rated and the bond rating agencies might
well have some positive input that could answer the question that
you asked.
Mr. Wise. That is a very excellent suggestion. Thank you. I ap-

preciate your participation and now turn to Mr. Collins for any
questions.

Mr. Collins. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Ms.
Maurer. In your State, on capital investments, what is the cap or
the limit?

Ms. Maurer. Pardon?
Mr. Collins. What is the cap or limit of capital investment by

your State?
Ms. Maurer. Well, for the State supported tax, we have two cri-

teria. We have the debt outstanding to personal income and we
have revenues to debt service. The last one is a—that we go by the
committee on affordability is 8 percent and we have not exceeded
6.9 percent on that. That has a lot of room to it. It is the debt out-
standing to personal—the total personal income in the State that
we have is 3.2 percent and when income figures vary and in the
recession, we were at 3.19, so that is the bind, if we have one.
Mr. Collins. Thank you. I think that was the one provision that

was really lacking in the capital investment bill that was before us
when we were debating the balanced budget. Thank you very
much.
That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Wise. Thank you very much, once again, for appearing on

short notice and coming here.
Ms. Maurer. Thank you very much. I am leaving this with the

committee. I am sure it is good bedtime reading.
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Mr. Wise. Our third panel, we are fortunate to have with us
three witnesses our third and final panel the first is Frederic
Ballard, Jr., with the firm of Ballard Spahr Andrews & IngersoU
in Washington. He will be speaking as a former board member on
behalf of the National Association of Bond Lawyers.
Our second witness George Butler Pugh, Jr., with Craigie, Inc.

of Richmond, Virginia, who is also Chair of the Municipal Securi-

ties Division of the Public Securities Association.

And we also have John F. Wenderski, the Finance Director of

Prince William County in Virginia. He is speaking on behalf of the
Government Finance Officers Association.

At this point. Congressman John Lewis, who is cosponsor of the
legislation with Congressman Bill Coyne, had hoped to be here and
to speak, but he is unable to attend. And by unanimous consent,

I will insert his statement in the record.

[Mr. Lewis' prepared statement follows:]
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Chairman Wise and Members of the Subcommittee, first, let me
commend you for your leadership in having this hearing. It is
critically important that we expand our means of financing
improvements to our nation's infrastructure. Our infrastructure
is crumbling; improvements are much-needed.

Let me also thank you for this opportunity to comment on two
bills which I have introduced to help improve the health of our
nation's infrastructure, H.R. 2102 and H.R. 2171.

The need for and cost of new schools, new sewer systems,
repaired bridges, renovated health clinics, low income housing
and updated hospital facilities have increased dramatically.
At the same time, resources with which to meet these needs have
decreased. These are much-needed public projects, but the money
just is not there to support them. H.R. 2102 and H.R. 2171 would
reduce the cost to state and local governments of financing these
infrastructure improvements.

H.R. 2171 would raise the cap on the amount of bonds a state
or local government could issue and still qualify for the "small
issuer" exception. Banks and other financial institutions which
purchase and hold municipal bonds are allowed a federal tax
deduction for up to 80% of the interest paid on those bonds, if
the governmental entity issuing the bonds is a "small issuer."
Under current law, a small issuer is one that issues less than
$10 million in bonds each year.

Smaller communities are better able to address their
financing needs because of the "small issuer" or "bank qualified"
provision. Municipalities, counties, school districts, hospital
authorities and other governmental entities which exceed the $10
million cap have more difficulty borrowing funds. Most banks
purchase only those securities which meet the "bank qualified"
rules

.
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In H.R. 2171, I have proposed raising the cap to $25

million. This amount is a more accurate reflection of a "small

issuer" today.

A $25 million cap was proposed by the Anthony Commission An

increased cap also was called for in H.R. 11, the tax bill which

was passed by the 102nd Congress, but vetoed by President Bush.

H.R. 2102 would allow the issuance of municipal bonds in

denominations of less that $1,000. With the issuance of these

smaller denomination bonds, it will take longer to accumulate or

raise enough money to do certain municipal projects. So, H.R.

2102 would also allow these investments to be held in a higher-

yielding security for a longer period than current law allows.

The arbitrage period would be one year, rather than the 6 months

allowed under current law.

Not only would this proposal give states and local

governments more flexibility in raising money to finance

projects, but it would enable more, and more moderate -income

taxpayers to participate in the tax-exempt bond market.

Individual savings are likely to increase as a result.

These are good and important bills. They would go a long

way toward achieving our shared goal of improving our nation's

infrastructure

.
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Mr. Wise. Gentlemen, thank you very much. The committee ap-
preciates your patience. Your written statements in their entirety
have already been made a part of the record, so I would invite you
to summarize, to stress any points you think need to be stressed,
to proceed any way you see fit.

We will begin with you, Mr. Ballard.

TESTIMONY OF FREDERIC L. BALLARD, JR., BALLARD SPAHR
ANDREWS & INGERSOLL, WASHINGTON, DC, ON BEHALF OF
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BOND LAWYERS, WASHING-
TON, DC
Mr. Ballard. Thank you, Chairman Wise, Mr. Collins. Thank

you very much for inviting us all here today. Taking your invita-
tion to summarize, on behalf of the National Association of Bond
Lawyers, we have only a couple of points to suggest.
Tax-exempt finance today is dominated by Internal Revenue

Code provisions that allow tax-free financing through the use of ei-

ther governmental bonds for facilities owned and operated by State
and local government or else private activity bonds which are
bonds issued by State and local governments for the benefit of fa-

cilities that are used or operated or involved with businesses or
other nongovernmental entities.

Private activity bounds are allowed only for categories of facility

specified in the Internal Revenue Code. This list of categories has
shifted over time. In 1986, Congress eliminated sports facilities and
convention facilities from the categories of facilities that can be fi-

nanced with tax-exempt private activity bonds.
If there were just one thing which a committee like yours could

do in the infrastructure area, it might be to reshape and reformu-
late the list of exempt facilities that can be financed with tax-ex-
empt bonds.
For example, just to name one possible category that might be

added to that list reflective of much of the testimony this morning,
it would be to allow tax-exempt private financing bonds for streets
and roads. They can be financed with ordinary so-called govern-
mental bonds under the law if they are owned by the government
which they normally are. On the other hand, if a street or a road
or a turnpike is owned and operated by a private entity, it cannot
be financed with tax-exempt bonds. In this respect, the Internal
Revenue Code does not afford the same treatment to streets and
roads as it does to docks, airports, mass commuting facilities, high-
speed intercity rail facilities.

There is a change that perhaps could be made. When the law
and its basic structure was created now in 1968 and 1986, the idea
of a privately operated road was not common, not relevant. It may
be very relevant now. It might be an idea that Congress should
consider.

A second point that National Association of Bond Lawyers would
suggest for the committee or Congress' consideration would be a
general raise in the so-called State volume ceiling for private activ-

ity bonds. These are limited per State to $50 per person of popu-
lation under law set in 1986 as part of the 1986 legislation, with
$150 million minimum per State. Any dollar limit that hasn't been
changed since 1986 is almost by definition too low.
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A third thing that we would consider is HberaHzation in the rules
permitting facilities financed with governmental bonds to be man-
aged by private entities under contract. The present rule is a result
of a liberalization in 1986, not a restriction but a liberalization.

The present rule limits the contract term to five years.

We suggest that a longer term might be permissible if the great-
er length was achieved through renewal options in the State or
local government. It seems to us that longer than five years could
raise no possible harm if the longer term a rose through publicly
held renewal options.

The last thing we suggest and the last thing I want to say, to

not take your time and the time of my fellow panelists, is as is

noted in many of the bills that have been discussed today, the limit

on the so-called bank eligible bonds, the $10 million per issuer,

that, too, was set in 1986. The bills pending today have generally
suggested raising that limit to 25 million.

That change would be helpful, not just to banks, but it would be
helpful to infrastructure because many infrastructure projects are
the kind that can only be financed by a bank. They simply are too
complicated, too uncertain, too unconventional to be financed
through the public securities markets with nearly the ease that a
local bank could finance them with its willingness, presumptively,
to make an investment in the community.
Thank you very much for your time and attention.
Mr. Wise. Thank you. Mr. Ballard, we will have some questions

in just a minute.
I now turn to George Pugh, speaking on behalf of the Municipal

Securities Division of the Public Securities Association.

TESTIMONY OF GEORGE B. PUGH, JR., EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT AND MANAGING DIRECTOR, CRAIGIE INC., RICH-
MOND, VA, CHAIR, MUNICIPAL SECURITIES DIVISION, PUB-
LIC SECURITIES ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. PuGH. Thank you. Chairman Wise and Members of sub-

committee. Good afternoon. My name is George Pugh. I am pleased
to be here today to discuss the crucial role tax-exempt bonds play
in financing improvements to America's infrastructure.

I speak to you this afternoon as Chairman of the Municipal Secu-
rities Division of the Public Securities Association and in my capac-
ity as managing director at Craigie Incorporated in Richmond, Vir-
ginia. It is a special honor to participate in today's hearing because
it gives me the opportunity to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and the
other Members of the subcommittee for your leadership in the ef-

fort to increase infrastructure investment.
It also gives me an opportunity to thank Congressman Coyne,

Congressman Lewis and former Congressman Anthony for their
crucial roles in developing legislation to assist State and local gov-
ernments in meeting public needs.
We at PSA enthusiastically support these efforts. Infrastructure

has been a frustrating issue for our Nation's policymakers. As you
know, the quality of our national infrastructure is of crucial impor-
tance to our citizenry and our global economic competitiveness. The
panel is also intimately familiar with the fact that while infrastruc-
ture needs have risen dramatically, the quantity of available gov-
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ernmental resources to address these needs is on the dedine. This
is why we believe now more than ever the municipal bond market
can help you in financing the many goals for infrastructure and
economic development that you are setting for the Nation.
Our organization's membership which includes my firm and oth-

ers accounts for about 95 percent of the Nation's municipal bond
market activity. My comments today, which are substantially less

detailed due to time constraints than those in my written state-

ment, will focus on the importance of tax-exempt bonds to the
health of our national infrastructure. I will also address the ways
that the Federal Government can help States and localities to take
even greater advantage of tax exempt financing.

The tax-exempt municipal bond market is the principal means by
which State and local governments finance infrastructure invest-

ment. In 1993, these governmental entities issued nearly $290 bil-

lion in tax-exempt bonds, much of which was used to finance or re-

finance Public Works investment. Interest earned by investors on
most municipal securities is exempt from Federal income taxes.

This feature allows State and local issuers to pay a substantially

lower interest rate on their debt than they otherwise would, there-

by reducing the cost of financing infrastructure.

Many of the current law restrictions on tax-exempt securities

were imposed by the Tax Reform Act of 1986, or TRA. It is widely
believed that the restrictions imposed by the TRA went too far in

limiting the ability of States and localities to tap the Capitol mar-
kets to fund public investment. By enacting several modest changes
to the Internal Revenue Code, Congress and the administration
could significantly improve State and local government's ability to

finance projects to meet the Nation's public investment needs.

The proposals I will now mention would result in increased levels

of infrastructure investment at a relatively low cost to the Treas-
ury.

First, and these are detailed in our written statement. Congress
should raise the annual issuance limitation on bonds eligible for

purchase by commercial banks. Mr. Ballard mentioned this in his

testimony as well.

Second, Congress should permit broader tax-exempt financing for

infrastructure projects involving private participation.

Third, Congress should encourage the creation of tax-exempt mu-
nicipal investment conduits, or TEMICs as they are referred to.

These are very similar to the recommendations previously sug-

gested and discussed by Mr. Reznick this morning.
Fourth, Congress should define in the code a new type of tax-ex-

empt security called public benefit bonds to encourage additional

infrastructure investment.
And then there are two additional tax-related proposals that

would significantly improve State and local government finance.

We would like to suggest that the Clinton administration should
issue new regulatory guidance on advanced refundings and permit
States and localities to take greater advantage of current low inter-

est rates by refinancing outstanding debt. Also, Congress should
amend the statute on the municipal bond interest under the alter-

native minimum tax. The reasons for these actions are detailed in

our written statement.
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While my testimony so far has focused on the Internal Revenue
Code, there are also non-tax issues that can positively or negatively

affect the ability of State and local governments to invest in public

projects. For example, limited Federal funds have been used in the

clean water program around the country to establish State revolv-

ing funds. In turn, these funds have been responsibly leveraged in

the tax-exempt bond market to increase the total amount of reve-

nue available for public investment.

Also, it is important that Federal policy not limit an airport's fi-

nancial flexibility to the point where potential investors in airport

bonds would demand higher rates of return to compensate for un-

certainty regarding the airport's ability to respond to changing fi-

nancial conditions. This issue is particularly relevant today as the

House and Senate work out a final version of the airport improve-

ment program legislation. PSA has been working closely with your
colleagues on the aviation subcommittee to address this important

issue.

These two issues illustrate that tax-exempt bonds can be used as

a tool not only in crafting new tax policy but also under existing

tax policy to leverage Federal subsidies that, because of deficit con-

cerns, are necessarily more limited. Committees such as Public

Works and Transportation can fashion programs that provide op-

portunities for States and localities to utilize Federal funds as seed

money necessary to access efficiencies on the tax-exempt market.

We would welcome the opportunity to work with you on this

project.

The most expeditious way for Congress to address the Federal

public policy issues I have discussed is by enacting the bills pro-

posed last year by Congressman Coyne and Congressman Lewis.

Although passing these bills would not solve all the problems I

mentioned, it could result in substantial progress toward our
shared goals.

Finally, we urge this subcommittee to look at the existing tax-

exempt bond market as your partner in helping the Nation meet
the many infrastructure challenges that lay ahead. Limited Federal
funding does not necessarily have to mean fewer projects receiving

needed financing. The tax-exempt market can help to leverage

those limited dollars.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would be happy to re-

spond to questions.

Mr. Wise. Thank you, Mr. Pugh. I will be right back.

Our final witness is the chief finance officer at Prince William
County, Virginia, John Wenderski.
Mr. Wenderski.

TESTIMONY OF JOHN F. WENDERSKI, FINANCE DIRECTOR,
PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY, VA, ON BEHALF OF THE GOVERN-
MENT FINANCE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO, IL AND
WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. Wenderski. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. My name is John

Wenderski and I am the chief financial services director for Prince

William County. Today I am here representing the Government Fi-

nance Officers Association, GFOA, as a member of its Committee
on Governmental Debt and Fiscal Policy.
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The GFOA is a 12,500 member professional association of State
and local government officials who serve as the chief financial offi-

cers of our Nation's cities, States, counties, towns, special districts,

school districts, and public retirement systems.
The subject of infrastructure has been studied by numerous com-

missions, task forces, and congressional committees. However, a
national solution to infrastructure financing needs has been dif-

ficult to define because sufficient Federal funds are not available
to attack the problem head on. Grant funding and low interest
loans are the traditional means used by the Federal Government
in assisting State and local governments to channel more capital
into infrastructure development.
Recognizing limitations in Federal resources to assist these gov-

ernments build new infrastructure facilities and repair and replace
existing ones, GFOA has advocated reliance on three Federal policy
options. They are: Targeted fiscal assistance for fiscally distressed
communities in the form of grants and low interest loans; increased
Federal outlays for State revolving funds for all types of infrastruc-
ture facilities; and what we are talking about today, selected
changes in the Federal tax laws directed at tax-exempt financing.
Tax-exempt financing is often overlooked as a weapon in the Fed-

eral arsenal to assist States and localities in financing infrastruc-
ture even though it is a proven and reliable tool. Municipal bonds
are issued by governments to pay for their projects, to augment
funds available through State revolving loan funds by leveraging
capital contributions, and to support innovative public-private part-
nerships.

Unfortunately, certain so-called reforms in the 1986 Tax Act that
were meant to curb abuses have proven detrimental to legitimate
financings. Instead, the changes increased borrowing costs for tra-

ditional government borrowers and imposed restrictions that
thwart innovative programs.

It is now widely recognized that the 1986 reforms were overly
ambitious and corrections are needed. The 1989 report of the An-
thony Commission on Public Finance and the 1993 report of the
Commission to Promote Investment in America's Infrastructure call

for a review and modifications of Federal restrictions on the use of
tax-exempt bonds for infrastructure projects.

Over 30 national organizations representing State and local Gov-
ernments including the GFOA are supporting legislation introduced
by Congressman Coyne that would provide some limited relief

However, Federal resource constraints have stood in the way of im-
portant changes in Federal tax policy.

While GFOA believes that all governmental tax-exempt bonds
should be eligible for relief from burdensome Federal restrictions,

the Association has developed a proposal to focus relief to the most
critical projects. It recommends special treatment for a new cat-

egory of bonds called mandated infrastructure facility (MIF) bonds.
MIF bonds could be issued by a unit of State or local government

to finance the construction or acquisition of a new infrastructure
facility that is mandated by the Federal Government; or that is

part of an existing infrastructure facility that is required to be ren-
ovated or rehabilitated in order to comply with a Federal mandate.
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The GFOA proposal would give MIF bonds more favorable treat-

ment than governmental bonds under current law. It would do this

by addressing State volume caps limitations on refinancing for sav-

ings, providing reasonable rules regarding spending bond proceeds,

and arbitrage rebate.

Now, I will make a comment here. This last year, the County of

Prince William spent $1.2 million in arbitrage rebate to the Fed-

eral Government. That equates to this year when we only spent

$900,000 to put 10 fully equipped police officers on the street in the

county to add to the safety of our citizens. $1.2 million was spent

to rebate to the Federal Government for arbitrage.

Expanding incentives for banks to invest in infrastructure facili-

ties in their communities, more importantly, provides flexibility to

communities in working with the private sector in providing those

public-private partnerships we have found so critical to our ability

to meet the needs and demands of our citizens.

To emphasize the importance of reform efforts directed to tax-ex-

empt financing, GFOA offers the following observations: While Fed-

eral financial support for State revolving loan funds is highly desir-

able, the monies are not sufficient to address the vast infrastruc-

ture needs. Other tools must be made available and existing ones
such as tax-exempt bonds improved.
Revolving loan programs are not a stable source of financing. The

Federal authorization and appropriation processes result in pro-

gram delays and uncertainties from year to year in financing avail-

ability. Planning is thereby impaired and the flexibility is limited.

State or local government financial commitments to finance bond
projects ensure that only financially viable and worthy projects go
forward. Decentralized decision-making for project selection and
priority setting at the local level are more efficient and responsive.

Tax-exempt bonds are not a tax avoidance mechanism used by
the rich. Bond holders pay an implicit tax because they accept a
lower rate of interest than they earn on taxable investments of

similar quality and maturity. Internal Revenue Service data con-

firms that middle income taxpayers are the significant holders of

these bonds.
Mr. Chairman, there is a compelling interest in reevaluating the

intergovernmental fiscal partnership and improving Federal public

policy toward State and local governments. The interest rate sav-

ings associated with municipal bonds that inure to State and local

taxpayers, who are also Federal taxpayers, stand as a symbol of

the partnership of Federal Government and State and local Gov-
ernments.
Even working together, we will not be able to solve America's in-

frastructure challenge in the near future. Therefore, I urge you and
the Members of Congress and the administration to consider modi-
fications in tax-exempt bond provisions as an important first step

in the important work that lies ahead.
I want to thank you for this opportunity to testify and tell you

that GFOA is prepared to work with you and your staff in this vital

undertaking.
Mr. Wise. Thank you very much, Mr. Wenderski. I thank the

whole panel.
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Before I begin questions, I would note, Mr. Pugh, you may be one
of the best represented people up here. Mr. Hutchinson has noted
that at some point you have been in Arkansas. Mr. Collins, before
he left, he asked me to express his apologies, but he has an engage-
ment at 1:30, a conference call.

He knows that your wife apparently is from Peach County which
he then underlines is in his district. At the point that you go
through West Virginia, let me know and we will be glad to estab-
lish a close relationship then.

I thank all of you very much.
Part of the purpose of this hearing, I think that this panel may

be able to document it as well as any, is to establish not only what
needs to be done but perhaps what has been some of the costs to
the changes that occurred in 1986 and the Tax Act and the inabil-
ity to fully leverage for infrastructure.
And I just wonder if there are any specific examples that any of

you would like to bring or observations that you make in terms of
infrastructure not built, projects that couldn't go forward. One of
you, I believe in your testimony and also in the statement of a pre-
vious witness, pointed to the low amount of capital investment that
this country makes and noted as the statistics clearly indicate that
in the industrial world, the United States, in terms of its GDP, in-
vests far less than any other major industrial power.

I just wondered if anybody would like to have some thoughts or
comments in that regard, sort of measuring what have we lost and
not been able to do.

Mr. PuGH. I will mention a simple example. One of our proposals
is doing away with the AMT provision as it applies to municipal
bonds. I am not sure what the total cost is, but there are at least
a billion dollars worth of bonds being issued by the Washington
Metropolitan Airport Authority to finance the renovation of Na-
tional and Dulles Airports. And I don't think anybody in the room
would quibble with the idea that those are bona fide public
projects.

However, a good portion of the bonds—don't ask me what the
proportion is, but I would say at least half of the bonds that are
issued for those projects are subject to the alternative minimum
tax provision and, as such, have interest rates probably a quarter
of a percent higher than the rates would have been if they had not
been subject to AMT,
We do not believe that there is a Federal advantage to the AMT

because only individuals who are not subject to AMT will buy these
and so that additional cost just goes right through to the users of
the airport.

Mr. Wise. Mr. Wenderski.
Mr. Wenderski. Yes. I can tell you that projects typically don't

hinge on these actions. What happens, though, is that the cumu-
lative impact on any locality says that one project that should have
been considered doesn't get considered at all because it is not avail-
able for them to do.

I mentioned that we have made in Prince William County $1.2
million in payments in arbitrage in this last year. It is $1.8 million
in the last 18 months. That is $100,000 a month. That is a tremen-
dous amount of capital that we are spending and are not investing
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in our community. We are not a large community. We are one that

is not full of great wealth and we have many needs in our growing
community. So as we look down the road, we see that these con-

straints that were not there before 1986 are now constraining us
unreasonably.
Mr. Ballard. Chairman Wise, I don't have a specific case study

or war story. I wish I did because I know it would be useful now
if ever. In answer to your question about what has the Tax Reform
Act really done, I would point to the State volume ceiling on the

private activity bond because, by definition, the whole idea of the

State volume ceiling was to force some projects that otherwise

qualified in every respect for tax-exempt infrastructure financing,

into taxable financing with a higher interest cost, possibly not fea-

sible at the higher interest cost. So the idea of the volume ceiling

was to create exactly the thing that your question probes for.

Mr. Wise. On the volume ceiling, each of your statements makes
the point that even the amount has not been increased due to infla-

tion since it took effect.

But is anyone suggesting that the volumes cap be lifted entirely

or simply that it be raised periodically to reflect inflation and to re-

flect legitimate concerns and needs?
Mr. Ballard. I think it would be preferable to define what

should be financed with tax free bonds and allow it to be financed.

Having this second level hurdle of the volume ceiling adds im-
mensely to the complexity of the projects. With a proper definition,

I would think that the proper balance between tax-free financing

and taxable financing in the interest of the Federal Government
and the interests of State government certainly could be met.

So, I mean, would it be an improvement to eliminate the State
volume ceiling? Certainly, provided that the definitions of what
could be financed were policed, adhered to, sculpted properly. Cer-

tainly it would be an improvement.
Mr. Wise. But what I hear you saying, though, is that also what

got the volume caps imposed was perceived abuses. One of the rea-

sons that they were imposed was perceived abuses and that is this

was a means to force localities and States to identify their prior-

ities and clearly establish those and not be able to just simply issue

at will.

What I think I hear you saying is that while you are going to

lift the volume, you need to make sure that we don't go back and
repeat those problems that led to the volume cap in the beginning.

Is that a fair statement?
Mr. Ballard. Certainly.

Mr. Wise. One of your statements raised the question of the new
empowerment zones and enterprise communities. The administra-
tion is preparing to make its first set of designations most likely

this summer, I believe. At least there is a deadline that our State

has been following to get those in this week.
I just wonder and you expressed concern about how that was

going to be implemented. I wonder if you would like to expand on
that further. Do you see progress being made and are there some
suggestions that should be passed along to the administration?
Mr. Ballard. That was my statement. The empowerment zone

and enterprise zone facilities bond legislation we appreciate tre-
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mendously because it offers a way to create infrastructure in places
where by definition it is tremendously needed.
On the other hand, the concern that it has raised is in some re-

spects the complexity in it in questions like the details of annual
compliance with, say, the requirement that a qualifying business
have 35 percent zone residents as employees. This could be ad-
dressed by regulations, I think. Rather than trying to revise the In-

ternal Revenue Code right away, it would be better to hope that
regulations dealing with this problem offer ways that we can work
with it.

Regulations could say that, for example, if the 35 percent test is

met at the outset of a financing and appears to have been met in

good faith, that some kinds of subsequent failure to meet the 35
percent level don't have to be cured right away. Because it seems
that it may be quite difficult for a business in an enterprise zone
which, for whatever reason, suddenly finds that instead of having
40 percent zone employees, it now has 20 percent zone resident em-
ployees changing that payroll may not be as easy in practice as it

might sound in theory. That—I think that has the largest practical

problem that has been identified.

Mr. Wise. It does occur now to me as you elucidate on that, that
it probably—that is probably going to be more of a problem in

urban areas than in rural areas where people tend to live in the
area they work in because you travel a lot further if you don't. So
feel free to come invest in West Virginia.

Mr. Wenderski, you make a proposal on mandated infrastructure
bonds which is the first I have heard of this proposal. I think you
are going right at the heart of the, quote, unfunded mandate issue.

I just wonder if either of the two witnesses would care to com-
ment on that and whether you see that—whether there are any
problems with that, is that something that should be receiving seri-

ous consideration.

Mr. PuGH. I personally am not that familiar with it. But as an
organization, we are very supportive of his suggestion.
Mr. Wise. Mr. Ballard, any thoughts? I guess one concern I had

is that in terms of removed from the State volume caps, does it

work—is it something that is in the mix and assists the overall mix
of financing that we are trying to achieve or is it something that
is a little bit outside of the mix and perhaps draws resources away?
Mr. Wenderski. I think that you would find that the approach

would provide opportunities to try to address some of the limita-

tions that are currently in law that were not there previously to

allow facilities like airports which have AMT attached to them.
Those are problems that are not being addressed by that. But
things like clean air, requirements to renovate or rebuild new sew-
age treatment plants, waste management facilities, those kinds of

clean ups for the Boston Harbor that are required and mandated
through Federal regulation or through statute do need relief to be
done.
There are not very many vehicles for localities and States to do

those projects and every time the Federal Government puts an-
other stricture on tax-exempt financing it strangles our ability to

do those projects. This was an attempt to provide some focus on
some very, very important projects that are being waylaid by our
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inability to finance them and there is a real need to have them

done.
Mr. Wise. I am very interested in it. I am just—this is the first

I have seen it and I am trying to think it through. You are not sug-

gesting by any chance the wetlands infrastructure mitigation

bonds, are you, that wouldn't be a lot of fun? If you can figure a

way out of that mess, I would appreciate it.

Mr. Anthony spoke about a large—he felt that the largest reve-

nue loss would be by lifting—revenue loss, I put that in quotation

marks, for the Federal Treasury would be by lifting the or address-

ing the limitations that are presently on banks.

Given some of the changes that have taken place in the past five

or six years, commercial banking and other areas, do you think

that that would a genuine effect because of the fact he uses or one

of you uses startling statistics on how much has been estimated to

have been lost on infrastructure investment by banks pulling out

of investments that they used to make.
Do you see them coming back at that number should these limi-

tations—should his recommendations be adopted?

Mr. PUGH. As a participant in the market, I can say in an un-

qualified fashion that, literally, banks beat the doors down—pardon
the expression—for bank-qualified bonds. And there is not enough

volume out there to satisfy their demands so, yes, I think the avail-

ability of more bank qualified bonds will expand that market tre-

mendously.
I don't know if this has been discussed in your committee, but

what has happened to the municipal bond market since 1986 is

that the departure of the banks from the big market, that is the

proportion that is not subject to bank qualification, has led to a

concentration of the market in relatively few lands. Before that,

there were a lot of investors in municipal bonds, and today the

number has been concentrated in relatively few because the banks

are not there.

So the ability of the small relatively unknown community to

raise funds into the Nation's capital markets has been tremen-

dously impaired by the absence of banks here and having just a

$25 million limit instead of a $10 million limit, I think, would go

a long way toward addressing the need of those smaller commu-
nities.

Mr. Wise. Anyone else?

Mr. Wenderski. I would agree with Mr. Pugh that banks are

very interested in supporting their local communities by investing

in bonds, but there are not very many opportunities for them the

way that limitation rolls up through the government requiring it

to count almost every arm of its activities. You cannot get a bond

to qualify.

Prince William County, literally, cannot get bonds bank qualified

because of the level of our normal financing activities. It precludes

purchasers of our bonds who would purchase them at good prices

at low prices and at low yields and would provide us with the op-

portunity to do more with less. They are precluded from doing that

through the limitations, even though they are interested in doing

that. I think it keeps them out of important parts of our markets
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like housing and other activities should be accessing and support-
ing.

Mr. Ballard. One last point on the banks and the enterprise
zone bonds. One of the last changes in that legislation that was
made before it was adopted was to eliminate a provision that would
have made qualifying enterprise zone bonds bank eligible. By doing
that, Congress meant that a community was successful in getting
itself classified as either an empowerment zone or an enterprise
community cannot turn to its banks to provide the financing for the
very purpose of the classification. It was an unfortunate, in my
view, an unfortunate development right at the end of the legisla-

tion.

Mr. Wise. It is interesting because I have noticed in our commu-
nities the ones that are going through the application process, it is

often the banks that are providing a lot of the initiative, even
though they are not going to be able to participate in it, but they
recognize that the value to the community overall. But you make
an excellent point, they would be the first ones to line up to make
sure that these bond issues are successful.

At this point, I would turn to the gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr.
Barca.
Mr. Barca. I really don't have any further questions to ask, Mr.

Chairman, but I appreciate very much your testimony. I am sure
it will be very helpful for us in our deliberations, so thank you for

being here.

Mr. Wise. I want to thank you. Let me say in closing that I ap-
preciate very much your patience and the information you have im-
parted. I want you to know that this is part of a systematic effort

to build attention and to draw attention to the need for some initia-

tives in economic growth.
I think that growth is a bipartisan or nonpartisan, better said,

area. This committee has tended to operate on a bipartisan ap-
proach. It is my observation that there are controversial things
that you can put into an economic growth package and certainly
the administration sallied forth with that last year which for what-
ever reasons did not pass, many of them based on direct Federal
expenditures.

It seems to me we ought to be looking at a medley of what can
be done. You all have brought that to our attention. As Bill Coyne
noted. Ways and Means has the jurisdiction and we all recognize
that, but there is a need to build a consensus and since this com-
mittee deals directly with infrastructure. It seems to me a good
place to start.

Thank you very much, and I look forward to working with you
in the future. This hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:55 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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My name is Beryl Anthony, Jr. I am a partner in the law firm of Winston &
Strawn. Prior to entering the private sector, I served as the CongressmanJrom the

Fourth District of Arkansas and was a member of the Committee on WayVand
Means. I am the founder and Chairman of the Anthony Commission on Public

Finance. I am accompanied by J.W. Rayder, Vice President & Counsel to

Stephens Inc. and Executive Director of the Anthony Commission.

Mr. Chairman, "America is falling apart, literally. Federal budget pressures

and changes in the Federal tax law in the 1980's have steepened a decline in the

public works spending that dates to the 1950's. If the downward trend continues,

Americans will see increasing evidence of deterioration in our highways, water and

sewer systems, bridges and other building blocks of the nation's infrastructure.

Whatever strategy our President uses to spur our economic growth, one

thing is for certain: Our infrastructure is just barely adequate to support our

current level of economic activity, and our current rate of infrastructure

improvement and investment falls vastly short of tomorrow's needs.

Declining public works investment will inevitably undercut the benefits of

private capital investment. If our basic transportation, water supply and waste

disposal systems continue to deteriorate, more money will come out of the private

sector's bottom line, thus eroding American productivity."

Mr. Chairman, while these word ring true, they are not mine. They are

quotes taken from an article published on June 24, 1988, by then-Governor Bill

Clinton in the New York Times. A copy of the article is attached to this

testimony.

As a firm believer in benefits of infrastructure investment, I commend you

for holding these hearings. For years, I have sought a national partnership to

improve our nation's infrastructure. The Clinton Administration plans to introduce

an infrastructure initiative in 1995. With bipartisan input from state and local

officials. Members of Congress and the Administration, I am confident a sensible

infrastructure policy can be enacted that will take us well into the next century.
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BACKGROUND. Responding to concerns expressed by then-Governor Clinton and
others, I established the Anthony Commission on Public Finance in 1988 as a

bipartisan group with representatives of state and local governments and other

participants in public finance. A list of the Commission's members is attached.

The Commission examined the ways in which tax-exempt financing could be made
a more reliable tool for providing the capital improvements necessary for public

services. After weighing carefully both federal concerns about abusive

transactions and the legitimate needs of state and local governmetn, the

Commission in 1 989 issued its first report, Preserving the Federal-State-Local

Partnership: The Role of Tax-Exempt Financing.

Over the last five years the Commission's report has withstood intensive

scrutiny and its recommendations have proved broadly acceptable to the public and
private groups most affected. The soundness of the Commission's
recommendations have been further evidenced by the enactment of several into

law and by the inclusion of a substantial number in the Revenue Act of 1992 (H.R.

1 1) passed by Congress but vetoed by President Bush. The provisions of H.R. 1

1

were reintroduced in the current session of Congress and are contained in H.R. 13.

RECOMMENDATIONS. The recommendations of the Anthony Commission offer

cost-effective mechanisms that can help to sustain the near-term economic
recovery and the permanent investment in infrastructure which is essential for

long-term growth. These recommendations can be rapidly implemented through
modest changes in the federal tax law. Such changes will immediately stimulate

the flow of private capital into public projects. They will complement and enhance
other infrastructure-related initiatives. They can and should play an important role

in the Clinton Administration's program for rebuilding the nation's infrastructure

and providing a sound basis for economic growth.

No other approach can match this one in terms of quickly unlocking private

capital for investment in public facilities of lasting benefit. Any national

infrastructure program will achieve maximum effectiveness only if it recognizes

the importance of tax-exempt bonds and implements tax law changes that will

make local government finance more efficient, accessible and therefore better able

to supplement and leverage federal support.

Defining Public Purpose. The Commission recommends an improved Tax
Code definition of "public activity bonds" that would permit tax-exempt financing

for indisputably public purposes most efficiently undertaken with substantial

private participation. The Commission's recommendation protects against past
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abuses while encouraging the kinds of public-private partnerships particularly

needed to ensure prompt application of new technologies to public services in such

areas as pollution control, hazardous and solid waste disposal, recycling and

transportation management. Current Tax Code restrictions on management
contracts and other private participation effectively have precluded needed private

expertise in many areas. Private entities cannot prudently commit necessary funds

and other resources if their long-term participation is not assured. Absence of

private expertise often decreases the economic viability of important public

projects and in turn discourages the flow of private capital to such projects.

Implementation of this recommendation will open the door for an immediate

and significant inflow of private expertise and capital into those public facilities

that most need them.

Unlocking Private Capital: Broadening the Market for Bonds. Despite the

harsh restrictions imposed by the 1986 Tax Act, the municipal bond market has

remained a remarkably efficient source of capital funding. Changes made in 1986,

however, have made the market vulnerable to severe volatility and discouraged

community investment. These changes have driven traditional buyers, such as

banks and certain insurance companies away from the market. Otherwise, these

financial institutions are willing and able to invest billions of dollars in long-term

public projects. The recommendations of the Anthony Commission to expand the

use of "bank eligible bonds" and eliminate inefficient alternative minimum tax

provisions offer a simple and effective way to help localities serve their citizens

and encourage economic growth.

Other Recommendations. Other proposals can similarly produce prompt and

significant results. The Commission was very pleased when permanent extensions

of the mortgage revenue and small issue industrial development bond provision

were enacted last year. Although the Treasury Department has made great strides

in simplifying the arbitrage rebate rules, the reforms contained in the Commision
report can immediately facilitate local projects and generate savings for state and

local governments. The Commision's proposals to ease overly restrictive and

unnecessary requirements such as the 5-percent unrelated and disproportionate

use test can promptly eliminate burdens that regularly delay or make important

public projects more expensive.

The Efficiency of Public Finance: Getting Quickly What is Most Needed.

Tax Code relief for state and local governments offers an extraordinarily effective

way of opening the offensive to address this nation's deficient infrastructure. The

project selection process and the funding mechanism are already in place and

functioning. The municipal bond market, local political
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accountability and the need to commit the locality's own credit create powerful

incentives for selecting the most beneficial projects and financing them in the

soundest manner. Capital will come, not from federal appropriations, but from an

existing, well developed private market that repeatedly has demonstrated its ability

to provide low-cost funding. If the Clinton Administration had utilized this

approach, its ill-fated economic stimulus package might be having a favorable

impact on the nation's economy as we speak. Instead, it failed because opponents
were able to attack it as wasteful "pork" rather than legitimate economic stimulus.

In recent years the federal government has mandated multitudinous and
expensive projects for local governments in areas such as water quality. These
projects alone, already identified as pressing needs for public expenditure, could

provide a major infusion of economic stimulation and public improvement. Small

changes in tax law and federal regulations will greatly facilitate an efficient and
cost-effective flow of funds to these public capital projects.

Improvement of tax rules to encourage public purpose borrowing will permit

the Clinton Administration to stimulate maximum economic growth with a

minimum of delay and a minimum of federal dollars. It offers a proven method to

generate employment and promote long-term public investment, providing

immediate relief where most needed and enhancing federal dollars as they are

made available over time through grants, revolving loans and other direct

programs. The Commission supports the development of these programs. Their

cost effectiveness will be multiplied if tax-exempt financing can be used to

leverage the federal investment by attracting private capital to the projects such

programs support.

Making Decisions for the Public Good. The Clinton Administration has an

important opportunity to promote sound decision-making in federal tax policy. In

recent years the concept of federal revenue neutrality, rooted in legitimate

concerns about the deficit, has obscured the relationship between federal tax law

and national economic development. Short-term revenue concerns have

sometimes clouded decision-making about long-term economic growth.

In promoting economic growth and supporting infrastructure formation, the

Congress and Administration should consider many combinations of direct

expenditures and Tax Code changes to spur economic growth. Unfortunately, the
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federal legislative process sometimes discourages the use of appropriately broad

cost-benefit analysis. Tax law changes are addressed in committees primarily

concerned with the narrow question of federal revenues, while direct expenditures

are considered by committees focused primarily on the programmatic and

economic results of such expenditures.

The Anthony Commission urges the Congress and Administration to ensure

these institutional predispositions do not impede the process of choosing the best

combination of direct expenditures and "tax expenditures." Important proposals

for economic growth should be judged by their overall effect on the economy and

not primarily by their federal "revenue neutrality" as determined by the often

mysterious revenue estimating process.

Cooperation for a New Federalism. The Anthony Commission endorses a

New Federalism under which the federal government encourages state and local

governments to promote economic vitality. The Commission's recommendations

reflect thoughtful consideration by a broad range of participants and a recognition

of the need to ensure that the federal tax law encourages responsible behavior by

state and local governments.

The process of producing the Anthony Commission Report has brought

together diverse interests with expertise and experience in public finance, including

representatives of the states, cities and counties, special authorities, non-profit

providers of public services and the private sector entities that finance public

improvements. The work of the Commission has demonstrated the ability of these

groups to build effective coalitions to promote legislative changes.

Conclusion. The Commission and the groups that have supported it stand

ready to assist this Committee and the Clinton Administration in promoting these

recommendations and in marshalling the broad support for them that exists

throughout the country. We can make available the extraordinary range of

expertise and experience that our members and their supporting organizations have

in state and local government finance and related federal tax law questions.

We also recognize our obligation to promote the kind of thoughtful reform in this

important area that President Clinton has always endorsed.
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Aiithony resigned from the DCCC, the Democratic leaderehtp
held a 100-eeat majority in the House of Representatives.

Previous to his Congreeelonal career, Anthony served as

Assistant Attorney General for Arkansas and as

Prosecuting Attorney for the 13th Judicial Diatrict , He

rsoeived a B.A./B.S. in 1961 and J.D, in 1963 from the

University of Arkansas. In January, 1993, Anthony became
a partner in the Washington, D.C. office of Winston &

Strewn. He currently serves on the Board of Dir«ctors of

Beverly SnterpriseB ar.d on the International Board of

Trustees of the Ward Foundation. His wife, the former
Shalla Foster of Hope, Arkansas, is a practicing attorney
in Washington, D.C. The Anthonys have two daughters,

Alison amd Lauren.
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REPRESENTING THE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BOND LAWYERS
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS AND TRANSPORTATION

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT SUBCOMMITTEE

June 30, 1994

My name is Frederic L. Ballard, Jr. I am a

partner in the law firm of Ballard Spahr Andrews &

Ingersoll in Washington, D.C. I am here to testify on

behalf of the National Association of Bond Lawyers

("NABL") . NABL is a non-profit corporation organized

for the purposes of educating its members and others

concerning the laws relating to state, and local bonds

and other obligations, providing a forum for the

exchange of ideas as to law and practice, improving the

state of the art in the field, providing advice and

comment at the federal, state and local levels with

respect to legislation, regulations, rulings, other

actions, or proposals affecting state and local

obligations, and providing advice and comment with

regard to state and municipal obligations in

proceedings before courts and administrative bodies

through briefs and memoranda as friend of the Court.

Currently, NABL has over 3,000 members.

I appreciate the opportunity to speak before this

Subcommittee today. My testimony addresses the

provisions of the Internal Revenue Code bearing on use

of tax-exempt bonds to finance infrastructure. Tax-

exempt bonds, so-called because the interest on the
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bonds is exempt from Federal income tax, provide low-

cost financing that is indispensable in the development

of the nation's infrastructure.

SUMMARY OF PRESENT LAW

The Tax Code divides tax-exempt bond issues into

two general categories: governmental bonds and private

activity bonds. Each is important in its own right to

today's hearing.

Governmental bonds are state and local government

bonds, issued for the basic purposes of government:

streets, roads, sewers, public works generally, public

schools, courthouses, criminal detention facilities,

administrative offices, and so on. Governmental bonds

are the financing mechanism for a very large portion of

the Nation's infrastructure development today.

Private activity bonds are bonds issued for the

benefit of, or with significant involvement by, a

"private" entity. Private, in this context, means an

entity that is not a state or local government unit.

Private entities include corporations, partnerships,

trusts, nonprofit charities, and includes the federal

government. The Tax Code grants tax-exemption for

interest on private activity bonds only if the

facilities financed by the bonds fall into various

categories specified in the Tax Code. The permitted

categories of facilities include the following:

- 2 -
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Airports

Docks

Mass commuting facilities

Intercity high-speed rail facilities

Sewage facilities

Solid waste disposal facilities

Low income rental housing

Certain kinds of utility facilities

Manufacturing facilities in projects that do

not exceed $10,000,000

• Facilities owned and operated by nonprofit

institutions described in section 501(c)(3)

of the Tax Code, such as hospitals and

educational institutions

The complete list is set forth in sections 141 and 14 2

of the Tax Code.

The facilities permitted to be financed with tax-

exempt private activity bonds could otherwise be

financed with governmental bonds if the facilities were

owned and operated by a governmental entity, except for

small issue manufacturing facilities. Congress has

allowed them to be financed with tax-exempt

governmental bonds because the financing serves a

governmental purpose. The participation of a "private"

entity means that bonds to finance the facilities will

be private activity bonds that are generally subject to

- 3 -
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a per state ceiling on the aggregate volume that may be

issued by all issuers in a state in each calendar year.

The volume cap for a state is $50 times the population

of the state, subject to a minimum of $150,000,000.

Some kinds of private activity bonds, such as bonds for

airport facilities or 501(c)(3) organizations, are

exempt from volume ceiling. Private activity bonds for

intercity rail facilities are subject to volume ceiling

only to the extent of 25% of the issue.

The tax exemption for private activity bonds is a

partial exemption, exempting the income from personal

or corporate Federal income tax but not from the

Alternative Minimum Tax. In this respect the tax-

exemption for private activity bonds differs from that

of governmental bonds, which are generally exempt from

both taxes except in special cases involving

alternative minimum taxation of corporations. This

difference in tax treatment means that governmental

bonds usually receive slightly lower interest rates

than private activity bonds.

IMPACT OF 1986 LEGISLATION

Infrastructure development was affected in several

ways by the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (the "Act"). These

can be summarized as follows:

1. Prior to the Act, a municipality could issue

tax-exempt governmental bonds and use up to

- 4 -
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25% of the proceeds for business purposes or

loans. In this context the term "use"

includes one or several private entities

using, for example, renting, 25% of the

governmental facility. The Act reduced the

25% business use authorization to 5%, or 10%

for a business use that is related to the

governmental purpose of the issue. Similar

restrictions were placed on use of proceeds

to make loans to private parties.

The Act eliminated the ability of a

municipality to use tax-exempt private

activity bonds to finance convention and

sports facilities. Under the Act a

municipality must use governmental bonds if

it wants to finance these facilities on a

tax-exempt basis. In other words, the issuer

must plan the financing so that no more than

10% of the facility is used by a private

entity in a fashion other than the general

public uses the facility. Generally, this is

done either by making sure that the use of

the facility will not be predominantly a

business use, or else by arranging for the

debt service on the bonds to be payable from

tax revenues with no direct or indirect

- 5 -
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payments from business. Financial planning

of this type is not always possible or

practical.

The Act imposed new, complex, and burdensome

rules for "qualified redevelopment bonds."

These rules apply to transactions in which a

municipality issues tax-supported bonds to

finance a program in which it buys

dilapidated properties, clears or

rehabilitates them, and sells the land or

rehabilitated structures to private parties.

The Act treats these bonds as private

activity bonds and then requires them to

comply with the qualified redevelopment bond

rules, including the state volume ceiling.

The Act directed the Internal Revenue Service

to liberalize its position allowing private

management of facilities financed with

governmental bonds. The Service did so in

Revenue Procedure 93-13, which allows a

private business manager to receive

compensation based on either a fixed fee or

various formulas based on gross receipts or

level of activities. The Revenue Procedure

also requires that the term of the management

contract cannot exceed five years and that no

- 6 -
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part of the manager's compensation can be

based on net profits of the facilities.

These amendments have the common theme of attempting to

reformulate the dividing line between permissible

governmental uses of bond proceeds and impermissible

private uses.

One other provision of the Act affected

infrastructure financing indirectly, but importantly.

The Act made it uneconomic for banks to purchase tax-

exempt bonds other than governmental bonds issued by an

issuer of not more than $10,000,000 of such bonds in

the calendar year, or 501(c)(3) charitable organization

bonds under the same limit. Except for cases

qualifying under the $10,000,000 limit, the Act made

holding the bonds uneconomic by providing a rule that a

bank that purchases tax-exempt bonds loses a pro-rata

portion of its deduction for interest paid on its

borrowings. While not aimed specifically at

infrastructure financing, this provision of the Act

made it impossible for all but the smallest cities to

use banks in their financial planning, including plans

for unusual, experimental, or complex financings that

are frequently found in infrastructure development.

Congressman Lewis' bill, H.R.2171, would improve this

situation by increasing the level of bank deductibility

from $10 to $25 million for governmental bonds. While

- 7 -
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this does not address the needs of private activity

bond projects that provide infrastructure financing, it

is an important step in the right direction.

There were other technical changes made by the Act

that affect how governmental and private activity bonds

are issued that I would be happy to describe in a later

submission if you are interested in that level of

detail.

ENTERPRISE ZONE FACILITY BONDS

The Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1993 enacted

extensive provisions for enterprise zone facility

bonds, or EZ bonds. Municipalities can use these bonds

if they qualify based on specific criteria regarding

the economic distress of the community and the

communities expressed commitment to coordinated

redevelopment, either as one of nine empowerment zones

or 95 enterprise communities, both referred to

generally as zones. The authorization for EZ bonds is

welcome as a recognition that tax-exempt financing can

play a constructive role in community development. At

the same time, the statutory provisions for EZ bonds

are complex and in certain respects are difficult to

understand, and impractical.

EZ bonds are tax-exempt private activity bonds

that can be used by a qualified enterprise zone

business to finance construction or substantial
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renovation of up to $3,000,000 of enterprise zone

facilities in any one zone. The bonds are subject to

an overall per-business limit of $20,000,000 of

financing in all zones nationwide. The facilities can

generally be either industrial or commercial. Unlike

private activity bonds using the regular $10,000,000

limit, EZ bonds are not limited to manufacturing

facilities. Unfortunately the qualifications for these

bonds are complex and the number to be rewarded very

few in comparison to the national need.

The Code provisions for EZ bonds have presented

the following problems:

1. At least 3 5% of the employees of an enterprise

zone business must be residents of the zone, and

the business must meet various other tests of an

ongoing nature as well. If the business fails to

comply with these tests after the bonds are

issued, it must bring itself back into compliance

within a reasonable period. In matters such as

the requirement of 3 5% zone employment, getting

back into compliance may present significant

practical problems.

2. The enterprise zone business must be the "original

user" of the facility. This requirement

apparently means that the parties cannot use bond

proceeds to finance the purchase of an existing

- 9 -
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facility, that is, a building or structure

previously in service for some other owner.

3

.

The proceeds of EZ bonds apparently cannot be used

to discharge an existing mortgage of the

enterprise zone business, even as part of a

transaction with a primary purpose of construction

or substantial renovation.

4. These bonds will be issued generally for small and

unsophisticated businesses that will be unable to

access the capital markets even given the benefit

of tax-exemption due to such businesses'

creditworthiness and the costs associated with

issuing tax-exempt bonds in the public markets.

Bank deductibility (as described above) would have

allowed these issues to be placed with local banks

which are able to evaluate the local business and

monitor its progress-. The usefulness of this

program may be hindered by a failure to recognize

the reality of market forces.

To some extent these problems can be alleviated by

Treasury regulations. Communities hoping to be

designated as zones through applications which, by

coincidence are due today, are waiting for the

publication of regulations with considerable interest.

- 10 -
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H.R.3630

H.R.3630, the Public Finance and Infrastructure

Investment Act of 1993, would create a new category of

tax-exempt private activity bonds to be known as

"distressed community economic development bonds."

These bonds could be used for generally the same

purposes as EZ bonds, with the notable and commendable

addition of working capital. The bonds would be

available in any community that meets a definition of

economic distress.

H,R.3630 is an excellent starting point. There

are a few respects in which it could be strengthened as

it moves through the legislative process. These can be

noted as follows:

1. Initial qualification under H.R.3630 is

triggered by a community's meeting the

criteria established in the bill for

"distress". The eligibility tests in

H.R.3630 rely on statistics for population

loss, unemployment, slow job growth, or

military base closings causing a loss of 500

jobs or more. The bill needs to specify what

statistics are to be used in each context and

how they are to be compared.

2. The bill should state explicitly that the

bonds are not affected by a post-issuance

- 11 -
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change of circumstance that means the

community no longer qualifies. Ironically,

the success of an economic development

program including bonds issued under H.R.3630

could lead to a reversal of the negative

economic indicators that qualified the

community as economically distressed in the

first place.

Other Possible Initiatives

While I have addressed the current law

restrictions on tax-exempt financing for public and

private infrastructure financing and briefly described

proposed legislation, there are other initiatives

Congress could pursue to enhance infrastructure

financing and thus investment in the Nation's

infrastructure. These could include the following:

1. New Categories of Private Activity Bonds

Congress could authorize a new category of bonds

for facilities reflecting the goal in modern

governmental finance that the private sector share the

costs of governmentally approved projects or actually

assume responsibility for them. The latter is known as

"privatization". There is growing belief that some

governmental functions can be better provided with

private sector involvement or total control. As

described above, private sector involvement limits or

- 12 -
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eliminates the use of tax-exempt financing. The

changes in tax law have been contrary to the trends in

governmental policy to share the burdens and costs of

government with its private sector participants.

Facilities that are legitimately viewed as

infrastructure facilities which provide sufficient

community benefit to justify tax-exempt financing and

provide the facility and service in the most efficient

manner based on appropriate public policy analysis

should improve investment in the Nation's

infrastructure. The kinds of facilities to be provided

under this kind of analysis range from some current

private activity bonds to creative partnerships for the

provision of education, roads, and emerging technical

requirements facing state and local governments.

Creation of a public activity bond as described in the

Anthony Commission Report can help expand investment in

infrastructure

.

2. Further Liberalization of Management Contract Rules

In addition to adding additional categories of

permitted private activity bonds or creating a

"governmental or public activity" bond as described

above, another approach to promote infrastructure

financing would be further liberalization of the

contractual arrangements permitted for private

management of facilities financed with governmental

- 13 -
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bonds. Under present law, a management contract

providing for compensation based on net profits or with

a term in excess of five years will cause the financing

for a facility to be private activity bonds. Options

to renew the contract beyond the five-year limit are

treated as violating the limit. It would be helpful if

Congress could direct, or clarify, that renewal options

had this effect only if they are held by the private

manager and not if they are held by the governmental

owner of the facility. Giving a renewal right to the

governmental owner should not cause bonds to be private

activity bonds.

3. Raise the Volume Ceiling

Congress could liberalize the state volume ceiling

for private activity bonds. Congress could do so

either by exempting additional categories of bonds or

by raising the amount of the overall ceiling from the

present level of $50 per person and $150,000,000

minimum. These amounts have not been changed since

they were adopted in 1986. Inflation of construction

costs alone justifies an increase and would stimulate

investment in the existing private activity bond

categories of infrastructure. Furthermore, there was

no increase in 1993 when Congress added the new

category of EZ bonds.
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4. Buy Side Restrictions

As described above, the 1986 Tax Act placed

numerous restrictions on and impediments to tax-exempt

financing. Factors affecting purchasers' willingness

to buy tax-exempt bonds were added that diminished or

virtually eliminated segments of the market's appetite

for bonds. Imposition of the bank deductibility

restrictions and application of the Alternative Minimum

Tax to tax-exempt bond interest has dramatically

reduced the holdings of municipal bonds by banks and

insurance companies and some corporations. The market

has gone from domination by corporate holders to a

retail purchasing market. Any initiative this

committee^ can pursue to eliminate or reduce these

restrictions will drive interest costs down due to

competition and increase the amount issuers will have

available to invest in infrastructure projects. Even

if these changes were made only for a category of

infrastructure bonds, it would be an improvement.

CONCLUSION

I also commend to you the Anthony Commission

Report and the Recommendations contained therein. It

continues to be a timely analysis and set of

recommendations. Your Committee's attention to the

importance of municipal infrastructure is greatly

appreciated. Much good has been done and is being

- 15 -
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done. Much remains to be done. I would be happy to

answer questions or give you follow-up information or

assistance as requested.
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MR. CHAIRMAN, I AM LIANE LEVETAN THE ELECTED CHIEF

EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF DE KALB COUNTY, GEORGIA. I AM PLEASED TO

HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL

ASSOCL^TION OF COUNTIES (NACo)* WHERE I SERVE AS THE CHAIR OF

THE TAX EXEMPT BOND AND CAPITAL FINANCING SUBCOMMITTEE.

I COMMEND YOU AND THE SUBCOMMITTEE FOR THIS HEARING

TODAY. THE USE OF TAX EXEMPT BONDS FOR FINANCING PUBLIC

WORKS AND INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS IS MORE CRITICAL THAN

EVER TO STATES, COUNTIES AND CITIES.

NACo STRONGLY SUPPORTS TAX EXEMPT BOND LEGISLATION

PROPOSED BY REPRESENTATIVE WILLIAM COYNE AND

REPRESENTATIVE JOHN LEWIS. WE HAVE WORKED CLOSELY WITH MR.

COYNE IN SUCCESSFULLY GETTING A MAJORITY OF THE WAYS AND

MEANS COMMITTEE TO BE COSPONSORS OF H.R. 3630, THE PUBLIC

FINANCE INFRASTRUCTURE ACT OF 1993. THE BILL MAKES A NUMBER

OF NEEDED CHANGES IN THE FEDERAL TAX CODE. LEGISLATION

INTRODUCED BY MR. LEWIS (H.R. 2171) WOULD HELP MANY SMALLER

JURISDICTIONS THAT ISSUE LESS THAN $25 MILLION IN BONDS EACH

YEAR. HIS BILL WOULD ALLOW BANKS TO DEDUCT PART OF THE

INTEREST COSTS IN HOLDING BONDS OF THESE SMALLER

'
The National Association of Counties is the only national organization representing county

government in the United States. Through its membership, urban, suburban and rural counties join

together to build effective, responsive county government. The goals of the organization are to: improve

county government; serve as the national spokesman for county government; serve as a liaison between the

nation's counties and other levels of government; achieve public understanding of the role of counties in the

federal system.
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JURISDICTIONS. THIS PROVISION ALSO IS INCLUDED IN MR. COYNE'S

BILL, H.R. 3630.

WE REALIZE THAT CONGRESS WILL NOT RESTORE THE PRE-1986

CONDITIONS FOR TAX EXEMPT BONDS. IT APPEARS TO BE GENERALLY

AGREED, HOWEVER, THAT THE 1986 TAX REFORM ACT WENT TOO FAR.

MR. COYNES AND MR. LEWIS' BILLS ARE TRYING TO FIND A

MODERATE, ACCEPTABLE COMPROMISE. THE PUBLIC FINANCE AND

INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT ACT WOULD STREAMLINE MANY OF

THE EXISTING TAX CODE PROVISIONS THAT AFFECT THE TAX-EXEMPT

BONDS ISSUED BY COUNTIES, CITIES AND STATES. THIS LEGISLATION

WOULD ALSO REDUCE THE ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL BURDENS

PLACED ON MANY SMALL GOVERNMENT ISSUERS, SIMPLIFY

UNNECESSARILY COMPLEX REGULATIONS GOVERNING ARBITRAGE

EARNINGS, ENCOURAGE BANKS TO INVEST MORE IN THEIR LOCAL

COMMUNITIES, INCREASE THE VOLUME OF TAX-EXEMPT PRIVATE

ACTIVITY BONDS THAT MAY BE ISSUED EACH YEAR, AND ESTABLISH A

NEW TYPE OF TAX-EXEMPT PRIVATE ACTIVITY BOND THAT WOULD

FACILITATE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN MANY DISTRESSED

COMMUNITIES.

MANY OF THE PROVISIONS IN THIS BILL WERE INCLUDED IN H.R.

11 (THE REVENUE ACT OF 1992, WHICH WAS PASSED BY CONGRESS BUT

VETOED BY PRESIDENT BUSH) AND HAVE ENJOYED A LONG HISTORY OF

STRONG SUPPORT FROM CONGRESS. THE LEGISLATION ALSO IS

SUPPORTED BY OVER 30 NATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS OF STATE, COUNTY

AND MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS.
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THE NEED FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS TO USE TAX EXEMPT BOND

FINANCING HAS GROWN OVER THE LAST DECADE AS FEDERAL AND

STATE ASSISTANCE HAS DECLINED FOR MANY INFRASTRUCTURE

PROGRAMS. THE ONLY INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAMS SHOWING

INCREASES ARE FOR HIGHWAYS AND AIRPORTS AND THAT HAS NOT

NECESSARILY HELPED COUNTIES AND CITIES FINANCE LOCAL

PROJECTS. FEDERAL ASSISTANCE FOR SEWAGE TREATMENT, STORM

WATER CONTROL, DRINKING WATER, TRANSIT AND COMMUNITY

DEVELOPMENT HAVE ALL DECLINED DRAMATICALLY.

AT THE SAME TIME, COUNTIES AND CITIES IN MANY REGIONS ARE

STILL COMING OUT OF THE LAST RECESSION. THE NATIONAL

ECONOMY IS PICKING UP STEAM BUT THAT IS NOT TRUE FOR ALL

AREAS. NACo DID A SURVEY OF 63 LARGE URBAN COUNTIES EARLIER

THIS YEAR AND FOUND THAT THESE COUNTIES ARE CONTINUING TO

EXPERIENCE SEVERE FINANCL^L STRESS. THE FINANCIAL PRESSURES

ARE CAUSING COUNTIES TO CONTINUE TO LAY OFF EMPLOYEES, CUT

SERVICES AND RAISE TAXES AND SERVICE FEES. THIS IS THE THIRD

CONSECUTFVE YEAR THAT LARGE URBAN COUNTIES HAVE REPORTED

FINANCIAL DISTRESS.

THE SURVEY SHOWED THAT 60 PERCENT OF THE COUNTIES

RAISED FINES, FEES AND CHARGES DURING FISCAL 1993. MORE THAN

ONE-THIRD WERE FORCED TO RAISE PROPERTY TAXES, POSTPONE

CAPITAL PROJECTS, OR FREEZE HIRING. 25 PERCENT OF THE

RESPONDING COUNTIES LAID OFF EMPLOYEES.
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ONE REVENUE PROBLEM FOR MANY COUNTIES HAS BEEN

INADEQUATE GROWTH IN PROPERTY TAX RECEIPTS OVER THE LAST

THREE YEARS. EVEN THOUGH IN MANY CASES RATES HAVE GONE UP,

THE INCREASES HAVE BEEN OFFSET BY DECREASES IN PROPERTY

VALUES OR STATUTORY LIMITATIONS ON PROPERTY TAX RATES OR

ASSESSMENTS.

THE SURVEY ALSO FOUND THAT LARGE COUNTIES HAVE BEEN

FORCED TO INCREASE SPENDING IN A NUMBER OF AREAS, ESPECIALLY

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACTIVITIES, AND SOCIAL

SERVICE PROGRAMS. PROGRAMS TENDING TO SUFFER CUTBACKS

INCLUDED GENERAL GOVERNMENT, LIBRARIES, AND PARKS AND

RECREATION.

WE HAVE TAKEN THE ATTITUDE IN DE KALB COUNTY THAT THE

PUBLIC WILL SUPPORT INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS IF IT CAN BE

TIED TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. THEY HAVE TO BE SHOWN THAT

INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS MEAN RETENTION OF COMPANIES

AND JOBS AND ADDING NEW JOBS. WE HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL IN

GETTING VOTER APPROVAL FOR A NUMBER OF RECENT BOND ISSUES

THAT CLEARLY ARE LINKED TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.

WE PASSED A $33 MILLION BOND ISSUE FOR PARK LAND

ACQUISITION AND NEW RECREATIONAL FACILITIES. AS A RESULT WE

HAVE BEEN ABLE TO GREATLY EXPAND PARKS AND RECREATION

FACILITIES OVER THE LAST THREE TO FOUR YEARS. A $29 MILLION

BOND ISSUE WAS APPROVED SEVERAL YEARS AGO FOR LIBRARIES.
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ALMOST $30 MILLION WAS APPROVED IN 1992 FOR ACQUIRING

LAND FOR NEW HEALTH FACILITIES AND FOR EXPANDING EXISTING

FACILITIES. THE VOTERS APPROVED A BOARD OF EDUCATION BOND

ISSUE FOR $98 MILLION IN 1989 TO IMPROVE AND EXPAND OUR SCHOOLS

IN THE COUNTY.

ALL OF THESE PROGRAMS ARE RELATED TO RETAINING AND

ATTRACTING BUSINESSES TO DE KALB COUNTY.

IN ADDITION, WE HAVE HAD TO OBTAIN FINANCING FOR SEVERAL

OTHER GOVERNMENTAL PROJECTS THAT ADD TO OUR BASIC

INFRASTRUCTURE. $98 MILLION IN BONDS WERE APPROVED FOR

BUILDING A NEW JAIL. WITH A $120 MILLION ISSUE, WE MADE MAJOR

IMPROVEMENTS IN WASTE TREATMENT PLANTS IN DE KALB COUNTY

AND SHARED IN THE COST OF IMPROVING TWO OF ATLANTA'S

TREATMENT PLANTS. A $29 MILLION ISSUE WAS APPROVED IN 1989 FOR

EXPANSION OF OUR DRINKING WATER TREATMENT PLANT. WE WILL

START RENOVATING AN OFFICE BUILDING FOR ADDITIONAL SPACE FOR

COURT ROOMS AND A MORGUE WITH THE SALE OF $9 MILLION OF

CERTIFICATES OF PARTICIPATION.

WHILE JOBS, SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANS AND COURT HOUSES

ARE NECESSARY AND IMPORTANT, VOTERS DO NOT NECESSARILY SEE

HOW THEY AFFECT THEM. BUT THEY DO UNDERSTAND A CONNECTION

IF THE PROJECTS ARE LINKED TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.

COUNTIES, HOWEVER, MUST BE ACCOUNTABLE AND ELECTED

OFFICLVLS NEED TO CONVINCE CITIZENS THAT IS IMPERATIVE TO
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MAINTAIN ALL OF THEIR INFRASTRUCTURE. TfflS HAS A LONG RANGE

IMPACT ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.

OUR BIGGEST UNMET INFRASTRUCTURE NEED IN DE KALB

COUNTY ARE HIGHWAYS. THIS PROBABLY IS TRUE FOR MOST

GROWING URBAN COUNTIES. WE ARE NOT ABLE TO BUDGET ENOUGH

FUNDS TO KEEP UP WITH NECESSARY MAINTENANCE, RESURFACING

AND TRAFFIC IMPROVEMENTS. LAST YEAR WE WERE ABLE TO ONLY

RESURFACE 15 MILES OF COUNTY ROADS. WE HAD HOPED TO GET

STATE FUNDING TO RESURFACE 59 MILES BUT THE FUNDING DID NOT

COME THROUGH.

DESPITE THE LARGE INCREASES IN FEDERAL HIGHWAY FUNDS

AUTHORIZED BY ISTEA, WE ARE NOT BENEFITING FROM THE

ADDITIONAL FUNDING AS MUCH AS OTHER JURISDICTIONS IN OUR

AREA. THE PRIORITY LIST FOR STATE PROJECTS IS BASED ON THE

ABILITY TO PROVIDE MATCHING FUNDS. UNFORTUNATELY, WE DO NOT

HAVE A SALES TAX DEDICATED TO HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS THAT

COULD BE USED TO PAY OFF A BOND ISSUE. I CAN APPRECIATE AND

PARTLY SYMPATHIZE WITH THE PROBLEMS THE STATE HAS IN

GETTING THE FUNDS COMMITTED AND SPENT. THE REAL PROBLEM IS

THAT HIGHWAY NEEDS IN GEORGIA ARE FAR GREATER THAN

AVAILABLE FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL FUNDS. THIS IS TRUE ALL

OVER THE COUNTRY.

I BELIEVE IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO DISCUSS AT THIS HEARING

THE NEED FOR INCREASED PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS IN
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND IN IMPROVING INFRASTRUCTURE. TfflS

PARTICULARLY IS AN AREA THAT NEEDS CONGRESSIONAL

CLARIFICATION ON WHAT IS PUBLIC PURPOSE AND THE TYPE OF

PRIVATE PARTICIPATION PERMITTED TO HAVE A BOND QUALIFY FOR

TAX EXEMPTION.

WE HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL IN DE KALB COUNTY IN GETTING

THE SUPPORT AND PARTICIPATION OF BUSINESSES, THE CHAMBERS OF

COMMERCE AND NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATIONS IN WORKING WITH

US. LET ME GIVE YOU A COUPLE OF EXAMPLES.

ON JUNE 23, LAST WEEK, WE HAD DEDICATION CEREMONIES FOR

A NEW SWIMMING POOL IN A COMMUNITY CALLED LYNWOOD PARK.

THIS IS A LOW INCOME NEIGHBORHOOD WITH A PER CAPITA INCOME

OF ONLY $8,500 SURROUNDED BY HIGHER INCOME AREAS. A LOCAL

DEVELOPER, POST PROPERTIES, DONATED $75,000 TO BUILD THE

SWIMMING POOL AND PROVIDED THE LANDSCAPING. THE COUNTY

ALLOCATED $50,000 IN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT

(CDBG) FUNDS FOR MATERIALS TO BUILD THE BATHHOUSE. DE KALB

COUNTY ALSO FINANCED IMPROVEMENT OF THE WATER AND SEWER

SERVICE.

AS A RESULT OF THIS PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP, WE EXPECT

THAT OTHER IMPROVEMENTS WILL BE MADE IN THE COMMUNITY.

THE COMMUNITY IS NOW WORKING WITH DE KALB COUNTY ON A

STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN.
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OVER THE LAST TWO YEARS, WE HAVE BEEN WORKING WITH

THE CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE, LOCAL UNIVERSITIES, AND THE

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY TO DEVELOP A SMALL BUSINESS

INCUBATOR PROGRAM. CDBG FUNDS, ALONG WITH STATE AND

PRIVATE FUNDS, WILL BE USED TO FINANCE THE PROJECT. WE HAVE A

COMMITMENT OF $2 MILLION FROM TWO BANKS TO ESTABLISH A

REVOLVING LOAN FUND. THE PROJECT ALSO IS PART OF DE KALB

COUNTY'S APPLICATION FOR BEING DESIGNATED AN ENTERPRISE

ZONE. THE SMALL BUSINESS INCUBATOR WILL BE LOCATED IN A LOW

INCOME NEIGHBORHOOD. THERE IS EVIDENCE THAT THE

ANTICIPATED PROJECT ALREADY HAS STABILIZED A NEARBY SHOPPING

CENTER.

I AM CONVINCED THAT THIS IS THE TYPE OF PUBLIC-PRIVATE

VENTURES WE NEED IF WE ARE TO HAVE SUCCESSFUL ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS. WE ALSO NEED PRIVATE PARTICIPATION IF

WE ARE SERIOUS ABOUT IMPROVING INFRASTRUCTURE.

MR. CHAIRMAN, AGAIN I WANT TO THANK YOU FOR ASKING ME

TO TESTIFY AT THIS HEARING. I WILL BE HAPPY TO TRY TO ANSWER

ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE.
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LIANF. LEVETAN

DeKalb County Chief Executive Officer

Biographical Inforaatien

The first woman elected Chief Executive Officer of DeKalb County,
Liane Levetan frequently speaks and writes on urban related issues.
She is a nationally recognized authority on recycling and waste
management issues and recently contributed a chapter to HcGraw
Hill's recently published The Xeeyeliag Bandbook

Prior to becoming DeKalb County's CEO, Mrs. Levetan served as the
first woman elected to the DeKalb County Beard of Commissioners. As
a Commissioner, she initiated the first curbside recycling in
Georgia. Thus far, OeKalb's recycling efforts have brought in over
$1.3 million in revenue. She founded and was the first president of
DeKalb Clean and Beautiful.

A director of the National Civic League and the immediate past
president of the International Women's Forum's Georgia Chapter, she
received the 1993 International Women's Forum "Woman That Hakes a
Difference" Award for her leadership in building a new "Partnership
of Cooperation" in DeKalb County and serving as an outstanding role
model for women of all ages.

CEO Levetan has also been appointed co-chair of KACo's
International Task Force. A former vice-chair of the Metropolitan
Atlanta Crime Commission, she has also served on the boards of the
American Cancer Society, the DeKalb Rape crisis Center, the
Metropolitan Atlanta Retired Senior Volunteer Program and the
Callanwolde Foundation.

In addition to her public service, over the past three decades Mrs.
Levetan has been a successful licensed real estate broker and
public affairs consultant. A pioneer teacher of and advocate for
mentally retarded children. Mrs. Levetan initiated a successful
bond issue funding the DeKalb County Mental Retardation Service
Center.

A graduate of Grady High School, Liane Levetan . attended the
University of Georgia and Georgia State University. Married to
Phil Levetan for 39 years, they have two grown daughters and two
grandchiIdren

.
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INTRODUCTION

Chairman Wise and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for

providing me this opportunity to express the views of the National

Association of State Treasurers (NAST) on our nation's pressing need to

improve our bridges, highways, airports, clean water - the whole panoply

of needs we classify under the dreaded "I" word, infrastructure, and to

strengthen the management of the federal budget. I am Lucille Maurer,

Treasurer of the State of Maryland, and immediate past President of the

National Association of State Treasurers. All 50 states, plus the District

of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam and American Samoa, are represented

in NAST. State treasurers are responsible for the functions of cash

management, debt management, public pension fund investment, and

a variety of other functions in their respective states.

NAST is a Steering Committee member on the Rebuild America

Coalition, a broad coalition of public and private organizations committed

to reversing the decline in America's investment in infrastructure. The

coalition includes the American Consulting Engineers Council, the AFL-
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CIO, the American Institute of Architects, the American Public Works

Association, the American Society of Civil Engineers, the Associated

General Contractors of America, the Council of State Governments, the

National Association of Counties, the National Association of Home

Builders, the National Association of Securities Professionals, the

National League of Cities, the Public Securities Association, and the

United States Conference of Mayors. The Rebuild America participants

continue to focus the attention of the public and policy makers on the

economic competitiveness challenges linked to the health of our

infrastructure. NAST also serves on the Public Finance Network, a

coalition united to preserve state and local government use of tax-exempt

finance.

CAPITAL BUDGET

I first want to compliment Chairman Wise on his longstanding and

outspoken advocacy of capital budgeting for the federal government.

You have taken the lead on this proposal for a number of years, Mr.

Chairman, and it continues to be an Innovative, common-sense plan to
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contribute to America's economic well-being.

States like Maryland have successfully implemented a capital

budget process, in which a capital improvement budget and an operating

budget separate investment from government operations. I appreciate

your support for a capital budget, because (1) it is good management of

tax dollars, and (2) it helps to provide adequate funding for

infrastructure, which is essential for economic competitiveness in a

global economy. This hearing is important because it points out a cross-

connection in economic policy i.e., how public finance is related to

budgeting, and how budgeting is related to the economic well-being of

our states.

As you have pointed out before, the federal budget makes no

distinction between consumption and investment. However, a dollar

invested in a capital project at least spreads the cost over the period of

the asset's useful life. The federal government's current budgeting

process provides little separation between spending for recurring

government operations and long lasting investments.
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Your legislation includes ongoing evaluation of investments in the

capital account, and of proposed capital investments. It also includes

an enforcement mechanism to ensure capital budgeting meets its

intended goals. This discipline is essential to the success of the

program, or else it is much too easy to balance the operating budget by

transferring items to the capital budget. I suggest that the experience of

the states demonstrates that a capital budget is very important and that

the capital budget process can be a disciplined one.

It is NAST's hope a federal capital budget, with an account for

infrastructure investment, will help infrastructure to gain a greater priority

in the federal budget process.

INFRASTRUCTURE

Our infrastructure needs can be clearly shown using some real

world examples provided by the Rebuild America Coalition:

* outdated leaking pipes waste up to 30 percent of daily fresh water
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supplies in some major cities

* half the nation's communities have wastewater treatment facilities

at or near capacity, hamstringing further commercial and residential

development

* 41 percent of our bridges are rated deficient, including some

which are closed and other subject to weight limitations.

* by the year 2000, a million miles of highway will need resurfacing,

and three out of four airline passengers will be delayed due to airport

congestion.

TAX-EXEMPT FINANCE

Maryland is a good example of a state that has continued to

provide the infrastructure essential to a reasonable quality of life while

at the same time balancing its operating budget - even duing the past

few rocky years. We have, for example, over the past five years spent
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over $600 million on public school construction, almost all of that sum

from bonds. The state is also investing in a bio-processing facility, to

help move Maryland forward and become a biotechnology center.

Maryland is viewed by some as having "high" debt. We are always

near the top when comparing states using the standard criteria - debt

per capita and debt outstanding to personal income. At the same time,

Maryland has a national reputation as being a forerunner in the field of

debt management. Maryland's Capital Debt Affordability Committee was

established sixteen years ago and has been instrumental in managing

the state's debt. Testimony to our success is our coveted triple-A rating

from all three rating agencies on our general obligation bonds. Tax-

exempt financing, needless to say, is a fundamental component of this

process.

NAST ACTIVITIES

Mr. Chairman, NAST will continue to advocate financial policy

improvements to boost infrastructure and economic development. NAST

84-788 95-5
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is also working with the Securities and Exchange Commission on

reforms for political contributions to those officials who are involved in

the awarding of bond business. In April, the Southern State Treasurers

approved a resolution calling on Congress to enact major campaign

finance reform applicable to federal, state, and local officials. Such

reforms would address constitutional inequities imposed by the

Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board's Rule G-37 banning political

contributions from municipal securities dealers.

NAST will also take up the matter of enhanced primary and

secondary market disclosure at its annual conference in New Orleans,

LA on July 9-13. Proposed SEC rules would require additional

continuing disclosure from state and local issuers to market participants

to ensure investors are receiving adequate information about municipal

securities. NAST supports providing effective disclosure to investors

without imposing burdensome costs on state and local issuers. NAST

will work with other organizations and hopes to ensure disclosure is

cost-efficient.
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CONCLUSION

Again, I appreciate the opportunity to testify before the

Subcommittee on infrastructure policy, as state treasurers have both

daily and long-term responsibilities for public finance. NAST looks

forward to working with you, and members such as Rep. Coyne, to craft

effective public finance policies which will nourish economic growth

across the country. Thank you.
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Chairman Wise and members of the Subcommittee, good morning. My name in George Pugh. I

am pleased to be here today to discuss the crucial role Ux-exempt bonds play in financing

improvements to America's infrastructiu-e.

1 speak to you this morning as Chairman of the Municipal Securities Division of the Public

Securities Association (PSA), of which my firm is a member, and in my capacity as Executive

Vice President and Managing Director at Craigie Incorporated in Richmond, Virginia. It is a

special honor to participate in today's hearing because it gives me the opportunity to thank you.

Chairman Wise, and the other members of this subcommittee for your leadership in the effort to

increase infrastructure investment. This also is an opportunity for me to thank in person

Congressman Bill Coyne, Congressman John Lewis, and former Congressman Beryl Anthony for

the crucial role they have played and, in the case of Congressmen Coyne and Lewis, for the role

they continue to play, on the Committee on Ways and Means. Both have introduced legislation

that would greatly assist^tate and local govemments in meeting |mblic needs, and PSA

enthusiastically supports these bills.

Infrastructure has been a frustrating issue for our nation's policy makers. As you know, the

quality of our national infrastructure is of crucial importance to our citizenry and our global

economic competitiveness. This panel is also intimately familiar with the fact that while

infrastructure needs have risen dramatically, the quantity of available governmental resources to

I'dd.iuarters: 40 Broad Street, ^iew^ork, NY 10004-237 5 • i J 1 2l iU)'l-7000
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address these needs is on the decline. This is why we believe that now, more than ever, the

municipal bond market can help you in financing the many goals for infrastructure and economic

development that you are setting for the nation. While 1 realize that the Internal Revenue Code

does not come under this committee's jurisdiction, your support and advocacy for tax-related

issues can and will make a difference in Congress and the Administration.

PSA is the international organization of banks, dealers, and brokerages that underwrite, trade, and

sell municipal securities, U.S. government and federal agency securities, mortgage and other

asset-backed securities, and money market instruments. PSA's membership accounts for about

95 percent of the nation's municipal market activity. My comments today wiU focus on the

importance of tax-exempt bonds to the health of our national infrastructure, and on ways that the

federal government can help states and localities to take even greater advantage of tax-exempt

financing.

The Tax-Exempt Municipal Securities Mari<et

The tax-exempt municipal securities market is the principal means by which state and local

governments finance infrastructure investment In 1993, states and localities issued nearly $290

billion in tax-exempt bonds, much of which was used to finance or refinance public works

investment. Interest earned by investors on most municipal securities is exempt from federal

taxation. This feature allows state and local issuers to pay a substantially lower interest rate on

their debt than they otherwise would, thereby reducing the cost of financing infrastructure. The

interest cost difference for states and localities resulting from tax-exemption can range from one

to three percentage points, depending on market conditions.

The federal government regulates the tax status of municipal bonds in two ways. It limits the

types of projects that can be financed with tax-exempt bonds when there is a significant element

of private panicipation, and it limits the tax-exemption of interest on municipal .securities for

certain investors. Many of the current-law restrictions on tax-exempt securities were imposed by

the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA). It is widely believed that the restrictions imposed by the

TRA went too far in limiting the ability of states and localities to tap the capital markets to fund

public investment. By enacting several modest changes to the Internal Revenue Code (the Code),

Congress and the Administration could significantly improve state and local governments' abilities

to finance projects to meet the nation's public investment needs. TTie six proposals I will now

address would result in increased levels of infrastructure investment at a relatively low cost to the

Treasury.

1. Congress siiould raise the annual issuance limitation on bonds eligible for

purchase by commercial banks.

The TTiA of 1 9X6 negatively influenced municipal finance by shifting the incentives facing

potential investors in bonds. The most immediate effect of the TRA with respect to demand

involved commercial banks. Prior to the TRA. commercial banks were allowed to deduct 80
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percent of their interest costs associated with holding tax-exempt bonds. The bottom-line

earnings attributes of municipal bonds made them an efficient tool for bank asset management

Accordingly, banks were active players in the bond market. By the end of 1985, banks held $231

billion worth of all municipal bonds outstanding, or 35 percent

The TRA, however, eliminated the ability of banks to deduct interest costs associated with

carrying tax-exempt securities for all but a small class of municipal bonds. Congress took this

action to ensure that commercial banks could not eliminate their income tax liability. The Public

Securities Association does not quarrel with the underlying premise of this policy goal. Rather,

we are concerned about the impact that loss of bank deductibility has had on the composition of

demand for municipal bonds, and by extension, what these demand changes portend for the future

cost of borrowing for state and local issuers.

As a result of the changes in the 1986 Act, banks have steadily reduced their holdings of bonds.

As of the second quarter of 1 993, banks held just $97 billion worth of bonds, amounting to a

reduction of $135 billion since 1985. Consequendy, commercial banks (as a group) no longer

support the bond market, but weaken it, since by selUng bonds they add more supply to the

market. In fact, banks undoubtedly would be selling at a greater rate but for the fact that their

holdings in 1 986 were grandfathered from the loss of bank deductibility.

Although it is difficult to quantify precisely, the loss of bank demand has certainly kept municipal

yields higher than they otherwise would have been. One can get an idea of the importance of

bank demand by examining the one sector of bonds that banks are allowed to purchase with

deductibility. In 1986, Congress decided to support the market for bonds issued by small cities

and towns by allowing banks to deduct 80 percent of the cost of carrying public purpose (non-

private activity) bonds issued by communities that issue $10 million or less in such bonds

annually. Congressional policy goals have been served well by this provision. Although

disinvesting in the municipal market as a whole, banks have remained active in the market for

bonds issued by small communities (so-called "bank qualified" bonds).

Communities that qualify as issuers of bank-qualified bonds enjoy a yield advantage over similar

communities that do not qualify. This advantage varies widely depending on market forces, but is

currently somewhere in the neighborhood of 20 to 30 basis points (0.20 to 0.30 percentage

points) and has been as high as 40 basis points. In other words, small issuers are able to finance

their public needs more economically because the "bank-qualified" provision stimulates bank

investment. In 1992 approximately $14.4 billion in bank-qualified securities were issued, resulting

in an interest cost savings of between $432 million and $648 million for those issuers over the

lives of their issues.

PSA recommends raising the annual issuance limit for bank qualified bonds from $10 million to

$25 million. Raising the limit would extend the interest rate benefit of bank deductibility to a

wider group of small communities and would provide current small issuers with greater latitude in

planning their financing activities. H.R. 3630, the Public Finance and Infrastructure Investment

Act of 1993 introduced last year by Congressman Bill Coyne, and H.R. 2171, introduced last year
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by Congressman John Lewis, would raise the bank-qualified limit to $25 million. PSA supports

both measures and urges Congress to enact them.

2. Congress should permit broader tax-exempt financing for infrastructure projects

involving private participation.

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 imposed a number of Limitations on the issuance of tax-exempt

bonds by states and localities. One of these limitations, known as the unified volume cap,

restricted the annual volume of so-called "private-activity" bonds that can be issued by each

state.' Among the projects financed under the cap are mortgage-revenue bonds (MRBs). small-

issue industrial development bonds (IDBs), and a variety of infrastructure projects involving

public-private partnerships. In 1986, the cap was set at the greater of $75 per capita or $250

million per state. Beginning in 1988, the cap was lowered to the greater of $50 per capita or

$150 million. In recent years, a number of states have begun to exhaust their annual volume caps

and have been forced to po.stpone or cancel investment projects involving private activity because

tax-exempt financing could not be secured.

Since 1988, inflation, although relatively moderate, has eroded the value of states" volume caps.

In real terms, the value of volume caps actually decreases each year. In constant 1988 dollars, the

current cap is about $39 per capita or $1 17 million, not $50 per capita or $150 million. Without

any conscious federal policy decision, the value of state volume caps has fallen by 22 percent in

just six years. Under current law, inflation will continue to erode their value, and fewer and fewer

projects will be able to be financed.

The original decision by Congress in 1986 to reduce the cap beginning in 1988 was based on the

assumption that states" authority to issue MRBs and IDBs would expire at the end of 1987. In

fact, those programs have been extended several times since then and are now permanent, but the

volume cap has not been restored to its 1987 level.

The erosion of states" abilities to issue private-activity bonds has caused a number of states to

exhaust their cap. In 1991 , the last year for which complete data is available, private-activity

issuance in 13 states totaled at least 90 percent of volume cap. In 37 states, private-activity

issuance plus allocated volume that makes up the carryforward allowance- totaled at least 90

percent of the cap. In 41 states, the volume cap was exhausted completely, with issuance plus

carryforward totaling 100 percent of the cap.

Pnvale-activity bonds are bonds where ten percent or more of the proceeds are used by a private party and ten

percent or more of the debt service is secured by a private parry. In general, private-activity bonds cannot be tax-

exempt. However, pnvate-aclivity bonds are permitted for certain important uses, subject to volume caps and other

resuictions.

-If states do not use their entire cap in a given year, they may designate the remaining cap authority for specific

uses in future years. This so-called carryforward allowance must be used within three years. It is important to

consider carryforward allowance when examining volume cap usage because many states, knowing that planned

future projects will require substantial cap allocation, reserve cap allocation as carryforward to be combined with

annual volume cap in future years.
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Other factors have contributed to increased pressiffe on state volume caps. For example, passage

of the North American Free Trade Agreement and its bilateral side agreements will force states

and communities along the U.S.-Mexico border to invest at least several billion in environmental

infrastructure in the coming years. Since it is often more efficient for communities to involve the

private sector in such projects, the volume caps could prove constraining.

There are several options that Congress and the Administration could undertake to address the

issue of volume caps. The most targeted approach would be to permit certain types of projects to

be financed with tax-exempt securities outside of state volume caps. Many categories of projects,

such as solid and hazardous waste disposal projects, wastewater treatment and collection

faciUties, community development and certain multifamily rental housing projects, and

transportation facilities, represent essentiaUy public uses of tax-exempt securities regardless of

whether states or localities soUcit private participation in providing the associated services. One

means of legislating such a change is to define in the Code a new classification of tax-exempt

securities known as "public-activity" bonds, which would encompass the above uses of proceeds.

In general, public-activity bonds could be issued without restriction regardless of the level of

private participation as their underlying benefit would be directed to the public at large. PSA
recommends such an approach in exempting pubUc uses of private-activity bonds from state-wide

volume caps. At the very least, the volume caps should be indexed for inflation to ensure the

borrowing capacities of states do not erode over time. Congressman Coyne's bill, which PSA
supports, would effect such a change.

3. Congress should encourage the creation of tax exempt municipal investment

conduits (TEMICs).

The U.S. securities markets, including the market for tax-exempt municipal bonds, have become

increasingly sophisticated in recent years. Many new types of securities and derivative products

have emerged to accommodate the needs of bond issuers and investors. These new seciuity

structures have improved the efficiency of the municipal market and have lowered financing costs

for .state and local governments. Nevertheless, many state and local issuers remain committed to

financing debt using traditional, "plain vanilla" structures for their securities. Reasons for issuers'

reluctance to employ novel structures include discomfort with "new" types of debt instruments,

state law constraints on debt terms, and requirements to finance debt through an auction-style,

competitive bidding processes, which often make it impossible to employ structured transactions.

Unfortunately, constraints on the ability of issuers to take advantage of new security structures

prohibit states and localities from tapping the often strong demand among investors for

instruments with tailored cash flow or risk characteristics. In the end, issuers in many cases

accept higher costs of capital than if they were able to issue structured securities.

There are ways for secondary tnarket participants such as securities firms to create structured

instruments on the secondary market by ".securitizing" tax-exempt bonds through partnership or

grantor trust arrangements. However, such arrangements are cumbersome at best, often
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involving legal constraints and hurdles that should not apply to the passive reconfiguration of a

tax-exempt cash flow.

The Tax Reform Act of 1 986 addressed this problem in the market for single-family mortgages

through the creation of a new type of tax entity known as a real estate mortgage investment

conduit (REMIC). Under the REMIC structure, the cash flow from mortgage pools can be

structured to fit the needs of individual investors, allowing market participants to take advantage

of changing market conditions and resulting in a more liquid market for mortgage loans. The

results of this legislation have been phenomenal. Mortgage securitization has grown almost

exponentially since 1986, resulting in lower borrowing costs for home-buyers.

A similar vehicle for the tax-exempt market, which could be known as a tax-exempt municipal

investment conduit (TEMIC), would Ukely have similar results for state and local issuers. In a

TEMIC, tax-exempt bonds issued by state and local governments would be deposited in a trust.

Interests in the trust would be sold to investors, backed by the cash flow from the bonds held in

the trust. The trust itself would be a tax-exempt entity. All cash flows from the bonds would

flow through the trust to investors. Interests in the trust could be structured in a variety of ways,

in much the same way that REMIC securities are structured today. The improved market

liquidity and efficiency provided by TEMlCs would have the effect of lowering borrowing costs

for state and local issuers.

TEMIC legislation should:

• FYeserve an amount of tax-exempt income for investors that is equal to that on the municipal

bonds held within the TCMIC;

• Recognize that the gain realized by investors on their TEMIC investments should be treated

similarly to gains from direct holdings of tax-exempt bonds, to the extent that market discount

bonds are held in the TEMIC;

• Consolidate the cash flows from two or more separate bonds as part of the available cash

flows for the interests in the TEMIC; and

• Enable investors to obtain interests in the TEMIC that:

a. Are differentiated by priority in time (e.g. "serialization" of a term bond);

b. Are differentiated by priority in .security ("hen");

c. Would allow for differing methods of determining the amount paid on the interest (i.e.,

floating versus fixed rates and deferred interest versus current interest, etc.);

d. Would allow for AMT or non-AMT pass-through status;

e. Would allow for pass-through of bank deductibility;

f. Have additional credit enhancement not present on the underlying bonds;

g. Have a put against a bank or other third party, secured only by the assets in the TEMIC;

h. Can receive a pass-through of any state tax-exemption.
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To achieve these objectives, it would seem useful to create two types of interests in TEMICs:

"regular" interests, which would be treated as tax-exempt bonds for all purposes of the Code, and

"special" interests, which may or may not include tax-exempt elements, but which would

expressly recognize the gain inherent in market discount and which would be sold only to taxable

entities.

F*roperly structured, the revenue effect to the federal Treasury of a TEMIC proposal would be

limited to that associated with the additional issuance of tax-exempt bonds due to lower interest

rates for issuers. Because the tax timing and status of aJl income from assets contained in the

TEMIC— both taxable and tax-exempt— would be maintained, there would be no revenue loss

to the Treasury attributable directly to TEMIC structures themselves.

TEMIC legislation would improve the hquidity and efficiency of the municipal bond market by

allowing market participants to create from pools of "plain vanilla" tax-exempt bonds cash flows

tailored specifically to the needs of investors. Improved liquidity and efficiency would, in turn,

lower marginal borrowing costs for state and local issuers and could make certain projects more

feasible.

4. Congress should define in the Code a new type of tax-exempt security, called

public benefit bonds, to encourage additional infrastructure investment.

Established by the Intermodal Surface Transportation Act (ISTEA) of 1991, the Infrastructure

Investment Commission (DC) was mandated by Congress to identify ways in which pension funds

could be encouraged to invest in infrastructure projects. Since the Tax Reform Act of 1986

substantially reduced the involvement of banks and insurance companies as investors in tax-

exempt bonds, demand from pension funds was sought to restore some of the lost liquidity and

depth of the municipal market. However, pension plans currently have no incentive to invest in

tax-exempt bonds, since all benefits distributed to plan members are presently taxed as ordinary

income. To attract this demand, changing the taxability of either pension funds or municipal

bonds would be wholly inadvisable given the effect such action would have on retirees' incomes

and the cost of financing needed infrastructure. Such moves would clearly frustrate the goals of

any infrastructure pohcy.

In its report released in February of 1993, the IIC proposed a novel and creative concept— that a

new class of bonds be established under the Code called "public benefit bonds." The bonds would

finance infrastructure projects benefiting the pubhc at large where there is significant private

participation in development, ownership or operation.

A qualified pension plan would be permitted to buy a public benefit bonds, or any other tax-

exempt bond used to fund infrastructure, and distribute amounts attributable to the interest

earnings on that investment on a tax-free basis to the plan's participants at the time of retirement,

either as a lump-sum or a multi-year annuity stream. The interest on public benefit bonds which
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otherwise would be taxable would be tax-exempt only if held in a qualified retirement plan or

ERA, or paid to a member of such plan pursuant to a distribution.

F*ublic benefit bonds would:

• Create a new class of institutional investors— pension funds— to broaden demand for

municipal bonds and reduce dependency for liquidity on a handful of segments;

• Keep user fees down by allowing tax-exempt financing for projects with private participation

like toll roads or transit vehicles (which are presently prohibited) and water supply systems

and mass commuting facilities (which are presently subject to volume cap), on the same basis

as presently permitted for other modes, such as airports, solid waste disposal facilities, docks

and wharves:

• Permit members of self-directed accounts to decide the extent to which they wish to receive a

portion of their retirement benefits as tax-free income. This would also give employees an

opportunity to direct pension funds for various forms of public investments:

• Result in no adverse fiscal impact to U.S. Treasury while the bonds are held by a qualified

plan, since the investors are tax-exempt entities. TTie fiscal impact would only occur upon

distribution of the benefits on a tax-free basis to members in 10 to 20 years. Arguably, the

proposal may even be revenue-positive, to the extent that a plan's purchase of tax-free bonds

displaces their purchase by a taxable investor, who instead will purchase other taxable

investments that would have otherwise been bought by the already tax-exempt pension funds.

5. The Clinton Administration should issue new regulatory guidance on advance

refundings and permit states and localities to take greater advantage of current low

interest rates by refinancing outstanding debt.

Many municipal bonds are issued with a "call" feature which allows an issuer to recall securities

from the market in order to issue other bonds at a lower interest rate in much the same way that

homeowners, when refinancing home mortgages, pay off older, higher interest rate loans with the

proceeds of new, lower rate loans. With municipal bonds, however, call dates are usually

scheduled at specific times, in cases where interest rates have fallen but bonds are not yet

callable, public issuers are permitted to engage in "advance refundings." In an advance refunding,

new refunding bonds are issued before the call date on outstanding debt. Proceeds from the

refunding issue are placed in escrow to defease, or pay off outstanding debt when it becomes
callable or comes due, whichever comes first Advance refundings permit issuers to take

advantage of low market interest rates while higher yielding securities are still outstanding.

The Code limits permissible advance refundings on public purpose or 501(c)(3) debt issued after

19X5 to one per issue and on public purpose or 501(c)(3) debt issued before 1986 to two per

issue. Congress Umited the number of permissible advance refundings because of a concern that
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unlimited refundings result in too many bond issues outstanding at the same time for a single

project.

Interest rates today, though fluctuating considerably, remain at a historic lows. The current

environment has provided an opportunity for individuals, businesses and, to some extent, state

and local governments to refinance outstanding high-interest debt and reduce interest payments.

This opportunity is significantly curtaUed for states and localities, however. Unduly conservative

interpretation of the statutory restriction on advance refundings prevents issuers from additional

refinancing of outstanding bonds even if original issues have been retired and the escrow which

defeased them extinguished. This limitation prevents states and localities from realizing

substantial interest cost savings, sometimes on the order of two to four percentage points.

Interest rate savings of this magnitude were not anticipated when the original advanced refunding

bonds were issued. The Clinton Administration has rightly argued that low interest rates are

vitally important for a sustained economic recovery. Limiting the ability of states and localities to

take advantage of prevailing market conditions, however, dilutes the potential economic benefits

of the current climate.

A strong legal argument can be made that Section 149 of the Code allows issuers to undertake

additional advance refundings of outstanding bonds once original issues have been retired. Public

issuers would be able to take better advantage of the current interest rate environment if the

Treasury would clarify its interpretation of the advance refunding provision to that effect Such

an interpretation is consistent with the intent of the 1986 legislation because it would not result in

any more bond issues outstanding at the same time than if the original issue were not retired. It

would not require any legislative action and would provide relief to a large number of states and

communities around the nation, raising debt capacities of communities that would be affected by

the proposed change. Regulatory change on advance refundings would be a valuable foim of

federal assistance to states and localities around the nation.

6. Congress should amend the status of municipal bond interest under the alternative

minimum tax.

The alternative minimum tax (AMT) set in place by the TRA of 1986 has greatly decreased

demand for certain municipal bonds. This is because under the AMT, interest on tax-exempt

private-activity bonds is subject to both individual and corporate AMTs, and because a higher

percentage of interest on public purpose tax-exempt bonds and on tax-exempt 501(c)(3) bonds is

now subject to corporate taxation. As a result, yields on these AMT bonds must be increased by

25 to 30 basis points over yields on other, similar bonds in order to attract investors. The higher

cost to the issuer of AMT bonds does not necessarily correspond with substantial revenue gains

to the federal government. Investors subject to the AMT simply avoid such bonds, and they are

instead purchased by investors not exposed to the AMT who enjoy a higher tax-free yield.

Eliminatung the applicabiUty of the interest on private activity bonds to the individual and

corporate AMTs, and modifying the treatment of the interest on public purpose tax-exempt bonds

and on 501(c)(3) bonds, would lower borrowing costs for states and localities with no practical

negative effect on the federal Treasury.
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Non-Tax Issues

Financing our nation's infrastructure clearly requires a partnership between federal, state, and

local governments, with the private sector playing an important supporting role. While this

testimony has focused on the Internal Revenue Code, there are also non-tax issues that can

positively or negatively affect the ability of state and local governments to invest in public

projects.

For example, limited federal funds have been used in clean water programs around the country to

establish state revolving funds. In turn, these funds have been responsibly leveraged in the tax-

exempt bond market to increase the total amount of revenue available for pubhc investment. Also

serving as an example of federal policy that can encourage or inhibit state and local infrastructure

financing is airport regulation. It is important that federal policy not hmit an airport's financial

flexibility' to the point where potential investors in airport bonds will demand higher rates of return

to compensate for any uncertainty regarding the airport's abiUty to respond to changing financial

conditions. This issue is particularly relevant today as the House and Senate work out a final

version of the Aiiport Improvement Program legislation. PSA has been working closely with

your colleagues on the Aviation Subcommittee to address this important issue.

These two issues illustrate that tax-exempt bonds can be used as a tool not only in crafting new

tax policy, but also under existing tax policy to leverage federal subsidies that, because of deficit

concerns, are necessarily more limited. Committees such as Public Works and Transportation can

fashion programs that provide opportunities for states and locaUties to utilize federal funds as the

seed money necessary to access efficiencies of the tax-exempt market. PSA would welcome the

opportunity to work with you on such projects.

Conclusion: Congress should pass the bills introduced by Congressman Coyne and

Congressman Lewis.

Today's hearing highhghts many of the ways that tax-exempt bonds help state and local

governments to build, repair, and maintain public infrastructure projects at the lowest possible

cost of borrowing. The hearing also brings attention to many shortcomings in federal tax policy

that prevent the tax-exempt municipal bond market from reahzing its full potential. The most

expeditious way for Congress to address these federal public policy problems is by enacting the

bills proposed last year by Congressman Bill Coyne and Congressman John Lewis and co-

sponsored by dozens of their colleagues in the House of Representatives. Although passing these

bills would not address all of the issues 1 covered in my testimony today, it would result in

substantial progress toward our shared goals.

Congressman Coyne's Public Finance and Infrastructure Investment Act of 1993 (H.R. 3630)

would do the following;
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• Increase the annual issuance limit for bank-qualified tax-exempt bonds from $10 to

$25 million;

• Index the state-wide private-activity bond volume caps for inflation;

• Increase from $5 million to $ 1 million the amount of tax-exempt debt that an issuer

can sell annually and remain eligible for the arbitrage rebate exemption;

• Clarify the definition of investment-type property;

• Create a new category of tax-exempt bonds, known as distressed community

economic development bonds, to be used in areas affected by dramatic population

loss, slow job growth, major miUtary base closings, and other extreme economic

hardships.

One of Congressman Lewis' bills, H.R. 2171, also would expand demand for municipal bonds by

raising the annual issuance limit on "bank-qualified" bonds from $10 million to $25 million. The

other bill, H.R. 2102, would permit the issuance of so-called "mini-bonds" by altering arbitrage

rules and allowing more communities to offer tax-exempt zero-coupon municipal bonds in small

denominations designed to appeal to individual investors. H.R. 2102 would provide states and

localities with more fiexible financing options and greater liquidity for their debt The new "mini-

bonds" would also provide a way for a broader spectrum of individual investors to participate in

the process of improving the infrastructure of their communities.

Widespread support for these bills exists among experts on infrastructure investment As we have

heard today, the Anthony Commission, the Rebuild America Coalition, and the Infrastructure

Investment Commission have all advocated a number of similar proposals on behalf of America's

state and local governments. Several of these legislative measures were included in legislation

pa.ssed by the 102nd Congress. PSA urges Congress to remove statutory roadblocks to

infrastructure investment and to provide valuable federal encouragement to states and localities by

enacting these proposals as quickly as possible.

Finally, we would also urge your committee to look to the existing tax-exempt bond market as

your partner in helping the nation meet the many infrastructure challenges that lay ahead. Limited

federal funding does not necessarily have to mean fewer projects receiving needed financing. The

tax-exempt market can help to leverage those limited dollars.

PSA thanks the Subcommittee for the opportunity to participate in today's hearing. We would be

happy to respond to any questionii.
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Structured Municipal Bonds & Grant-Backed Credit Enhancement:

Innovative, Efficient Financing for Infrastructure

Infrastructure Investment Policy Setting

The United States is under-investing in infrastructure-the highways, bridges, transit

systems, airports, and wastewater, drinking water and solid waste disposal facilities

essential to our economy's long-term, non-inflationary growth

Increasing our national investment in infrastructure will enhance our mobility, reduce

pollution, improve productivity and competitiveness, create jobs and economic growth.

Congress and the Administration must, however, fund the needed increase in

infrastructure investment without new taxes The recent 4 3 cent increase in the

Federal gas tax funded deficit reduction, not surface transportation. There are no new

Federal revenues or loan guarantees to pay for additional infrastructure investment.

State and local government budgets, tax and debt capacities are also constrained
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Structured municipal bonds (SMBs) and grant-backed credit enhancement (GBCE) are

two Innovative financial tools, developed by Commonwealth Development Associates

(CDA), that will help efficiently fund additional Infrastructure Investment.

• SMBs will secuntize state and local loans and municipal bonds into

bond-backed securities They will aggregate diverse user fee and tax

revenues into debt service payments structured to improve bond credit

ratings, reduce interest costs, and enhance the liquidity and leveraging

capacity of state and local debt financing for infrastructure.

• SMBs secuntize state and local debt by pooling infrastructure loans, and
structuring (slicing and dicing) principal and interest payments into different

classes of secunties aimed at different groups of investors, and/or credit

enhancing bondholders

• GBCE will use the authonzed flow of Federal formula grants to repay and/or

credit enhance state and local loans and bonds, particularly SMBs It will

accelerate the capital availability and investment of future Federal grant

dollars to more rapidly reduce infrastructure project backlogs.

• The use of the states' $10 billion in unobligated balances in the Highway
Trust Fund as GBCE could, for example, generate as much as $30 billion in

current, best interest rate investment in surface transportation facilities.

Structured municipal bonds and grant-backed credit enhancement will help the Federal,

state and local governments increase our Nation's investment in transportation and
environmental infrastructure by providing the widest range of states, communities and
projects with best-rate investment capital

Policy Proposals

For the past three years CDA has been working with the DOT, other Federal agencies,

Congress, the bond rating agencies and financial attorneys exploring the application of

secuntization to tax-exempt and taxable state and local infrastructure debt.

CDA recommends that Congress and the Administration develop, enact and enforce

the statutory and regulatory changes needed to empower state and local governments
to use structured municipal bonds and grant-backed credit enhancement to efficiently

and cost effectively provide new capital for vital infrastructure investment.

SMBs: First, we must level the legal playing field so that the emerging markets for

structured municipal bonds will not be hampered by the out-moded Federal tax and
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securities laws that impeded the market development of mortgage-backed securities--

and currently mandate financial inefficiency in the municipal bond market^

Congress revolutionized the market for mortgage-backed securities-making it more

efficient and cost effective-by enacting SMMEA and authorizing REMICs:

• In 1 984, through the Secondary Mortgage Market Efficiency Act of 1984

(SMMEA), Congress clarified certain Federal and state securities law and

legal investment issues for investment grade mortgage-backed securities,

making securities issuance more certain and efficient and broadening the

investor pool for mortgage-backed securities.

• By creating Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits (REMICs) in the Tax

Reform Act of 1986, Congress eliminated the risk of double taxation when

mortgage payments are structured to better meet issuer and investor needs.

The market for mortgage-backed securities exceeds $1.5 tnllion and may be

saving homeowners 50 or more basis points in their mortgage interest costs.

S. 1275 is only one of several bills pending in Congress that would extend SMMEA and

REMIC treatment, and the financial benefits, accorded mortgages to payments on small

business, community development and other loans. Congress' indicated intent in the

legislative history of the 1986 Tax Reform /\cf was to extend SMMEA and REMICs to

other loans and receivables, if REMICs proved successful.

REMICs have more than doubled the size of the mortgage-backed securities market

making it the second largest capital market in the world, trailing only Federal Treasury

bonds in the dollar value of securities outstanding.

Properly designed Federal legislation extending SMMEA and REMIC treatment to the

loans and bonds of state and local governments must be sensitive to the imperatives of

the municipal bond tax exemption and the disclosure, reporting and suitability issues

for municipal bonds being addressed by the SEC and Congressional committees.

To bring the full benefits of securitization to state and local infrastructure developers,

users and taxpayers, Congress and the Administration should assure state and local

officials that Federal law will no longer impede them from garnering the maximum

benefits of innovative, structured finance. New legislation should also permit public-

private infrastructure developers to use securitization to access best-rate capital

Federal law should not only facilitate the pooling of outstanding municipal bonds. It

should also enable borrowers to structure their loan payments by maturity, flow of funds

priorities and other criteria. Borrowers could then divide and distribute investment risks

and returns among themselves and their bondholders with more efficiency than typical

municipal bonds.
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CDA IS currently detailing the changes in Federal law that will be needed to remove
statutory and regulatory barriers to the efficient use of secuntization in the municipal

bond market and enable state and local governments to use structured municipal

bonds to their greatest financial advantage.

The pending Clean Water and Safe Drinking Wafer reauthorization bills should enable

state revolving loan funds (SRFs) to use SMBs to secuntize portfolios of their loans and
issue best-rate bonds Portfolio securitization will increase capital availability and
reduce the capital costs of SRF investment projects. It will enable SRFs to sell some or

all of the loans they make to private investors, rapidly recovering the public capital

committed to those loans, and recycling that capital into new investments.

CDA IS currently working with the legislative sponsors of the California Infrastructure

Bank to assure that the Bank is fully authorized to use SMBs, GBCE and portfolio

securitization.

GBCE: Second, Congress and the Administration should develop the legal guidelines

and administrative tools necessary to implement grant-backed credit enhancement.

Credit enhancement is an additional assurance to investors against borrower default

and delinquency. Loan guarantees, bond reserves, bond insurance and letters of

credit are forms of credit enhancement

Credit enhancement may also be derived from a state or local pledge of current and
future Federal grants as loan repayment, as funding for municipal bond debt service

reserves and/or to acquire junior class SMBs.

The "capitalization grants" authorized by the Clean Water Act of 1987 have been used
by state revolving loan funds (SRFs) as credit enhancement for wastewater bonds.
Funded with current appropriations. Clean Water Act capitalization grants, and state

matching dollars, have been used by at least 16 SRFs to fund reserves for their bonds.

State-aid intercepts have been used to credit enhance local infrastructure financing.

Advanced construction bonds have been used to cover short-term cash needs. FTA
and FAA have issued letters of intent to help repay state and local authority bonds.

FHWA IS reviewing several letter of intent proposals under its new Test and Evaluation

Demonstration Project (TE-045) Recommendation DOT05 of the National

Performance Review calls for DOT to use its grants as credit enhancement.

Grant-backed credit enhancement will require no new Federal revenues, expenditures
or contingent liabilities. GBCE should be scored as a budget outlay only in the year of

appropriation Unlike Federal guarantees or letters of credit, GBCE should not
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jeopardize the state or local municipal bond tax exemption GBCE will not affect

Congress' discretion to authorize, obligate or appropriate infrastructure grants.

CDA is investigating the use of the Highway Trust Fund and other current and future

state and Federal formula grants to provide grant-backing

Future capitalization grants to SRFs, funded through the Clean Water and Safe

Drinking IVafer reauthorization bills, may also serve to credit enhance wastewater

treatment and safe drinking water facilities bonds GBCE will accelerate the investment

of Federal and State funding in these needed environmental infrastructure projects.

Conclusion

The municipal bond market is being securitized. Wall Street firms are seeking IRS and

SEC approval to pool outstanding tax-exempt bonds into inverse floaters and other

derivative securities This market is emerging under the same Federal statutes and

regulations that governed mortgage-backed securities before SMMEA and REMICs.

New ways of applying Federal dollars to support and expand state and local

infrastructure investment are being developed and placed in use. Capitalization grants,

letters of intent, state-aid intercepts and advanced construction bonds are becoming

accepted forms of security for infrastructure debt financing.

New laws for structured municipal bonds and grant-backed credit enhancement should

not only capitalize on these trends. They should also bring the financial efficiencies of

securitization to our Nation's infrastructure investment and assure state and local

governments of the authority to capture those efficiencies for investment in needed

transportation and environmental facilities.
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Introduction

Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee. My
name is John F. Wenderski and I am the Finance Director of Prince
William County, Virginia. Today, I am here representing the
Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) as a member of its
Committee on Governmental Debt and Fiscal Policy. GFOA is a

12 , 500-member professional association of state and local
government officials who serve as the chief financial officers of
our nation's states, cities, counties, towns, special districts,
school districts and public retirement systems.

GFOA-Supported Infrastructure Solutions

The subject of infrastructure has been studied by numerous
commissions, task forces and congressional committees. However, a

national solution to infrastructure financing needs has been
difficult to define because sufficient federal funds are not
available to attack the problem head on. Grant funding and low-
interest loans are the traditional means used by the federal
government in assisting state and local governments to channel more
capital into infrastructure development.

Recognizing limitations in federal resources to assist these
governments build new infrastructure facilities and repair and
replace existing ones, GFOA has advocated reliance on three federal
policy options. They are

targeted fiscal assistance for fiscally distressed
communities in the form of grants and low-interest loans,

increased federal outlays for state revolving loan funds
for all types of infrastructure facilities, and

selected changes in federal tax laws directed at tax-
exempt financing.

Recognizing the Importance of Tax-Exempt Municipal Bonds

Tax-exempt financing is often overlooked as a weapon in the
federal arsenal to assist states and localities finance
infrastructure even though it is a proven and reliable tool.
Municipal bonds are issued by these governments to pay for their
projects, to augment funds available through state revolving loan
funds by leveraging federal capital contributions, and to support
innovative public-private partnerships. Unfortunately, certain so-
called reforms in the 1986 Tax Act that were meant to curb abuses
have proven detrimental to legitimate financings. Instead, the
changes increased borrowing costs for traditional governmental
borrowers and imposed restrictions that thwart innovative programs.
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It is now widely recognized that the 1986 reforms were overly
ambitious and corrections are needed. The 1989 report of the
Anthony Commission on Public Finance and the 1993 report of the
Commission to Promote Investment in America's Infrastructure call
for a review and modifications of federal restrictions on the use
of tax-exempt bonds for infrastructure projects. Over 3 national
organizations representing state and local governments, including
GFOA, are supporting legislation introduced by Congressman Coyne
that would provide some limited relief. However, federal resource
constraints have stood in the way of important changes in federal
tax policy.

Reforms Targeted to "MIF" Bonds

While GFOA believes that all governmental tax-exempt bonds
should be eligible for relief from burdensome federal restrictions,
the Association has developed a proposal to focus relief to the
most critical projects. It recommends special treatment for a new
category of bonds called "Mandated Infrastructure Facility" (MIF)
Bonds. MIF "bonds could be issued by a unit of state or local
government to finance

• the construction or acquisition of a new infrastructure
facility that is mandated by the federal government; or

that part of an existing infrastructure facility that is
required to be renovated or rehabilitated in order to
comply with a federal mandate.

A federal mandate is defined as a prescription in a federal statute
or a federal regulation implementing such a prescription.
Infrastructure means any real or tangible personal property,
including equipment, that is governmentally owned and that is used
to serve the general public.

The GFOA proposal would give MIF bonds more favorable
treatment than governmental bonds under current law by

• exempting such bonds entirely from the state volume caps,

eliminating limitations on refinancings that prevent
interest cost savings,

• providing more flexibility to work with private sector
partners without jeopardizing the "governmental" status
of a project,

• substituting the arbitrage rebate requirement with
reasonable rules for spending bond proceeds on a timely
basis and using interest earned on the investment of such
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proceeds to pay for the project or other infrastructure
projects,

guaranteeing that interest earned on such bonds is
completely free from federal income taxation and not
potentially subject to the alternative minimum tax, and

expanding current law incentives to induce banks to
return to the municipal bond market and invest in
infrastructure facilities and their communities.

Why Municipal Bonds Should Receive Increased Attention

To emphasize the importance of reform efforts directed to tax-
exempt financing, GFOA offers the following observations:

• While federal financial support for state revolving loan
programs is highly desirable, the monies are not
sufficient to address the vast infrastructure needs.
Other tools must be made available and existing ones such
as tax-exempt bonds improved.

• Revolving loan programs are not a stable source of
financing. The federal authorization and appropriation
processes result in program delays and uncertainties from
year-to-year. Planning is impaired and flexibility is
limited.

• A new national corporation, or infrastructure bank, that
has limited resources and results in a new bureaucracy
will meet the needs of only a few selected projects.
Furthermore, it will emphasize providing access to
capital rather than making capital more affordable for
borrowers who now cannot borrow at even tax-exempt rates.

State or local government financial commitments to bond-
financed projects ensure that only financially viable and
worthy projects go forward. Decentralized decision
making for project selection and priority setting at the
local level are more efficient and responsive.

Tax-exempt bonds are not a tax avoidance mechanism used
by the rich. Bondholders pay an implicit tax because
they accept a lower rate of interest than they would earn
on a taxable investment of similar quality and maturity.
Internal Revenue Service data confirm that middle income
taxpayers are the significant holders of these bonds.

• Pension funds are attractive sources of capital for
infrastructure, but the necessity for fund managers to
earn taxable rates of return on their investments
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suggests that this is not a source of financing for
projects that need low-cost financing.

• Proposals to subsidize pension funds to induce them to
provide low-cost financing and proposals to provide
interest subsidies to governments to issue taxable bonds
do not provide long-term assurances to recipients that
the subsidies will be available over the life of the
project and present the possibility of new forms of
federal intervention in processes, functions and projects
receiving such assistance.

• Pension fund investments in securities issued by a
federally chartered infrastructure corporation are likely
to displace pension fund investments in securities issued
by government sponsored enterprises such as the
Government National Mortgage Association and the Small
Business Administration rather than result in net new
capital investment.

Mr, Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, there is a

compelling interest in re-evaluating the intergovernmental fiscal
partnership and improving federal public policy toward state and
local governments. The interest rate savings associated with
municipal bonds that inure to state and local taxpayers—who are
also federal taxpayers—stand as a symbol of the partnership of the
federal government and state and local governments. Even working
together, we will not be able to solve America's infrastructure
challenge in the near future. Therefore, I urge you and other
members of Congress and the Administration to consider
modifications in tax-exempt bond provisions as an important first
step in the important work that lies ahead.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify and GFOA is prepared
to work with you and your staff on this vital undertaking.

For more information about the Government Finance Officers
Association and this testimony, contact Cathy Spain, Director, GFOA
Federal Liaison Center, 1750 K Street, Suite 650, Washington, DC
20006 PHONE: (202) 429-2750 FAX: (202) 429-2755.
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range of activities which include the operations of the Finance. Treasury, Property

Assessment, Purchasing and Risk Management offices. His duties at the County include

establishing tlie fair market value of over $14 billion of real estate and personal property,

the investment of over $200 million, and the 5-year projection and monthly monitoring of

over 50 revenue sources available to the County.

Over the past decade Mr. Wenderski has overseen the issuance of $2.5 billion in tax

exempt and taxable securities at the state and local level in over 75 transactions. Mr.

Wenderski is a member of the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA)
standing committee on Debt and Fiscal Policy and two sub-committees on Tax Policy and

Financial Planning. He is also a member of tlie Virginia GFOA and the Municipal

Treasurers Association of the United States and Canada.

Mr. Wenderski was the Director of Debt Management for the Commonwealth of Virginia

from 1987 until joining Prince William County in 1991. He was responsible for the

planning, execution, and management of the debt issuing activities of the Conunonwealth.

This included debt issued by the Commonwealtli Treasury Board, the Virginia Public

School Authority, tiie Virginia Public Building Authority, and the Virginia College

Building Autliority. He also oversaw the delivery of financial advisory services to the

institutions of higher education and agencies of Virginia involved in the issuance of debt

Prior to coming to Virginia he was the Treasurer for the City of Orlando, Florida, where

he was responsible for the City's investment program, cash collections, debt management
and the City's real Estate and Business licensing.

Mr. Wenderski is a Certified Public Accountant having worked at Deloitte, Haskins &
Sells, and is also a Certified Internal Auditor. He has a Master's Degree in Business fi"om

Central Michigan University and a Bachelor's Degree from Walsh College. He has taught

accounting and business management at the graduate and undergraduate levels in the past

at Oakland University and the University of Central Florida.

Mr. Wenderski has also held positions In the private sector as an analyst for mergers and

acquisitions at MASCO, a Fortune 500 company, and was the Assistant Treasurer for a

regional fine paper manufacturing and wholesaling firm. He has served in a number of

other capacities including as the Vice Chairman of the Public Treasurer's Management
Foundation.
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OF TIMOTHY P. AGNEW

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OITICER OF THE FINANCE AUTHORTTY OF MADVE AND
PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL OF DEVELOPMENT FINANCE AGENCIES

PRESENTED TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF
THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC WORKS

JUNE 30, 1994

I appreciate the opportunity to provide testimony on the status of cenain tax exempt bonds

that assist in the efforts of state and local governmental entities to encourage economic growth and

development The use of tax exempt bonds is a key too! in providing both an incentive for economic

development and the necessary infrastructure to support and enhance job creation and this nation 's

standard of living.

The Council ofDevelopment Finance Agencies (CDFA) is a nationwide organization of state

and local governmental entities charged with helping businesses obtain the financing necessary for

growth and development determined to be in the public interest. Vrlule CDFA's membership

represents a diverse array of business finance programs, one common denominator is the issuance of

tax exempt, smaU-issue industrial development bonds to help small manufacturers obtain lower rate

financing in order to expand their manuftcturing capacity In most areas, manufacturing jobs are

quality jobs that produce a substantial multiplier effect in the local economy. Using these small-issue

industrial development bond programs, smaller manufacturers work directly with governmental entities

such as the Finance Authority ofMaine to construct or expand manufacturing facilities and add

machinery and equipment These projects would not take place or would in many cases be cut back

substantially without the reduced rate financing provided by the tax exemption allowed under the

Internal Revenue Code.

The small-issue industrial development bond program is a good program to encourage the

growth of manufacturing jobs, but it could be enhanced and made more effective with some modest

legislative changes, For example:

1. CapiUi Expenditure Limitation. In order to be eligible for tax exempt financing, a

small manufacturer must have less than $10,000,000 in total capital expenditures,

including the project financed with tax exempt bonds, in the sue year period beginning

three years b^re the bonds are issued and ending three years after the bonds are

issued. If a business is successfijl as a resuh of the project financed with tax exempt

bonds and wants to expand within three years after issuing the bond, it may be forced

to choose between limiting its expansion to stay within the $10,000,000 capital

expenditure limitation or having the tax exempt bonds retroactively become taxable. In

other words, the current capital expenditure limitation effectively penalizes the

company for success. LimitLng the capital expenditure limitation period to the three

years priqr to bond issuance would solve this problem and allow companies to do what

we want them to do: to continue to grow and invest in order to create more jobs and

economic gro'Ath, In addition, the $10,000,000 limiution has been in cflfcct for over
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eight years and docs not take inflation into account. Indexing the limitation to inflation

would help more businesses take advantage of the program.

2. Bank Deductibility. Prior to the 1986 Tax Rdbrm Aa. most small-issue industrial

development bonds were purchased by commercial banks providing businesses with reduced

rate financing approved by governmental issuers in an efficient and cost-effective manner The

Tax Reform Act of 1986 repealed a provision that allowed commercial banks to deduct a

portion of their interest costs attributable to purchasing smail-issue bonds and effectively

elimmated banks as a source of ;ax exempt financing As a result, governmental issuers and

businesses have been forced to sell small-issue tax exempt bonds in the public bond markets,

incurring substantial transaction costs for undenvTiters, credit enhancement, rating ager.cies

and attorneys. These additional costs have detent many potential borrowers under the

program from undertaking manufacturing projects Particiiiarly on smaller bond issues, the

transaction costs of a public bond issue outweigh the benefits of the tax exempt financbg I

would strongly encourage that consideration be giver to restoring barJc deductibility for small-

issue industrial development bonds of 53,000,000 or less. This change would greatly facilitate

the financing process for smaller manufacturers and would have an almost immediate impact m
creating new jobs and economic growth.

I would also like to draw your attention to the adverse impact that current proposals by the Securities

and Exchange Commission could have on the small-issue indusmal development bond program. In an
effort to assure an adequate flow of information to purchasers of tax exempt bonds in the public bond
markets, the Securities and Exchange Commission has proposed new legislation lo require registration

of all tax-exempt bonds, and has also proposed new rule amendments that would, among other things,

require the businesses benefitting from snull-issue industrial development bonds to provide annua]

audited financial sUtements to the public. In Maine, and I believe in all other states, the vast majoritv

of the businesses that are eligible for and express interest in using the small-issue industrial

development bond program to finance an expansion of manufocturing capacity are small, closely held

businesses that guard the confidentiality of their financial information and will refiise to use the

program ifthey must expose that financial information to their competitors. In most cases, small-issue

tax exempt bonds are issued with the backing of either a bank letter of credit, a state guaranty or the

equivalent. Bondholders are looking to the letter of credit provider or the state guaranty for

repayment of the bond, not to the underl>ing borrower. Rating agencies rate the bond issues based
on the credit enhancement provided by the letter of credit or guaranty, not based on a review of the
financial statements of the underlying borrower. In the case ofbonds that do have this third party

credit enhancement, no purpose of bondholder protection is served by requiring the business borrower

to disclose financial information. The Council ofDevelopment Finance Agencies and its members will

be working with the Securities and Exchange Commission to attempt to explain the very real problems
created for the small-issue bond program by the proposed legislation and new rules. I would also

strongly encourage members of Congress to help assure that there is a reasonable balance between the

public interest in protecting investors and the public policy of encouraging job growth and economic
development. Imposing additional obligations on sute and local issuers of tax exempt debt would
have a direct, adverse impact on those issuers and their public miisions.

I appreciate the opportunity to provide this testimony on this important issue, and I would

welcome the opportunhy to work with you in helping to assure that this country maintains and

enhances its infrastructure and its ability to encourage responsible business growth and development

o
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